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by
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ABSTRACT

Binary stellar systems consisting of at least two stars with separations > 10, 000 au are
essential tools in astronomy. However, we still do not fully understand how these systems
formed as their separations are larger than that of a typical protostellar core. Furthermore,
a majority of these systems are thought to be higher order multiples, i.e., triples, quadruples,
etc., although no definitive fraction has been published to date. Determining what fraction
of these systems are higher order multiples and examining the properties of those systems
will set constraints that will help determine the origin of these extremely wide systems. To
this end, we constructed the SUPERWIDE catalog of wide binaries using Gaia DR2 astrometry. Our search method consists of a two part Bayesian analysis which identifies physical
pairs based on their angular separations, proper motion difference, and distance differences
between the stars in the pair. This analysis resulted in a catalog of 99,203 pairs having
probabilities greater than 95% of being gravitationally bound systems. We show that the
predictable behavior of K-dwarfs in the H-R diagram makes it possible to devise a simple

method to identify additional unresolved components using readily available magnitudes,
colors, and parallaxes. By comparing the over-luminosities of the components to each other,
we were able to identify over-luminous components and most likely host unresolved companions. Examining this, we determine a lower limit on the higher order multiplicity fraction of
K+K wide binaries to be 40.3%. We notice a slight dependence on the higher order multiplicity with metallicity and no dependence with physical separation. Finally, we report the
results of several speckle campaigns on the widest halo and low-mass disk binaries and find
relatively few companions. As it is expected that the majority of these systems should have
a third component, we believe this points to substantial dynamical interactions occurring
in these systems and the companions are below the separation limit we can examine with
speckle imaging. However, even with the lack of companions detected, we have put limits
on where potential companions can reside in these systems.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Binary and multiple star systems consist of two or more stars that are gravitationally
bound to each other. These systems are critical to stellar astrophysics as they can be used
to determine accurately the physical properties of their individual stars (most notably, their
masses and radii), which can be extremely difficult to measure and carry large uncertainties
for single stars. In general, binary systems are broken down into a primary (traditionally,
the more massive and brighter star) and a secondary (the less massive and fainter star). This
classification system becomes more complicated for higher order multiples or systems with
three or more stars, i.e. triples, quadruples, etc.
While the statistics depend on the masses of the stars in the system, they are very
common in the Galaxy. This is shown in Table 1.1 as a function of spectral type starting
with O stars. High mass binaries consisting of O-, B- or A-dwarf primaries (stars with
masses between ∼ 27 − 1.75M ) have a high binary fraction at 0.85-0.70 (De Rosa et al.
2014; Kobulnicky & Fryer 2007; Moe & Di Stefano 2017), which means most of the stars
with these masses are in binary systems. Solar-type binaries consisting of F-, G-, or early
K-dwarf primaries (∼ 1.6 − 0.8M ), on the other hand, have a binary fraction of around
0.5 (Duquennoy & Mayor 1991; Raghavan et al. 2010). Low mass binaries with M-dwarf
primaries (> 0.57M ) having a binary fraction of 0.268 ± 0.014 (Winters et al. 2019), which
is still appreciable.
Stellar multiples also vary in form and configuration, from true binaries of two stars to
complex systems with up to 6 members like Castor. In particular, systems with three or
more members can have a hierarchical configuration, where a close binary is formed with
two of the members and the third component is at a much larger separation. An example
of this would be the Alpha and Proxima Centauri system where Alpha Centauri is itself a
close binary with Proxima Centauri being a wide third companion. They also span a wide
range of physical separations from close binaries with separations on the order of the Sun’s
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Table 1.1. Multiplicities across Stellar Mass
Spectral Type
O
B
A
Solar (F-, G- and early K-dwarf)
M

Binary Fraction
> 0.85
> 0.8
0.69 ± 0.07
0.44 ± 0.02
0.268 ± 0.014

Source
Moe & Di Stefano (2017)
Kobulnicky & Fryer (2007)
De Rosa et al. (2014)
Raghavan et al. (2010)
Winters et al. (2019)

radius to intermediate systems with separations of a few astronomical units (1 au = 1.5 x
108 km) to wide binaries with separations on the order of a parsec (1 pc = 206,265 au).
These wide binaries, roughly defined as having separations larger than 1000 au, have
proven to be important tools for stellar astronomers. Compared to close binaries, the stars in
these systems do not interact meaningfully with each other and are essentially the equivalent
of two single stars born out of the same star-forming cloud and evolving in unison, thus having
the same chemical composition and age, though they can be very different sizes and masses.
Taking advantage of this, astronomers have used wide binaries to calibrate gyrochronology
relations for solar-type and low-mass stars. These gyrochronology relations use the fact that
single stars with the same mass start with a large range of rotation periods and converge
to a certain rotation period depending on the mass (Pinsonneault et al. 1989). Over time,
stars slow down due to interactions between charged particles and the star’s magnetic field.
Gyrochronology uses the rotation period of an individual star to estimate its age. As being
coeval systems, wide binaries represent a crucial tool in calibrating these relations overall
and to different masses (Chanamé & Ramı́rez 2012; Janes 2017; Godoy-Rivera & Chanamé
2018).
Additionally, wide binaries are particularly useful in estimating the metallicity, abundance of elements that are not hydrogen or helium relative to hydrogen, of faint companions
to bright primaries. Because of their coeval nature, the metallicities of the stars in a wide
binary should be similar. As it may be difficult to get the reliable spectroscopic measurements needed to calculate the metallicity of the faint companion, the metallicity of the bright
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companion, for which the spectroscopic measurements are more easily obtained, is found and
used to determine the metallicity of the faint companion (Lépine et al. 2007; Mann et al.
2013; Newton et al. 2014; Mann et al. 2014; Veyette et al. 2017; Andrews et al. 2018, 2019;
Wheeler et al. 2020).
Beyond stellar astrophysics, the widest binary systems are also important in the area
of Galactic dynamics. Due to the low binding energies of the widest binaries, they should
be easily disrupted if they interact with giant molecular clouds, other stars or Galactic
tidal fields. Using this, one can set limits on stellar density, mass function and general
environments around the Milky Way Galaxy (Weinberg et al. 1987; Parker et al. 2009; Jiang
& Tremaine 2010). For example, if the stellar density is high in an area (the Orion Nebula
Complex, for example), the number of extremely wide binaries would be less than in an area
where the stellar density is low (the Beta Pic moving group).
By studying and precisely determining the distribution of physical separations for wide
binaries, we can also place limits on the number density and typical masses of potential dark
matter candidates like Massive Compact Halo Objects (MACHOs) (Chanamé & Gould 2004;
Yoo et al. 2004). In much the same way as studying stellar density, MACHOs of different
masses will affect how the physical separation distribution of wide binaries appears, with
more massive MACHOs causing the distribution to decrease faster than compared with less
massive MACHOs. By simulating how MACHOs of different mass affect the distribution of
wide binary separations and comparing this to what is observed in the field, limits can be
put on the space density and masses of MACHOs.

1.1

Types of Binary systems

Throughout this dissertation , we will be discussing several “types” of binary systems. These
types are mainly defined by the detection method used to find them, but this translates into
differences in their range of orbital separations, both physical and angular (i.e. projected
on the sky) or, equivalently in the range of their orbital period. Figure 1.1 shows Figure 13
3

from Raghavan et al. (2010) and displays the distribution of orbital periods for solar-type
stars in their survey, which were then split into groups by the detection method used to
find the binaries. Four different methods were used in that survey: proper motion acceleration (horizontal lined areas), spectroscopy (positively sloped areas), high resolution imaging
(negatively sloped areas), and astrometry (vertical lined areas). As seen on the diagram, the
four methods probe different ranges of orbital periods/ separations, though with significant
overlap. For example, a binary that has been found using astrometric means (their positions,
proper motions and distances) can also often be found using high resolution imaging. One
explicit example is the hatched regions of Figure 1.1 where these binaries are acknowledged
to have been detected using both high resolution imaging and spectroscopy. In this dissertation, we will consider two broad classes of binary systems that are likewise defined on the
basis of the method used in their detection. We will call these “wide binaries” and “close
binaries.”

1.1.1

Wide Binaries - Common Proper Motion Pairs

We will use the term wide binaries to describe systems that have been spatially resolved on
the sky, i.e. detected as two separate sources, in publicly available surveys. Wide binaries
have traditionally been found by examining images of the sky taken at two different times
(typically years to decades apart) and looking for stars sharing a common motion. Figure
1.2 shows one such example of a composite image of the red and blue filter images from the
second digitized sky survey (DSS2) of the wide binary pair GJ 360 and GJ 362. The Digitized
Sky Surveys were built from photometric images obtained with the Palomar Schmidt and
southern ESO Schmidt telescopes from the 1940s to the 1990s. The two images that go into
Figure 1.2 were taken at two different times, February 1988 for the blue image and November
1998 for the red, and by overlaying the images on top of each other, we can see that the
two stars are moving in the same direction at roughly the same proper motion, compared to
the background stars which remain still and do not appear as two different colors. Hence,
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Figure 1.1 Distribution of binary periods for solar-type stars from Raghavan et al. (2010)a .
The different shadings of the histogram represent binaries detected through different methods. Positively sloped lines represent spectroscopic binaries, negatively sloped lines show detections through visual methods, such as speckle interferometry and adaptive optics, hatched
areas represent binaries detected by both visual and spectroscopic methods, horizontal lines
represent binaries found through proper motion acceleration, and the areas with vertical
lines represent binaries detected as common proper motion pairs. The dashed curve is a
Gaussian fit to the data, peaking at log P = 5.03 and having a standard deviation of 2.28.
a This

plot has been taken from Raghavan et al. 2010, “A Survey of Stellar Families: Multiplicity
of Solar-type Stars”, ApJS, 190, 1, 30, August 13, 2010. doi:10.1088/0067-0049/190/1/1 c AAS.
Reproduced with permission
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wide binaries are also sometimes called common proper motion (CPM) pairs as they move
together.
In recent decades, with the advent of large public astrometric surveys, the need to manually do this with the images has faded, replaced with using statistical analyses to compare
the angular separations, proper motion differences and parallax differences of large numbers
of stars recorded in associated “star catalogs” compiled from such imaging surveys, and often
listing hundreds of millions to billions of individual stars. Wide binaries identified as CPM
pairs typically have projected physical separation, ρ, ranging from hundreds of au to hundreds of thousands of au. Projected physical separation refers to their separation assuming
both stars in a binary were at the same radial distance so that they are in the plane of the
sky. Projected separations are thus always a lower limit to a pair’s true physical separation,
but this is a necessary concession since the relative radial distance between the two stars is
usually poorly measured if at all. The projected separation between the two stars is also
simply measured as ρ (au) = angular separation (00 ) x distance (pc). Typically, we take
the distance to be the distance to the primary star. Distance is usually calculated from
the parallax of a star. This parallax is calculated by mxeasuring the position of a star in
different parts of the Earth’s orbit and observing its motion during this time. In most cases,
the parallaxes to both stars in a wide binary are measured, however, the errors on those
measurements often prevent their use in accurately measuring the true physical separation
between the two stars.

1.1.2

Close Binaries

The term close binaries will be used to describe systems that are not resolved by large
publicly available imaging, photometric, or astrometric surveys. These systems are normally
found using more elaborate detection methods, which we go through in brief here.
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Figure 1.2 Example of a common proper motion pair taken from the DSS2 red and blue
filter imagesa , which were taken at different times. The blue image was taken in February
1988 and the red was taken in November 1998.This is a composite image and the two stars
in the pair have moved in between the time the images were taken. This is why the pair
appears as four stars, two pairs of blue and orange stars. The stars in the pair are GJ 360
and GJ 362 and are both high proper motion stars, making it easy to spot in images taken
at different times. By comparing the two images, we can see the pair is moving in the same
direction at roughly the same proper motion, making it a common proper motion pair.
a The

Digitized Sky Surveys were produced at the Space Telescope Science Institute under U.S.
Government grant NAG W-2166. The images of these surveys are based on photographic data
obtained using the Oschin Schmidt Telescope on Palomar Mountain and the UK Schmidt
Telescope. The plates were processed into the present compressed digital form with the
permission of these institutions. The Second Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS-II) was
made by the California Institute of Technology with funds from the National Science Foundation,
the National Geographic Society, the Sloan Foundation, the Samuel Oschin Foundation, and the
Eastman Kodak Corporation.
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1.1.2.1 Spectroscopic Binaries
Spectroscopic binaries (positively sloped areas of Figure 1.1) are systems that are identified as
binaries by examining the Doppler shift of absorption or emission lines in their spectra. They
can be revealed in two ways, either as a “double-lined” or “single-lined” spectroscopic binary.
In a doubled-lined spectroscopic binary, the lines of both stars are identified separately in the
spectrum due to one set of lines being significantly red-shifted, and the other set significantly
blue-shifted, thus appearing to be “doubled” at favorable orbital phases. In a single-lined
spectroscopic binary, the lines of only the brighter star are seen. From these spectra, the
radial velocity (velocity towards or away from Earth) of the star/stars can be measured. If
observed over the course of the binary system’s orbital period, a radial velocity curve can
be obtained and modeled as the radial velocity of a star in the binary changes as it goes
through its orbit. This radial velocity curve is a plot of the amplitude of the radial velocity
for a given star as a function of the phase of the orbit. From this model, many parameters
of the system can be determine, such as an estimate on the masses of the stars, which is
derived from the semi-amplitudes of the stars in the system, along with the period of the
system. However, the accuracy of these measurements is limited if the inclination or tilt of
the binary system’s orbit with respect to Earth is not known. For this dissertation, we will
talk about spectroscopic binaries in relation to finding them as over-luminous stars.

1.1.2.2 Eclipsing binaries
Another type of close binary that we will mention are eclipsing binaries. These systems are
found by examining the light curve of a star and looking for dips in the light curve that
show another object eclipsing the other star relative to our line of sight. Because of this,
the orbit of the system must be nearly edge-on so that the eclipses can be seen from Earth.
If this is not the case, these systems would have to be detected through other means, most
likely through spectroscopy. An example of an eclipsing system is shown in Figure 1.3. This
system is actually a contact binary with a period of roughly 2 days. With the addition of
8

Figure 1.3 Example of an eclipsing binary detected by the TESS mission. Top panel shows
the light curve for TIC 206707639. This figure uses the PDCSAP flux made available from
the TESS team. Bottom panel shows the phased light curve for the star, i.e. the flux
measured as a function of the phase in the measured orbital period, where the orbital period
in days (d) is noted in the lower right corner.
spectroscopic observations, these systems become invaluable tools for astronomers as this
makes it possible to determine the masses and radii of the stars and the parameters of the
orbit of the system precisely. For this dissertation, we are not concerned with this modeling
aspect, which is beyond the scope of the project, and we only use the data to identify the
higher order multiples.
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1.1.2.3 Close Visual Binaries
The last type of close binary we will mention are close visual binaries (negatively sloped
areas of Figure 1.1). These systems are found through high resolution imaging such as
speckle imaging, interferometry, or adaptive optics. For this dissertation, we will be using
speckle imaging to examine stars, searching for close companions that are unresolved even in
the best all-sky surveys like the Gaia survey. Speckle imaging, or speckle interferometry, is
a technique which uses stacks of 1000 short exposures (40 milliseconds (ms)) to “freeze” the
atmosphere for each exposure, creating a speckle pattern that is the result of the atmosphere’s
interference with the light from the target star. Then, these images are put through a Fourier
analysis to reconstruct the image from the speckle patterns. This process effectively tries to
remove the effects of the atmosphere and achieve the true resolution of the telescope. An
example of this is shown in Figure 1.4, which shows an example of a single 40 ms exposure
of a binary star in the top panel and then the reconstructed image revealing the binary
companion in the bottom panel. Taken over time, these speckle observations can lead to the
orbit of a binary being mapped out. For this dissertation, however, speckle imaging will be
used to search for companions in unexplored stars rather than map out the orbits of known
binary systems.

1.2

On the Origins of Wide Systems

Over the past decade, our understanding of how binary systems form has advanced tremendously. It is now believed that most binary systems with separations between 10 and 1000s
of aus form either through disc fragmentation or core fragmentation of protostellar clouds
(Moe et al. 2019). The closest binaries, those with separations less than 10 au, are believed
to have been formed by migration either through accretion of gas from a circumbinary disc
(Tokovinin & Moe 2020) or through interactions with a third companion, such as through
Kozai-Lidov cycles (Eggleton & Kisseleva-Eggleton 2006).
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Figure 1.4 Example of a visual binary detected with speckle imaging. Top panel shows a
single exposure of 40 ms. Bottom panel shows the reconstructed image showing a binary
companion with a separation of 0.3 arcseconds. The companion is the brightest spot directly
above the central point, which represents the target star. The spot below the central point
is a ghost peak which is a consequence of the Fourier analysis. The two points diagonal to
the middle are artifacts which do not represent true companions.
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The widest binaries, those with separations on the order of or larger than the size of a
typical protostellar core (∼ 0.1 (pc) or ∼ 20, 000 au), are still shrouded in mystery. One
reason is that their identification in large numbers is relatively recent - indeed one example
is presented in this dissertation. The common proper motion method relies on statistical
analyses of large catalogs rather than of direct observations. While these catalogs did exist
before the launch of the Gaia mission, they were restricted to bright and/or nearby stars,
significantly limiting the number of wide binaries found. Additionally, the term “wide binary” does not adequately describe these systems as many of them are in fact higher order
multiples, triples, quadruples, etc. For solar-type stars, it has been observed that at least
half of wide companions are members of hierarchical triple systems with a close binary and a
wide third companion (Raghavan et al. 2010; Tokovinin 2014b; Moe et al. 2019). As the separation of the outer tertiary increases, it is also predicted that the higher order multiplicity
fraction should increase as well (Law et al. 2010; Raghavan et al. 2010; Tokovinin 2014b).
Since 2010, several mechanisms have been proposed to explain the formation of the
widest binaries. These include the binding of stars as a cluster dissolves (Moeckel & Bate
2010; Kouwenhoven et al. 2010), the unfolding of primordial triple systems (Reipurth &
Mikkola 2012), and the capture of adjacent cores in star-forming regions (Tokovinin 2017).
We describe each of these three here.

1.2.1

Cluster Dissolution

The formation of wide binaries during the cluster dissolution phase was first discussed by
Moeckel & Bate (2010) and Kouwenhoven et al. (2010). As a cluster dissolves into the
Galactic field population, the gravitational influence that the cluster has on its members
decreases. One way this happens is through the loss of massive stars in the cluster that
die out and explode as supernovae, reducing the mass of the cluster and its gravitational
influences on its members. It becomes possible that two stars on the outer edges of the cluster
that are near each in both space and velocity may become bound and leave the cluster at
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the same time, becoming a wide binary. In Kouwenhoven et al. (2010), they examine this
using Monte Carlo and N-body simulations of star clusters. After evolving and dissolving
the cluster, they find that the distribution of separations has two peaks, which they call the
dynamical and dissolution peak. The dynamical peak is the result of stars within the cluster
naturally interacting with each other and forming binary pairs. Through large numbers of
simulations, the peak varies between 1-1,000 au with a median value between 50-100 au. The
dissolution peak forms as a consequence of stars becoming bound as the cluster dispersed
into the Galactic field. This peak has a median separation value of 0.1 to 0.2 pc. Most of
the pairs in this peak are not expected to survive interactions with the wider Galactic field,
being torn apart through interactions with random passing stars, giant molecular clouds or
Galactic tidal fields. However, a small subset of those binaries are more resistant stable to
these interactions: multiple systems of three or more stars, which contain more mass and
thus also have a higher binding energy. If primordial binaries are added to the simulations,
triple and quadruple systems are formed, the number of which depends on the primordial
binary fraction. Since the primordial binary fraction is expected to be high, the number of
triples and quadruples that form is large, matching the observational evidence from the field.
Recent studies of moving groups and star forming regions have seemed to refute this as a
dominant mechanism in the formation of the widest binaries. Moving groups are groups of
stars that are moving together through the Galaxy and were born in the same area, but have
not remained in a cluster and are now “dissolving” into the field population. Elliott & Bayo
(2016) searched the Beta Pic moving group for wide binaries, using angular separations and
proper motion difference measurements (the CPM method). They found seven systems with
separations larger than 10,000 au, a number much higher than what the cluster dissolution
method can reproduce. Six of the seven were also found to be higher order multiples. Additionally, Joncour et al. (2017) studied wide binary multiplicity in the Taurus star-forming
region using nearest-neighbor statistics. Similarly to Elliott & Bayo (2016), they found a
large excess of pairs at large separations and that ∼ 65% of these pairs were higher order
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multiples. As these regions are young (Taurus, 1 Myr; Beta Pic, 23 Myr), cluster dissolution cannot be the formation mechanism for these pairs. Additionally, Kouwenhoven et al.
(2010) predicted that this formation mechanism would produce an eccentricity distribution
that is close to thermal. However, Tokovinin (2020) examined the eccentricity distribution
of low mass wide binaries with separations larger than 10,000 au and found it to be slightly
super-thermal, providing more evidence that the cluster dissolution mechanism is not the
dominant path for the formation of the widest binaries.

1.2.2

Unfolding of Triple Systems

Another potential formation mechanism that has been proposed to explain how the widest
systems form is the unfolding of primordial triple systems. Proposed by Reipurth & Mikkola
(2012), this formation path consists of a triple system being born in the same protostellar
core from disk or core fragmentation. Over time, this system evolves through dynamical
interactions between the three stars into a “hierarchical system” consisting of a very close
binary with a very wide third companion. This slow unfolding provides protection from
interactions with other stars within their birth environment, while creating wide systems
after the cluster has dissolved, thus providing a potential explanation for the high occurrence
of higher order multiples in the widest systems. Reipurth & Mikkola (2012) examined this
by running N-body simulations of the evolution of primordial triple systems and pausing
their simulations at three times, 1, 10 and 100 Myr, to examine the properties of stable,
unstable (will eventually be disrupted) and disrupted triple systems. After 100 Myr, 2.1% of
their bound (stable and unstable) triple system simulations resulted in a separation greater
than 10,000 au between the wide companion and the close binary, matching the expected
percentage of wide field binaries. Additionally, they found that their stable wide binaries
prefer to have members with the same mass or to have the wide third companion as the
most massive star in the system, offering a testable prediction of the model.
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Studies of moving groups and star forming regions are at odds with the unfolding mechanism. As the unfolding mechanism is supposed to take millions of years to complete, one
would not expect there to be high numbers of wide systems in young moving groups, which
means the unfolding mechanism cannot be dominant. A potential rebuttal to this is that
the systems found in young moving groups could be classified as unstable and potentially
already disrupted systems, which according to the simulations from Reipurth & Mikkola
(2012), could appear to show up having separation in the 10,000 au - 100,000 au range at
those early times. A more stringent test of the unfolding scenario is the prediction of the eccentricity for these systems. Reipurth & Mikkola (2012) found that the eccentricities for the
widest binaries with separations larger than 10,000 au should have extreme values (> 0.8).
As mentioned previously, Tokovinin (2020) examined this for low mass wide binaries and
found that the distribution is slightly super-thermal and not entirely composed of pairs of
extreme eccentricities. In any case, a strong prediction of the unfolding mechanism is that
all wide binaries formed that way must be multiple systems and contain at least a third
component.

1.2.3

Adjacent Core Scenario

The third formation mechanism that has been proposed is the gravitational capture by
adjacent cores from Tokovinin (2017). Within low-density star forming regions, protostellar
cores naturally form near each other. Over time, if their relative velocities are similar and
do not exceed the velocity for a parabolic orbit between the two cores, the cores can become
bound to each other. At the same time, pairs can be torn apart through interactions with
other stars and with leftover gas within the star-forming region. Eventually, a small number
of wide binaries escapes the region to join the field population. This suggested mechanism
has the advantage of being in general agreement with the results on wide binary multiplicity
within young low density star forming regions (Elliott & Bayo 2016; Joncour et al. 2017). A
key point that Tokovinin (2017) makes is that in this scenario, the environment of the star
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forming region plays a critical role in wide binary formation. Denser regions, such as the
Orion Nebular Cluster, have core separations that are too close to allow for the formation of
such wide pairings. Even older, open clusters, like the Pleiades and Praesepe clusters, may
have a high enough stellar density to inhibit wide binary formation (Deacon & Kraus 2020).
These three formation mechanisms are the ones currently offered as explanations for
how the widest binaries form. As has been noted, the cluster dissolution and unfolding
of triple systems cannot entirely account for the wide binaries that are seen in the field
and in young star forming regions. It is entirely possible, and extremely likely, that the
answer is all three of these mechanisms contribute to the population of field wide binaries
(see Elliott & Bayo (2016) for an example of how this may look like). Examining the
eccentricity distribution for different populations of wide binaries may provide the answer,
but as of yet, there is not an eccentricity prediction of the resulting population of field binaries
from the adjacent core model of Tokovinin (2017). However, there may be another way to
examine which mechanism is dominant. Each of these mechanisms predicts a large, though
varying, fraction of these extremely wide systems to be higher order multiples, with the
extreme case being the unfolding of triple systems where all/nearly all should be hierarchical
multiples. While searches for higher-order systems have been conducted for solar-type and
higher mass binaries, lower mass stars (K and M dwarfs) have been largely ignored save a
limited survey from Law et al. (2010), which examined the higher order multiplicity of 36
M+M wide binaries and found that their higher order multiplicity was 45+18
−15%. Tentatively,
they also found that this fraction increased with projected physical separation. This result,
if confirmed, could provide additional constraints which can help distinguish between the
three leading formation scenarios - or invalidate them all.

1.3

Previous Wide Binary Searches

Previous searches for wide binaries have focused on finding pairs of stars that are close to
each other on the sky and have similar proper motions and/or similar estimated distances
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Table 1.2. Previous Wide Binary Searches
Study

Separation Range

Number of Found Binaries

Lépine & Bongiorno (2007)
Dhital et al. (2010)
Tokovinin & Lépine (2012)
Dhital et al. (2015)
Oh et al. (2017)
Andrews et al. (2017)
El-Badry & Rix (2018)

∼ 300 − 150000
∼ 700 − 18000
∼ 3000 − 180000
∼ 100 − 2000
≤ 10 pc
≤ 1 pc
50 au - 50,000 au

521
1,342
1,392
105,537
13,085
7,108
55,128

Catalog Used
LSPM North
SDSS
SUPERBLINK and Hipparcos
SDSS
TGAS
TGAS
Gaia DR2

(Chanamé & Gould 2004; Lépine & Bongiorno 2007; Dhital et al. 2010; Lépine 2011; Shaya
& Olling 2011; Tokovinin & Lépine 2012; Tokovinin 2014a; Dhital et al. 2015; Deacon et
al. 2016; Andrews et al. 2017; Oh et al. 2017; Oelkers et al. 2017; El-Badry & Rix 2018;
Coronado et al. 2018; Jiménez-Esteban et al. 2019; Hartman & Lépine 2020; El-Badry et al.
2021). Table 1.2 shows the results of several previous wide binary searches, along with the
separation range (either angular or physical) that each examined. Pairs of gravitationally
bound stars with very large orbital separations (>10 000 au) have orbital periods that are
long enough (>700 000 years) that the orbital velocity should be very low (≥0.3 km s−1 ).
As a result, the contribution of the orbital motion to the total space motion should be
negligible in most cases, and both components will have near-identical proper motions on
the sky. One can thus identify wide binaries by looking for close pairs of stars with similar
proper motions; these are typically called common proper motion (CPM) pairs. However,
coincident alignment, compounded by measurement uncertainties, can make two unrelated
stars appear as a CPM pair by chance. In this case, additional work must be performed to
confirm the pair is gravitationally bound. This can be done with a variety of methods, from
obtaining more precise proper motion measurements to measuring radial velocities (RVs).
Ultimately, one would want to confirm the spatial proximity of the two stars using accurate
parallax data.
With the advent of the Gaia mission, this field of astronomy has entered a new phase.
Gaia is a space telescope that was launched by the European Space Agency (ESA) in 2013
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with the goal of surveying over a billion stars to get accurate positions, proper motions
and distances for each. Gaia Data Release 1 (DR1; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016a,b) has
provided accurate proper motions, positions, and distances for stars in the Tycho-Gaia astrometric solution (TGAS) (Michalik et al. 2015). Three groups conducted separate searches
of the TGAS catalog for wide binaries. Oelkers et al. (2017) examined TGAS and combined
it with the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) to produce their catalog of 8,660 possible wide
pairs. This catalog was a mix of TGAS-TGAS and TGAS-SDSS pairs, and expanded the
work of Dhital et al. (2015) to higher mass stars. Their method made use of a Galactic
model similar to the one used in Dhital et al. (2015) to calculate the probability that a given
pair is a chance alignment based on predictions of the local field density.
Oh et al. (2017), on the other hand, searched for wide binaries by calculating a likelihood
ratio that a pair in TGAS is a co-moving pair based on its tangential velocity and physical
separation. Their search not only found wide binaries but also identified large co-moving
groups such as open clusters and OB associations. They found 13,058 high-probability
candidate pairs in their search. Both Oh et al. (2017) and Oelkers et al. (2017) claim to
have found evidence of an excess of pairs at wide separations and claimed to have identified
extremely wide pairs with separations greater than 1 pc. Both argue that this excess of
systems consists of a population of wide stars that are either very loosely bound or not
bound at all and are just the remains of wide binaries that have been torn apart. Both
also point out that this population of pairs at large separations should be relatively young,
as these unbound pairs would have drifted much father apart were they older than a few
hundred million years.
The third search was conducted by Andrews et al. (2017). They ran a Bayesian analysis
of the TGAS catalog, taking into account angular separations, proper motion differences, and
parallax differences. After removing known open clusters, they identified 7,108 candidate
wide binary pairs. They also matched their catalog to the RAdial Velocity Experiment
(RAVE; Kunder et al. 2017) survey and found a number of their pairs to have RVs in the
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survey. They compared RVs and found that the majority of their pairs consisted of stars
with similar RVs, confirming that they are binaries. However, they also found that for pairs
with projected physical separations larger than 4 × 104 au, only about half of the pairs had
matching RVs, which was confirmed in their follow-up paper (Andrews et al. 2018). This
finding lends support to the argument that pairs with separations greater than ∼1 pc may
not be genuine wide binaries but simply chance alignments of unrelated field stars.
Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018; Lindegren et al. 2018) was
released in 2018, significantly expanding the potential to search for wide binaries. El-Badry
& Rix (2018) examined the “cleaned” Gaia DR2 catalog (see Lindegren et al. 2018 for
more details) for wide binaries by assembling all possible pairings of any two stars in the
catalog that satisfy two specific cuts. The first is a cut in the actual physical separation
of the pairs, set at 50,000 au, and calculated based on the 3D spatial coordinates of every
stars from its sky coordinate and parallax. The second cut is a limit on the proper motion
difference between the pairs, which depends on several parameters, including distance and
angular separation between stars in the pairs. The result of this cut and the removal of
clusters, moving groups, and resolved higher-order multiples is a “pure” sample of ∼ 53, 400
wide binaries, although there still exist unresolved higher-order multiples, as noted by the
authors. They also claimed to see a difference in the distribution of physical separations
between three types of wide binaries – main sequence + main sequence, white dwarf + main
sequence and white dwarf + white dwarf – where the distribution for main sequence + main
sequence binaries is consistent with a constant power law while the other two show a break
between a single power law distribution. They claim this to be caused by a kick during the
white dwarf formation (see El-Badry & Rix 2018, Sections 3-4).
With the release of Gaia Early Data Release 3 (EDR3; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2020;
Lindegren et al. 2020) in 2020 and the release of data release 3 expected in the first half of
2022, there are more opportunities to explore these catalogs to find additional wide binaries.
El-Badry et al. (2021) examined the recently release Gaia EDR3 catalog and ran a more in
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depth analysis than their previous paper. Keeping similar cuts to those that they had used
in their 2018 paper, they also calculated the probability that a pair was a chance alignment
using Gaussian kernel density estimates. The result of their analysis is a catalog of over 1.3
million binaries with a probability of being a real binary greater than 90%. One downside
to their search method is that many triple systems are potentially left out of their catalog
due to a velocity cut that they impose.

1.4

Goals of the Dissertation

For this dissertation, we endeavor to assemble a large catalog of nearby, wide binary stars
and measure their higher order multiplicity. We particularly focus on systems of low-mass
stars, which have been overlooked in the past. The goal is to understand how the widest
systems form by providing statistics on their frequency, multiplicity, mass ratio and orbital
separation distribution. A particular focus is on the identification of triples, quadruples,
etc. To achieve this, we first construct a catalog of wide binaries from high proper motion
stars in Gaia DR2. This catalog is the result of a two-step Bayesian analysis that takes into
account the angular separations, proper motion differences and distance differences of over 5
million stars with high proper motions. With this catalog in hand, we examine the Gaia HR diagram for clues to identify unresolved companions from available data alone, bypassing
the need for time-extensive follow-up.(Chapter 2). In particular, we find that it is simple to
identify overluminous stars that may be unresolved binaries in K+K wide binaries through
a relatively simple relation, which we call the “Lobster” diagram (Chapters 2 and 3). To
demonstrate this method is sound, we conduct secondary searches for unresolved binaries,
first using light curves of a subset of our wide pairs obtained from the NASA Kepler and
TESS missions, which we search for eclipsing systems and rotation signatures (Chapter 3).
Finally, we select a two samples of wide binaries to conduct our own limited search for
unresolved components using the more time-consuming method of speckle imaging. One is a
disk sample of low mass wide binaries and which have separations larger than 10,000 au. The
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second is a sample of halo wide binaries with separations greater than 6,000 au. With these
samples, we conduct a speckle imaging campaign to search for unresolved companions in
these systems and constrain the higher order multiplicity fraction for each sample (Chapter
4). This campaign is carried out at Lowell Discovery Telescope with both DSSI and QWSSI
with supplemental stars from NESSI at the WIYN telescope on Kitt Peak for the disk sample
and at Gemini for the halo sample.
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Chapter 2
THE SUPERWIDE CATALOG OF WIDE BINARIES (PAPER 1)
This chapter is reproduced in full from Hartman & Lépine (2020)1 .

2.1

Introduction

Binary star systems have long been important tools for stellar astrophysics, as they can be
used to determine the physical properties of their stars (e.g., their masses and radii), which
can be difficult for single stars. They are also relatively common: roughly half of the solartype stars in the local neighborhood are found to be in binary systems (Duquennoy & Mayor
1991; Raghavan et al. 2010). Low-mass stars, such as the ubiquitous M dwarfs, have been
found to have a multiplicity fraction of 26.8 ± 1.4% (Winters et al. 2019). They can range
from close spectroscopic/eclipsing binaries with separations on the order of the Sun’s radius
to wide visual binary systems with separations that can reach >104 au.
These wide visual binary systems represent important laboratories for stellar astrophysics.
The two components in wide binary systems are too far apart to be interacting in any
meaningful way at the present time and are thus equivalent to two single stars evolving in
unison. Monitoring the motion of binary stars makes it possible to independently measure
their gravitational masses without having to rely on a stellar model. In addition, because
the two components are thought to form coevally from adjacent parts of a molecular cloud,
these systems are crucial for calibrating gyrochronology relations (Chanamé & Ramı́rez 2012;
Janes 2017; Godoy-Rivera & Chanamé 2018) and metallicity scales (Lépine et al. 2007; Mann
et al. 2013, 2014; Newton et al. 2014; Veyette et al. 2017; Andrews et al. 2018, 2019), in
particular to determine how age and metallicity diagnostics vary with stellar mass. Wide
binary stars are also excellent tools for examining phenomena that evolve over time, such as
1

This chapter is taken in full from a paper that was originally published in the Astrophysical Journal
Supplement Series, Volume 247, Issue 2, 66 on April 7th 2020. The full title of this work is “The SUPERWIDE
Catalog: A Catalog of 99,203 Wide Binaries Found in Gaia and Supplemented by the SUPERBLINK High
Proper Motion Catalog.” doi:10.3847/1538-4365/ab79a6 c AAS. Reproduced with permission
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stellar activity and flaring behavior (Gunning et al. 2014; Morgan et al. 2016; Clarke et al.
2018).
Another important test that wide binary systems can provide is in the area of Galactic
dynamics. As the binding energies of wide binary systems should be small, they are easily
disrupted by interactions with other stars or with Galactic tidal fields. This allows one to
set limits on the stellar density, mass functions, and general environment of various Galactic
locales (Weinberg et al. 1987; Parker et al. 2009; Jiang & Tremaine 2010). We can also place
limits on the number density and typical masses of some dark matter candidates such as
MACHOs (Chanamé & Gould 2004), which are expected to act as gravitational disruptor of
wide binary systems.
Wide binaries are also important for exoplanet research, as many planets have been
found orbiting stars that also have wide stellar companions (Deacon et al. 2016). One might
expect a companion, even a relatively distant one, to have potentially disruptive effects on the
structure of the protoplanetary disk, which may affect the formation of planets. In particular,
orbits for these planets are expected to be mildly to highly eccentric. An expansion of the
work of Deacon et al. (2016) beyond Kepler to compare the frequency of exoplanet systems
in wide binaries versus single stars may shed light on planet-formation mechanisms.
A more fundamental question regarding the widest binaries (ρ > 10, 000 au) is how they
form in the first place. These systems can have separations larger than a typical protostellar
core (∼0.1 pc; Kouwenhoven et al. 2010; Reipurth & Mikkola 2012; Duchêne & Kraus 2013;
Tokovinin 2017). There have been several proposed channels for how these systems form,
including the cluster dissolution scenario (Kouwenhoven et al. 2010), the unfolding of higherorder multiples (Reipurth & Mikkola 2012), and the adjacent cores scenario (Tokovinin 2017).
Recent evidence from young moving groups and star-forming regions (Elliott & Bayo 2016;
Joncour et al. 2017) have found that these wide binaries are found mostly as part of higherorder multiples. However, more work is needed to determine which, if any, mechanism is the
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dominant formation channel for the widest wide binaries. In particular, determining whether
there is a difference between disk and halo wide binaries could yield interesting results.
Previous searches for wide binaries have focused on finding pairs of stars that are close
to each other on the sky and have similar proper motions and/or similar estimated distances
(Chanamé & Gould 2004; Lépine & Bongiorno 2007; Dhital et al. 2010; Lépine 2011; Shaya
& Olling 2011; Tokovinin & Lépine 2012; Tokovinin 2014a; Dhital et al. 2015; Deacon et al.
2016; Andrews et al. 2017; Oh et al. 2017; Oelkers et al. 2017; Coronado et al. 2018; El-Badry
& Rix 2018; Jiménez-Esteban et al. 2019). Pairs of gravitationally bound stars with very
large orbital separations (> 10, 000 au) have orbital periods that are long enough (> 700, 000
yr) that the orbital velocity should be very low (≥0.3 km s−1 ). As a result, the contribution
of the orbital motion to the total space motion should be negligible in most cases, and both
components will have near-identical proper motions. One can thus identify wide binaries by
looking for close pairs of stars with similar proper motions; these are typically called common
proper motion (CPM) pairs. However, coincident alignment, compounded by measurement
uncertainties, can make two unrelated stars appear as a CPM pair by chance. In this case,
additional work must be performed to confirm the pair is gravitationally bound. This can be
done with a variety of methods, from obtaining more precise proper motion measurements
to measuring radial velocities (RVs). Ultimately, one would want to confirm the spatial
proximity of the two stars using accurate parallax data.
With the advent of Gaia, this field of astronomy has entered a new phase. Gaia Data
Release 1 (DR1; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016a,b) has already provided accurate proper
motions, positions, and distances for stars in the Tycho-Gaia astrometric solution (TGAS)
(Michalik et al. 2015). Three groups conducted separate searches of the TGAS catalog for
wide binaries. Oelkers et al. (2017) examined TGAS and combined it with the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS) to produce their catalog of 8660 possible wide pairs. This catalog was a
mix of TGAS–TGAS and TGAS–SDSS pairs, and expanded the work of Dhital et al. (2015)
to higher mass stars. Their method made use of a Galactic model similar to the one used
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in Dhital et al. (2015) to calculate the probability that a given pair is a chance alignment
based on predictions of the local field density.
Oh et al. (2017), on the other hand, searched for wide binaries by calculating a likelihood
ratio that a pair in TGAS is a comoving pair based on its tangential velocity and physical
separation. Their search not only found wide binaries but also comoving groups, such as
open clusters and OB associations. They found 13,058 high-probability candidate pairs in
their search. Both Oh et al. (2017) and Oelkers et al. (2017) claim to have found evidence
that there was an excess of pairs at wide separations and pairs with separations greater than
1 pc. Both argue that this excess of pairs consists of a population of wide stars that are either
very loosely bound or not bound at all and are just the remains of wide binaries that have
been torn apart. Both also point out that this population of pairs at large separations should
be relatively young, as these unbound pairs would have drifted much father apart were they
older than a few hundred million years. Oelkers et al. (2017) goes further and reinforces the
proposal by Dhital et al. (2010) that this excess is the result of a second formation scenario
from the dissolution of clusters of stars.
The third search was conducted by Andrews et al. (2017). They ran a Bayesian analysis of
the TGAS catalog, taking into account angular separations, proper motion differences, and
parallax differences. After removing known open clusters, they identified 7108 candidate
wide binary pairs. They also matched their catalog to the RAdial Velocity Experiment
(RAVE; Kunder et al. 2017) survey and found a number of their pairs to have RVs in the
survey. They compared RVs and found that the majority of their pairs had similar RVs,
confirming that they are binaries. However, they also found that for pairs with projected
physical separations larger than 4 × 104 au, only about half of the pairs had matching RVs,
which was confirmed in their follow-up paper (Andrews et al. 2018). This appears to lend
support to the argument that pairs with separations greater than ∼1 pc may not be genuine
wide binaries but simply chance alignments of unrelated field stars.
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More recently, Gaia Data Release 2 (DR2; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018; Lindegren et
al. 2016) has expanded the possible search area for wide binaries. One search has already
been conducted on this new catalog. El-Badry & Rix (2018) examined the “cleaned” Gaia
DR2 catalog (see Lindegren et al. 2018 for more details) for wide binaries using two cuts.
The first was a cut in the actual physical separation of the pairs set at 50,000 au while the
other was a cut in proper motion space which depended on several parameters, including
distance and angular separation of the pairs. The result of this cut and the removal of
clusters, moving groups, and resolved higher-order multiples is a “pure” sample of ∼ 53, 400
wide binaries, although there still exist unresolved higher-order multiples, as noted by the
authors. They also claimed to see a difference in the distribution of physical separations
between three types of wide binaries – main sequence + main sequence, white dwarf + main
sequence and white dwarf + white dwarf – which they claim to be caused by a kick during
the white dwarf formation (see El-Badry & Rix 2018, Sections 3-4). In section 2.6.1 of this
paper, we compare our own sample of binaries to that of El-Badry & Rix (2018) and find
strong agreement between the two catalogs.
In this paper, we develop a Bayesian approach to conduct our own CPM search for wide
binaries in the high proper motion subset of Gaia DR2 stars with proper motions greater
than 40 mas yr−1 . We define a wide binary in the same way as Andrews et al. (2017), namely,
any high-probability pair we identify we consider to be a wide binary based on the data we
have available to us. The Gaia DR2 high proper motion subset contains ∼5.2 million high
proper motion stars; our search ultimately identifies 99 106 wide binary candidates with
>95 % probability of being gravitationally bound systems.
The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2.2 briefly describes the initial search
catalog. We then elaborate on the method of Lépine & Bongiorno (2007) for artificially
constructing a randomized set of stars completely devoid of wide binaries, which we use
as a reference sample to estimate the occurrence of chance alignments; this is explained in
Section 2.3, along with our Bayesian method to estimate the probability of a pair being
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a true binary based on positions and proper motions only. In Section 2.4, we expand our
analysis to incorporate parallax data from the Gaia DR2. Section 2.5 shows several checks
on our final result, including RV confirmation. In Section 2.6, we perform an analysis of the
resulting catalog of wide systems. We summarize our conclusions in Section 2.7.

2.2

Initial Search Catalog

With over 1.3 billion sources with positions, proper motions, and parallaxes, the Gaia Data
Release 2 (DR2) catalog offers an excellent data set to search for wide binaries (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016a,b; Lindegren et al. 2016; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018). Average
parallax errors range from 0.04 mas for bright targets (G < 15 mag) to 0.7 mas for the faintest
targets at G = 20 mag. For that same range of magnitudes, the average proper motion errors
are 0.06 to 1.2 mas yr−1 . In order to reduce the impact of potential chance alignments, i.e.
stars that are close to each other on the sky but are not related, we only considered stars
with proper motions larger than 40 mas yr−1 . As will be shown in Section 3, pairs that have
higher proper motions are more likely to be real binaries because there are fewer stars with
high proper motions. Instead of having to deal with ∼1 billion stars, this proper motion cut
leaves a more manageable subset of about 5.2 million sources.
We supplemented this Gaia subset with stars from the SUPERBLINK high proper motion catalog (Lépine 2005, 2011). This catalog lists 2.7 million stars with proper motions
>40 mas yr−1 . In addition to limiting the number of chance alignments, our proper motion
cut allows our sample from Gaia DR2 to match with that of SUPERBLINK. It is an all-sky
catalog complete to a proper motion limit of 40 mas yr−1 for declinations from 90◦ to −30◦
and 80 mas yr−1 for declinations south of −30◦ . It was updated with the Gaia first data
release (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016a,b; Lindegren et al. 2016), incorporating the more
accurate Gaia proper motions from DR1 at the brighter end (V < 12) and combining the
2016 epoch Gaia DR1 positions with the 2000 epoch positions of the stars in the Two Micron
All-Sky Survey (2MASS) catalog to obtain more accurate proper motions at the fainter end
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(12 < V < 20); Skrutskie et al. (2006). The nominal accuracy of the proper motions in the
SUPERBLINK–Gaia DR1 catalog is estimated to be ±4 mas yr−1 . However, the proper motion accuracy is higher at the brighter end because the more accurate proper motion values
from the TGAS catalog are used.
One advantage of using the SUPERBLINK catalog is that all the stars have been verified using various quality control checks, which include a visual inspection of Palomar Sky
Survey images using a blink comparator-type software. CPM pairs in particular have been
extensively targeted for visual inspections, and the rate of false identifications is expected to
be less than 0.1 %. In many cases, pairs were identified that appear single on Palomar Sky
Survey images, but that are clearly resolved as close pairs on 2MASS images – the higher
proper motion is normally sufficient to rule out chance alignments with background field
stars by comparing the 1999-2000 images from 2MASS with the 1950s images from the Palomar Sky Survey. While most of the stars in SUPERBLINK are in the Gaia DR2 catalog,
there are about 64,000 stars in SUPERBLINK that are not in Gaia DR2. This was after
a match was attempted using a position matching algorithm that took proper motion into
account and made the final match to the star with the comparable magnitude to the star
in question. These missing DR2 stars notably include some with very large proper motions
and also likely include stars with irregular astrometric solutions such as nearby astrometric
binaries. Recent work by Ziegler et al. (2018) has shown that Gaia does not systematically
include binaries with angular separations between 0 00 and 2 00 ; many such pairs are, however,
properly recorded in the SUPERBLINK catalog. All these deficiencies make the Gaia catalog somewhat biased against nearby visual and astrometric binaries and thus also biased
against nearby wide systems with a tertiary component; using the SUPERBLINK catalog
mitigates some of these biases.
The original SUPERBLINK catalog used a proper motion lower limit of 40 mas yr−1 and
had a nominal proper motion accuracy of ±8 mas yr−1 . With the revised proper motion
measurements obtained from the inclusion of positional data from Gaia DR1, some stars are
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found to have proper motions below that limit. These stars were kept in the catalog, which
means that at the present time, the proper motion limit of the catalog does not cut sharply
at 40 mas yr−1 but has a smooth edge around that limit. In a small number of cases (0.8%
of the catalog), some stars in the original SUPERBLINK were found to have significantly
smaller proper motions (µ < 20 mas yr−1 ) after the Gaia correction. We now believe these
stars to be “false positives,” i.e., stars that were incorrectly identified as high proper motion
stars in the original SUPERBLINK analysis. These stars failed the quality controls for a
number of reasons and tend to be concentrated in areas of the southern sky where proper
motion uncertainties are significantly higher. For this analysis, however, we exclude any star
with µ < 39.8 mas yr−1 . In addition, as stars may be present in more than one of the catalogs
described above, the order of which proper motion is used for this search is as follows: Gaia
DR2, SUPERBLINK+Gaia DR1, SUPERBLINK. This means that if a star has a Gaia DR2
proper motion, this is the proper motion used, but if a star is not present in Gaia DR2 or
DR1, then the SUPERBLINK proper motion is used.

2.3
2.3.1

Wide System Identification Method: First Pass Using Proper Motions
Bayesian Search for True Binaries: Real Pairs vs. Chance Alignments

Starting with the combined SUPERBLINK+Gaia subset of 5.2 million high proper motion
stars, we search for all pairs of stars with angular separations 2 00 < (ρ) < 1◦ on the sky
and proper motion difference magnitudes less than 40 mas yr−1 . These relatively wide limits
are used to ensure that all wide physical systems would be found, at the expense of also
including a large number of chance alignments, to be cleaned later. The angular separation
lower limit of 2 00 is a conservative estimate of the effective resolving power of the Gaia survey
and is set to ensure that our sample of CPM pairs is complete within that range of angular
separations (Ziegler et al. 2018) so that we can model the distribution of angular separations
as discussed in Section 2.3.3.1. In addition, we limit the magnitude of the primary star to
brighter than 19th magnitude.
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Given the relatively large upper search radius of 1◦ , we simplify the mathematical algorithm by converting the R.A. (α) and decl. (δ) coordinates into unit vectors in a 3D


Cartesian system x y z via

x = cos(δ) cos(α)

(2.1)

y = cos(δ) sin(α)

(2.2)

z = sin(δ) .

(2.3)

Likewise, we convert all proper motion µα and µδ , which are locally vectors in the plane of


the sky, into their equivalent vectors in 3D Cartesian space µx µy µz using

µx = µα sin(α) − µδ sin(δ) cos(α)

(2.4)

µy = µα cos(α) − µδ sin(δ) sin(α)

(2.5)

µz = µδ cos(δ) .

(2.6)

This vector method of calculating angular separations minimizes problems near the celestial
poles. We calculate the angular separations between any two stars from the dot product
definition of their unit position vectors, while the proper motion difference between the
two stars are calculated from the magnitude of the difference between their proper motion
vectors. This initial search yields a list of ∼557 000 000 CPM pairs from the combined
catalog; the overwhelming majority of these “pairs” are of course chance alignments, i.e.
stars that happen to be near each other on the sky but are not physically related to each
other.
To determine which of the 557 million pairs may be true binary systems, we conduct
a Bayesian analysis of the complete list of CPM pairs identified in Section 3.1 using a
two-step process. First, we model the statistical distribution of angular separations and
proper motion differences for both physical pairs and chance alignments, without considering
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parallax information. We convert all coordinates and proper motion vectors into the Galactic
coordinate system, obtaining l, b, µl and µb for all stars; the use of the Galactic coordinate
system will become clear later. For each pair, we calculate the proper motion difference in
the Galactic longitude and Galactic latitude ∆µl and ∆µb . We then examine the statistical
distribution of any subset of pairs as a function of ρ, ∆µl , and ∆µb .
The Bayesian formula for the probability of any pair to be a physical binary given their
proper motion difference and angular separation is

P (B | ∆µl , ∆µb , ρ) =

P (∆µl , ∆µb , ρ | B) P (B)
,
P (∆µl , ∆µb , ρ)

(2.7)

where
P (∆µl , ∆µb , ρ) = P (∆µl , ∆µb , ρ | B) P (B)


+ P ∆µl , ∆µb , ρ | B̄ P B̄ .
Here, B represents the hypothesis that a pair is a physical binary, and B̄ the hypothesis
that it is not a binary, i.e. that it is a chance alignment. As proper motion difference
and angular separation are expected to be independent for real binaries and chance alignments, the probability P (∆µl , ∆µb , ρ | B) from the first term in equation (8) can be split into

P (∆µl , ∆µb | B) P (ρ | B) and similarly for P ∆µl , ∆µb , ρ | B̄ from the second term. However, ∆µl and ∆µb are correlated, in particular for chance alignment pairs (as will be shown
later), and thus their probability density function cannot be written as the product of two
independent probabilities. Therefore, in order to use Equation 2.7, we need to calculate the

four different probability density functions, P (∆µl , ∆µb | B) , P (ρ | B), P ∆µl , ∆µb | B̄


and P ρ | B̄ , in addition to the two priors, P (B) and P B̄ , which represent the odds for
any CPM pair to be either a real pair or a chance alignment, respectively.
The four probability distribution functions described above can be determined empirically (i.e., directly from our initial set of possible CPM pairs) using methods that will be
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described below. Our empirical approach stands in contrast to methods proposed elsewhere,
as in El-Badry & Rix (2018), who use a simple cut in physical separation and proper motion difference to separate physical pairs from chance alignments. Our method also differs
somewhat from the chance alignment estimates of Dhital et al. (2015), where probability distribution functions are determined from a semiempirical model of the Galaxy that describes
the stellar density and kinematics using simple exponential/power laws. The advantage of
our more direct approach is that it does not rely on any particular assumption about the
functional form of the local density/kinematics of field stars and may thus better account for
local fluctuations or substructure in the spatial or velocity-space distribution of nearby stars.
To figure out the probability distribution functions of the physical pairs and of the chance
alignments, we first examine the distributions of angular separation for all the pairs; this is
shown in the left panel of Figure 2.1. Although our initial search goes out to an angular
separation of 3600 00 , the plots only extend out to 400 00 to better reveal two main features:
a sharp peak at low separations (ρ < 20 00 ) and a steadily increasing distribution of pairs at
higher separations. There is also a sharp drop to zero at very short separations (ρ < 1 00 − 2 00 ,
not visible in the left panel of Figure 2.1), due to the resolution limits of our initial search
catalog, which is effectively that of the Gaia DR2 catalog. The steadily increasing distribution at large angular separations represents the chance alignment population, while the peak
at small angular separations represents the distribution of real pairs.
Further evidence that the peak represents real pairs is seen in the middle and right
panels of Figure 2.1, which show the distribution of proper motion differences for the two
subsets of pairs separated by the blue line in the left panel of Figure 2.1. The middle panel
shows the proper motion difference distribution for the pairs found to the left of the blue
line (ρ < 20 00 ), which should be mostly true binaries. The right panel displays the same
but for the pairs to the right of the blue line (ρ > 20 00 ), which should be primarily chance
alignments. The proper motion difference distribution for the close pairs shows what we
would expect from physical binaries: these pairs have near-identical proper motions and
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Figure 2.1 Distribution of angular separation and proper motion differences for all pairs
found in the initial search of the Gaia catalog subset. The left panel shows the overall
distribution of angular separations. The middle panel shows the proper motion difference
distribution of the close pairs with angular separations less than 20 00 (left of the blue line in
the histogram), likely representing physical companions. The right panel shows the proper
motion difference distribution of wide pairs with angular separations larger than 20 00 (right
of the blue line in the histogram), likely representing chance alignments.
their proper motion differences are thus heavily concentrated near the origin. The small
dispersion about the origin is consistent with the astrometric errors in the Gaia DR2 proper
motion measurements. On the other hand, pairs with large angular separations show what
one would expect from random pairings of objects in the plane of the sky, with a very broad
distribution of proper motion differences. These plots, however, do not represent the true
distributions of real pairs and chance alignments because each subset contains a mix of both
types of CPM pairs. In order to determine the probability distribution functions for the true
binaries and chance alignments, we need to cleanly separate out the true binaries from the
chance alignments.
To do this, we follow the suggestion of Lépine & Bongiorno (2007) and create a second
sample of possible pairs, but one that would be, by design, completely devoid of physical
pairs. We create this random catalog by copying the original catalog and shifting all of the
stars by 4200 00 in decl. This randomizes the positions of the stars and gets rid of the real
binaries while retaining most of the information about the local sky density and local proper
motion distribution of the stars, both of which critically affect the local statistical distribution
of angular separations and proper motion differences. We then rerun our search algorithm,
but matching the positions and proper motions of stars in the original catalog to those in the
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Figure 2.2 As in Figure 2.1, but for the randomized cross-match. Notice that unlike in Figure
2.1, the pairs at low separations here have a similar distribution of proper motion differences
(middle panel) to those at large separations (right panel), confirming that all pairs in this
subset are chance alignments.
random catalog. The left panel of Figure 2.2 shows the distribution of angular separations for
this random (and true-binary free) cross-match. Note that the peak at low separations is now
absent, which is consistent with an absence of real binaries. The distribution of proper motion
differences is also very revealing: pairs with short angular separations (ρ < 20 00 ; middle panel
in Figure 2.2) now show no peak near 0, and their distribution of proper motion differences
is now very spread out, while pairs with large angular separations (ρ > 20 00 ; right panel in
Figure 2.2) show a distribution similar to that of the larger separation pairs in Figure 2.1.
One can see that the distribution of proper motion differences for the short-separation and
large-separation pairs now appears very similar, which suggests that both subsets represent
chance alignments. In addition, the distribution continues to steadily increase going out to
our search limit of 1◦ . Thus, using this random catalog, we can independently determine the
distribution of the chance alignment population. We can then scale this distribution to the
catalog containing real pairs and subtract off the chance alignments, revealing the statistical
distribution of the true (physical) binaries.

2.3.2

Searching for Binaries by Subsets

The search described above can be done globally for the entire data set or for any determined
subset representing specific regions of the sky, specific ranges of proper motions, or any other
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parameter. As it turns out, the density of possible pairs varies considerably across the sky
and is also strongly dependent on the mean proper motion of the pair; this is especially
true for the chance alignments. One major factor for this is the intrinsic distribution of


proper motion components µl µb for high proper motion stars in general; this can be
seen in Figure 2.3 which shows the proper motion distribution for primary stars located in
two different regions of the sky: toward the Galactic center (l = 0, b = 0, top panel) and
in the apex of the Sun’s motion around the Galaxy (l = 90, b = 0, bottom panel). Three
different effects are illustrated in these plots.

2.3.2.1 Splitting by Proper Motion Magnitude
First, the number of stars generally decreases as the magnitude of the proper motion increases. At lower proper motions, there are more stars and thus more possible chance
alignments. At higher proper motions, the number density of stars (and thus of chance
alignments) decreases significantly. Therefore, we split our sample based on the proper
motion magnitude of the brighter star (i.e. the “primary”) as determined by their G or
V magnitude. The use of the G or V magnitude depends on whether the primary was a
Gaia or only SUPERBLINK source. We used six bins of proper motion magnitude starting at 39.8 mas yr−1 and increasing in steps of 0.1125 dex, so that the six bins have edges
39.8 mas yr−1 , 51.6 mas yr−1 , 66.8 mas yr−1 , 86.6 mas yr−1 , 112.2 mas yr−1 and 145.3 mas yr−1 ,
with the last bin including all pairs with proper motions >145.3 mas yr−1 . Figure 2.4 shows
the angular separation and proper motion difference distribution for stars in three of these
proper motion bins. As in Figures 2.1–2.2, we define two subsamples of pairs with small
(< 2000 ) and large (> 2000 ) angular separations and plot the distribution of proper motion
difference for each subsample (middle and right panels). Again, we see that the latter subset
is always dominated by chance alignments. It also shows that as proper motion increases
(from top to bottom in the figure), one observes that the ratio of the number of real pairs to
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the number of chance alignments increases, allowing for easier identification of true binaries
at larger angular separations.

2.3.2.2 Splitting by Sky Vectors
Examination of Figure 2.3 shows two other potential dependencies: (1) the location of the
pair on the sky and (2) the orientation of the proper motion vector. These effects happen
because of the “asymmetric drift” effect, which causes local stellar motions to show a preferred direction in their space motion relative to the Sun. The two sky regions shown as
examples in Figure 2.3 – one toward the Galactic Center (top panel) and the other toward
the apex of the Sun’s motion around the Galaxy (bottom panel of Figure 2.3) – have proper
motion distributions that are flipped from one another. In addition, the distribution is not
uniform in all directions.
To account for these potential biases, we further split the sample based on the orientation
of the proper motion vector (eight octants) and the location on the sky (six sectors) of the
primary star. To split our sample of pairs based on their location on the sky, we took the
coordinates of the primary (brighter) star in each pair and calculated its Galactic Cartesian
coordinates Xg , Yg , Zg . Using these, we split the sample into six different sectors based on
which coordinate axis the primary was closest. These sectors correspond to the axes pointing
away and toward the Galactic center (+x̂ ,–x̂) in the direction of and opposite to the motion
of the Sun (+ŷ ,–ŷ) and up and down out of the disk of the Galaxy (+ẑ ,–ẑ).
After all the pairs in the sample are sorted into these six sky sectors, we select a local
coordinate system for each sector to represent the proper motions of all the stars in the
sectors. For the four sectors along the Galactic equator (+x̂ ,–x̂, +ŷ ,–ŷ) we simply use the
Galactic proper motion vectors (µl , µb ). For the two sectors near the Galactic poles (+ẑ ,–ẑ)
however, we adopt a different system in order to avoid pole effect confusion in the proper
motion vector orientations. In those two sectors, we use a spherical coordinate system that is
tilted by 90◦ to the Galactic system. The two angular coordinates in this reference frame are
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Figure 2.3 Distribution of the proper motion values for the common proper motion pairs
located toward the Galactic Center (e.g., near l = 0, b = 0; top panel) and in the direction
of the Sun’s motion around the Galaxy (l = 90, b = 0; bottom panel). The asymmetric
drift of local stars relative to the Sun’s rest frame causes a dramatic asymmetry in the
general distribution of proper motions, with strong dependence on location on the sky. This
demonstrates why each sky sector needs to be analyzed separately.
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Figure 2.4 Angular separation and proper motion difference distributions for different proper
motion bins. The top row shows the distribution for pairs with total proper motions in the
range 39.8 < µ < 51.6 mas yr−1 ; the central and bottom rows show the bins for pairs with
proper motions 66.8 < µ < 86.6 mas yr−1 and 112.2 < µ < 145.3 mas yr−1 , respectively.
The amount of chance alignments and real pairs decreases as a function of proper motion.
However, the number of chance alignments drops at a higher rate than the real pairs, allowing
for easier identification of real binaries at higher proper motions.
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labeled r and s, and are analogs of l and b, except they correspond to a coordinate system
that has its north pole pointing in the direction of the Galactic Center. This is done to
simplify the analysis of the proper motion differences, as the proper motions (µr , µs ) of the
stars in these new coordinates point in the same direction in each region instead of wrapping
around the two pole regions.

2.3.2.3 Splitting by Proper Motion Octants
Finally, the sample is split into eight octants of proper motion direction using the µl and
µb proper motion values of the primary star for the first four sky sectors and the µr and
µs proper motion values for the two pole sectors. These octants are in addition to the bins
in proper motion magnitude described above. Figure 2.5 shows the results of these proper
motion magnitude and orientation bins for one sky sector. The red circle in the middle
represents the area with proper motion less than 39.8 mas yr−1 , which is excluded from the
search by design. Each box represents an area of proper motion space that we characterized
and analyzed independently using our Bayesian analysis; this creates 48 different “boxes” in
proper motion space.
After all the divisions are performed, we end up with 288 independent bins/sectors/octants
on which to perform our analysis. In order to allow for easier identification, we create a simple coordinate system to identify a specific region in the form (S#,B#,O#) corresponding
to the sky sector, proper motion bin, and proper motion vector octant. Each of these areas
(location, proper motion magnitude, and proper motion vector) is explained in Table 2.1,
Table 2.2, and Table 2.3, respectively.

2.3.3

Determining the Bayesian Probability Functions

2.3.3.1 Finding P (ρ|B) and P (ρ|B̄)
Figure 2.6 shows four examples of the angular separation distribution for pairs in the proper
motion bin of 66.8 to 86.6 mas yr−1 (B3) and in the sector of the sky pointing toward
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Table 2.1. Description of the Sky Sectors Used to Split the Sample
Sector
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

Direction on the Sky
Toward the direction of the Galactic Center
Toward the direction of the Sun’s motion around the Galaxy
Toward the direction of the Galactic Anti-Center
Toward the direction opposite of the Sun’s motion around the Galaxy
Up out of the Galactic Plane
Down out of the Galactic Plane

Note. — Coordinates of primary star as determined by magnitude are used for
this.

Table 2.2. Description of Proper Motion Bins Used to Split the Sample
Bin

Proper motion range

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6

39.8 < µ < 51.6 mas yr−1
51.6 < µ < 66.8 mas yr−1
66.8 < µ < 86.6 mas yr−1
86.6 < µ < 112.2 mas yr−1
112.2 < µ < 145.3 mas yr−1
µ > 145.3 mas yr−1

Note. — Proper motions of the primary stars are used to split the sample.

Table 2.3. Description of How Proper Motion Vectors were Used to Split the Sample
Octant
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7
O8

Proper motion orientation
|µl |
|µl |
|µl |
|µl |
|µl |
|µl |
|µl |
|µl |

>
<
<
>
>
<
<
>

|µb |
|µb |
|µb |
|µb |
|µb |
|µb |
|µb |
|µb |

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

µl , µb > 0.0
µl , µb > 0.0
µl < 0.0 and
µl < 0.0 and
µl < 0.0 and
µl < 0.0 and
µl > 0.0 and
µl > 0.0 and

µb
µb
µb
µb
µb
µb

>
>
<
<
<
>

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Note. — Proper motions of the primary stars were
used to split the sample.
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Figure 2.5 Proper motion distribution for stars in the sky sector in the direction of the
Galactic Center. The red circle in the middle represents the area of low proper motion space
that is excluded from our search for common proper motion pairs by design. The red lines
and circles show how we separated our six sectors into different regions of proper motion. The
five red circles form six annuli of proper motion magnitude starting from 39.8 mas yr−1 . The
red lines divide proper motion space further into eight proper motion directions. Combined,
these form 48 different areas to be examined per sector, leading to a total of 288 different
areas examined by our code.
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the direction of the Sun’s motion (S2). The four different plots represent four different
bins of proper motion directions (octants). In order to determine P (ρ|B) and P (ρ|B̄),
we need to infer the statistical distributions of both the chance alignments and the real
pairs. Unfortunately, the two distributions overlap. However, it is possible to infer both
distributions by obtaining an independent estimate of the distribution of chance alignments.
Our method to independently map the distribution of chance alignments uses the random
catalog we created, as described above in Section 2.3.1. We apply the same binning by sector
and proper motion to our randomized catalog, and for each bin, we obtain the distribution
of angular separations, which now shows only chance alignments. Figure 2.7 shows the same
areas shown in Figure 2.6 from this random catalog. Notice that the peaks at low separations
are now gone, which confirm that the distributions represent only chance alignments. To
model each distribution of chance alignments as a function of angular separation, we fit the
cumulative distributions with either a linear or quadratic model, whichever one minimized
the chi-squared value. Once normalized, this model represents P (ρ|B̄), which allows us to
subtract off the chance alignment trends from the histograms of the true catalog and get the
residuals, which represent the distribution of real pairs.
From this method, we derive the statistical distribution of real pairs for each of the
288 sectors/bins/octants. Our assumption is that the distribution of angular separation for
CPM binaries should be independent of the sky sector and of the proper motion orientation
octant. On the other hand, the distribution likely varies with proper motion magnitude
because proper motion magnitude is correlated with distance for nearby stars. Therefore,
we apply the following procedure: for each bin of proper motion magnitude, we combine
the inferred distribution of real pairs for all 48 sky sectors and proper motion orientation
octants. This generates six independent statistical distributions, which map the angular
separation for each proper motion magnitude bin. Figure 2.8 displays the combined real
pair distribution for each proper motion bin, with a power-law fit to each one. This fit,
normalized by the integrated value of the function from 200 to 360000 , represents P (ρ|B).
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Figure 2.6 Examples of angular separation distributions for pairs in 4 of the 288 independent
bins/sectors/octants. These pairs are from proper motion bin B3 and sky sector S2. All plots
show a peak at low separations representing real pairs and then a steadily increasing trend
at higher separations representing chance alignments – note that varying level of chance
alignments in the various octants.
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Figure 2.7 Examples of angular separation distributions for pairs in 4 of the 288 independent
bins/sectors/octants, this time for the randomized catalog. These pairs are from proper
motion bin B3 and sky sector S2. There is no peak at low separations, which confirms that
the randomized set does not contain any real pairs. Only the steady rise from the chance
alignments can be seen. Number of points is based on the number of pairs in the entire
range.
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Figure 2.8 Combined distribution of angular separations for the real binary models derived
for each of the six proper motion magnitude bins. Note how the mean angular separation
becomes shorter at lower proper motions. The red line represents the power-law fit of the
data.
Figure 2.9 shows the same four plots of angular separation from the area shown in Figure
2.7, except now with the real and chance models included in them. These models are the
power-law fit, which represents P (ρ|B) (cyan line), and the linear or quadratic fit, which
represents P (ρ|B̄) (red line), each scaled to the individual area shown. The magenta line
shows the two models added together to form a combined fit.
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Figure 2.9 Same plot as Figure 2.6, but now showing the derived models for the angular
separation distributions of the real binaries (cyan) and for the chance alignments (red), with
the combined distribution shown in purple.
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2.3.3.2 Finding P (∆µl , ∆µb |B) and P (∆µl , ∆µb |B̄)
To calculate the models for the proper motion differences, we examine 2D histograms of the
distributions of pairs as a function of either ∆µl , ∆µb for the four sectors centered along the
Galactic equator or ∆µr , ∆µs for the two sectors centered on the Galactic poles. We follow
the same procedure as with the angular separations: (1) determine the chance alignment
distribution from the randomized data, (2) subtract it off from the sample containing real
pairs, and (3) determine the real pair distribution from the residuals. Figure 2.10 shows
the smoothed distribution of ∆µl and ∆µb for pairs from the randomized catalog for the
same four areas in Figure 2.7. These represent the expected distribution of ∆µl and ∆µb for
chance alignments in each of these areas. As can be seen, the distribution of proper motion
differences is not uniform and varies significantly with the orientation of the proper motion
vector. The outer circular edge represents the proper motion difference limit of 40 mas yr−1
that was imposed in the initial search. These 2D histograms are effectively models for the
chance alignment distribution P (∆µl , ∆µb |B̄). Due to their level of complexity, we do not
attempt to model them with an analytical function, but use the histograms themselves as
an empirical model, with the probabilities calculated from the number of pairs in each area
divided by the total number of pairs in the histogram.
To reveal the distribution of ∆µl and ∆µb for the real binaries in the catalog, we set an
upper limit on the angular separation and plot the distribution of proper motion differences
only for stars within that limit (Figure 2.11). This is what was done previously in Figure
2.1 to reveal the distribution of real binaries (blue line). For the two lowest proper motion
bins (B1 and B2), the limit was set at 5000 ; for bins B3 and B4, 10000 ; 25000 for Bin B5; and
then for Bin B6, the limit was set at 40000 . The limit moves out farther each time because at
higher proper motions, the number of chance alignments drops and the number of real pairs
rises so we can examine farther out with less contamination. Our previous assumption that
the distribution of angular separation for CPM binaries should be independent of the sky
sector and of the proper motion orientation octant once again works here. We combine the
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Figure 2.10 Distribution of proper motion differences for pairs in the randomized catalog,
representing the expected distributions of chance alignments. The four examples shown here
are for the four areas represented in Figure 7. The chance alignment distribution is revealed
to be significantly dependent on the orientation of the proper motion vector. The apparent
lines at x = 0 and y = 0 are to guide the eye and are not real.
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Figure 2.11 Proper motion difference distribution for real pairs with separation limits in
place. Same region as Figure 10.
sky sectors and proper motion orientation octants into six bins where the only difference is
proper motion magnitude.
Figure 2.11 shows the histograms of proper motion differences from the same areas/sectors
as in Figure 2.10, but now for the real binaries (within the imposed angular separation limits).
The peak in the middle around zero clearly represents the real pairs. There are probably
a small number of chance alignments in this sample, however, as evidenced by the random
points around the central distribution. Getting rid of those few remaining chance alignments
requires us to create plots from the offset sample also limited to those pairs within the angular
separation limits set above. Most, if not all, of the chance alignment histograms are sparsely
populated, with many of the bins having zero pairs in them due to the small number of chance
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alignments with separations less than 10000 . To correct this, we smooth those histograms with
a box function and do the following: we take all the bins with values less than 1, add them up,
and divide by the total number of bins. Any bin with a value less than 1 is then assigned the
value calculated above to ensure calculated probabilities are nonzero. Taking these chance
alignment histograms, we subtract them from the histograms containing the real and chance
alignments to get the residuals. For each proper motion magnitude bin, the residuals from
each sector and proper motion direction are added up to form the real pair distribution.
These distributions are then fit with a 2D model consisting of two Gaussians, both centered
at the origin but of different widths. The best fit is obtained for a narrow Gaussian with
dispersion σ = 1.3 mas yr−1 and a broad Gaussian with dispersion σ = 4.0 mas yr−1 . The
resulting fit and 2D histograms for the lowest proper motion magnitude bin are shown in
Figure 2.12. The rings represent the values of the histogram. The fits, after being divided
by the integral of the function over the entire area, become P (∆µl , ∆µb |B).
2.3.3.3 Finding P (B) and P (B̄)
The probability priors P (B) and P (B̄) are different for each of the 288 subsets but they
are derived the same way in each. For each bin/octant/sector of proper motion magnitude,
proper motion orientation, and location on the sky, the number of wide binaries (Nr ) and
the number of chance alignments (Nca ) are derived. Nca is found by examining the region
between 180000 and 360000 in angular separation. The assumption is that the number of wide
binaries in this range is negligible compared to the number of chance alignments. This allows
us to set the number of pairs in that region to be equal to the number of chance alignments
multiplied by the integral of the normalized chance alignment model,
Z

3600

N1800−3600 = Nca ∗

P (ρ|B̄)dρ
1800
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(2.8)

Figure 2.12 Model for the proper motion difference distribution for real pairs. This model uses
two Gaussian functions. This plot is for the lowest proper motion bin and is representative
of the other five bins.
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Solving this equation gave us Nca . The value of Nr , on the other hand, is found by fitting
the distribution of angular separations with a combined function of the normalized distribution of real pairs times a scalar, Nr , and the normalized distribution of chance alignments
times Nca . This is represented as the magenta lines in Figure 2.9. P (B) and P (B̄) can then
be rewritten in terms of the the ratio of Nr and Nca ,

P (B) =

1
Nr
=
Nr + Nca
1 + NNcar

(2.9)

P (B̄) =

Nca
1
=
Nr + Nca
1 + NNcar

(2.10)

It was discovered that the ratio is a function of proper motion magnitude. Figure 2.13
shows examples of this ratio for four octants of proper motion orientation, in the direction
of the Galactic center and plotted as a function of the proper motion of the primary star in
the pair. The red line represents a quadratic fit to the ratios as a function of proper motion.
This allows us to get a ratio of Nr and Nca and then calculate the priors, P (B) and P (B̄),
for any proper motion of the primary star.

2.4

Wide System Identification Method: Second Pass Using Gaia DR2 Parallaxes

2.4.1

Selection of the Second Pass Subset

After running the 557 million possible pairs through the code, we found 176,896 pairs that
have Bayesian probabilities greater than 10% of being real binaries. Up to this point, our
analysis has consisted of using only the angular separations and proper motion differences
of the pairs, which we now refer to as the “first” pass. However, parallax data, if available,
can further constrain the probability estimate for the two stars to be physical binaries. In
this section, we perform a “second pass” by searching for and incorporating the parallax
information into the Bayesian analysis. We run this second pass on the subset of stars with
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Figure 2.13 Ratio of NNcar for the four quadrants examined above as a function of proper
motion magnitude and in the direction of the Galactic center. The red line is the fit to the
data.
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probabilities larger than 10% as determined from the first pass (Section 2.3 above). We
restrict our parallax analysis only to stars with high probability from the first pass, in order
to reduce the computational time. Tests using the complete catalog show that the vast
majority of the pairs ultimately identified as true binaries have first-pass probabilities larger
than 10%.
The parallax test is based on the premise that if a pair is a true binary, they should be
at the same distance. If their distances are widely different from each other, then they must
be chance alignments. Starting with the 176,896 pairs with first-pass probabilities greater
than 10%, we searched the Gaia DR2 catalog for the parallaxes of both members of each
pair. Reliable parallaxes (parallax errors smaller than 10% of the parallax) could not be
found for ∼ 33% of the pairs. In some cases, the parallaxes were listed as negative. In many
pairs, one of the components has a reliable parallax, while the other does not. In the end, we
assembled a subset of 119,390 pairs where both stars have reliable parallaxes; the analysis
described below is applied to that subset.

2.4.2

Distance Difference Analysis

Taking the surviving pairs, we conduct a separate Bayesian analysis, this time based on the
difference in distance between the two pairs ∆D = Dpri − Dsec , where the distances are
simply calculated from the parallaxes, Dprim = (πpri )−1 , Dsec = (πsec )−1 . To integrate with
the results from the proper motion analysis (i.e. the “first pass”), we consider the probability
to be a function not just of the distance difference ∆D but also of the Bayesian probability
calculated in the first pass. If we define Pρ,µ to be the first-pass Bayesian probability such
that
Pρ,µ = P (B|∆µl , ∆µb , ρ),
then the formula associated with Bayes theorem for our second pass is
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(2.11)

P (B|∆D, Pρ,µ ) =

(P (∆D, Pρ,µ |B) · P (B))
P (∆D, Pρ,µ )

(2.12)

where

P (∆D, Pρ,µ ) = P (∆D, Pρ,µ |B) · P (B) + P (∆D, Pρ,µ |B̄) · P (B̄)

(2.13)

As in the previous analysis, we need to find the two probability distributions, P (∆D, Pρ,µ |B)
and P (∆D, Pρ,µ |B̄), and the two priors, P (B) and P (B̄), for each individual pair to calculate
the final probability that a pair is a real binary.

2.4.3

Calculation of the Probability Distributions

The probability distribution P (∆D, Pρ,µ |B) represents the distribution of the distance differences ∆D for pairs that are real binaries. We extract this probability distribution function
by examining the distribution of ∆D values for the subset of pairs that were identified in
the first pass to have probabilities greater than 10% and representing pairs that are most
likely to be actual binaries. The distribution of ∆D values is shown in Figure 2.14 for those
pairs that had Pρ,µ > 99%. The distribution shows a large peak at 0, which confirms that
the majority of the pairs in this first-run probability range are indeed physical binaries. Figure 2.14, however, also shows extended wings that suggest a number of pairs in this subset
are either not physical binaries or have significant errors in their Gaia DR2 parallaxes. In
order to estimate the true distribution of ∆D for physical binaries, we need to disregard
the extended wings, only focusing on the central peak. Before we can do this, we must first
understand the distribution from chance alignments.
The probability distribution P (∆D, Pρ,µ |B̄) represents the distribution of ∆D values for
pairs that are chance alignments. We extract this probability distribution from our subset by
examining the distribution of the distance difference ∆D, for a subset of 61,120 pairs that in
the first pass were found to have probability values between 1% and 10%, are thus dominated
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by chance alignments. The distribution of ∆D values for this subset is shown in Figure 2.15.
There are two components that can be identified in this figure. The first component is the
peak at 0, which shows that there are in fact some real pairs in this sample, even with the
low first-pass probability range. The second component is an underlying, broad distribution
of chance alignments. We split the pairs into groups based on their first-run probabilities,
10 to 20, 20 to 40, 40 to 60, 60 to 80, 80 to 99, and 99 and up. We chose not to go below
10% when deriving the probabilities as the number of chance alignments begin to dominate
the distribution and no pairs from that probability range will reach a high probability.

Figure 2.14 Distance difference for pairs matched in Gaia DR2 with first-run probabilities
> 99%. The large peak at 0 represents real pairs while parts of the tails of the distribution
represent the chance alignments.
The distribution of ∆D values for the chance alignments is found be a strong function of
primary distance. Figure 2.16 shows the distance difference distributions for pairs in the 1%
to 10% first-run probability bin, where the pairs are separated into four different distance
bins: D < 150 pc, 150 pc < D < 300 pc, 300 pc < D < 500 pc, and D > 500 pc. As the
primary star’s distance increases, the chance alignment distribution shifts from the left to
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Figure 2.15 Distance difference for pairs matched in Gaia DR2 with first-run probabilities
between 1% and 10%. The peak at 0 represents real pairs while the wings of the distributions
represent chance alignments.
the right, and the number of possible physical binaries (the central peak) decreases. This is
because of our high proper motion limit, and at higher distances, there is a higher chance
that a matched secondary is closer to the Sun rather than farther away.
To extract a model ∆D distribution for the chance alignments, we perform a fit of an
analytic function to each of the four distance bins. In each case, the fit excludes pairs with
distance differences from -100 to 100 pc to avoid contamination from physical binaries (the
central peak). After attempting several analytical functions, we find that a skewed Gaussian
fit provided reasonably good models for the chance alignments as shown by the blue lines in
Figure 2.17. Once normalized, this function is applied to each probability bin in the same
manner as the chance alignment distribution in the first pass where the functional form was
multiplied by a scaling factor. This yields P (∆D, Pρ,µ |B̄).
The functional form of the real pairs is still needed, however. To find this, we examine the
four distance bins with first-run probabilities > 99% and subtract off the chance alignment
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Figure 2.16 Distance difference for pairs matched in Gaia DR2 with first-run probabilities
between 1% and 10%, shown for four bins of primary star distance from the Sun (D). The
distribution of chance alignments shifts from left to right depending on the distance to the
primary star. In addition, the number of real pairs also decreases with increasing distance.
distribution, leaving behind only the real pairs. We determined that for the three lower
distance bins, a two-Gaussian solution matches the real distribution best. For the highest
distance bin (D > 500 pc), a single Gaussian is used. We then refit each area with either the
single- or two- Gaussian solution for the real pairs. This fit is P (∆D, Pρ,µ |B). Figure 2.17
shows the chance alignment model (blue line), real pair model (green line/s), and combined
model (red line) for all probability and distance areas in the second pass. From this figure,
one can see that most of the pairs that will have high second-pass probabilities come from
areas of low distances or high first-pass probability. At low first-pass probability, the chance
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alignments dominate at high distances and are still present at low distances, highlighting
the need to characterize them.

2.4.4

Calculation of the Priors for Different Distance Ranges

The priors P (B) and P (B̄) represent the probabilities for any pair in a particular subset to
be either a real binary or not. To find these priors, we follow a procedure similar to what
was used in Section 2.3. The priors are calculated separately for each of the 24 different
bins, comprising the four different distance bins and the six different first-run probability
ranges. Taking the number of real and chance alignments from the integrated distributions
found above, we derived the priors for each bin and plotted them as a function of first-run
probability for each of these 24 bins. Results are shown in Figure 2.18, which plots the
estimated priors as a function of first-run probability, with different symbols denoting the
four distance bins. As can be seen, the prior probability depends on the probability from the
first run and also significantly depends on the distance of the primary. The closer a primary
star is to us, the higher its prior. For each probability range, 10% to 20%, 20% to 40%, 40%
to 60%, 60% to 80%, 80% to 99%, and 99% and up, we adopt a single value for the prior
for each distance range bin, instead of attempting to derive a relationship with distance,
which would significantly complicate the problem. We believe this simplification does not
bias the results significantly, as the change in prior over a given first-run probability range
is an average of 0.15.

2.4.5

Unvetted Pairs

As explained in Section 2.4, we applied a parallax error cut to the group of pairs that had
probabilities of 10% or more after the first pass of the Bayesian analysis that only used
angular separation and proper motion difference. Originally, 176,896 pairs were in that 10%
and up group. In the second pass of the Bayesian analysis, we only considered pairs in which
both components have parallaxes from Gaia or other sources, and where the parallax errors
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Figure 2.17 Distance difference histograms for all first-run Bayesian probability bins. The
number in the upper left of the leftmost plot in each row represents the first-run probability
range being examined in each row. Lines represent model fits to the histograms. The blue line
represents the chance alignment distribution, green lines represent the real pair distribution,
and the red line represents the combined chance and real distributions
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Figure 2.18 Estimated prior probability of being a binary for the second run, which includes
an analysis of the parallax difference between components as a function of the probability
of being a binary from the first run. The priors also depend on the pair’s distance; the four
distance bins are shown with different symbols.
are less than 10% of the parallax itself. This left us with a group of 57,506 pairs that failed
this cut. The pairs that are in this group either have one or more components whose quoted
Gaia parallax error is larger than 10% or have one or more components that do not have a
parallax value listed in the Gaia catalog and the parallax recovered from the literature is not
accurate enough, or one of the components of the pairs has no parallax from Gaia and no
parallax from any other source. We call the pairs the “unvetted” subset, because they are
identified based on proper motion and angular separation but are not vetted with parallax
data.
Figure 2.19 shows the first-pass probability distribution of these unvetted pairs and shows
that the majority of the pairs had very high probabilities of being physically bound systems
in this first pass. We provide the all-sky plot of these pairs in Figure 2.20. This, combined
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with the probabilities in Figure 2.19, suggests that most of the pairs in the group are most
likely genuine pairs if they have a high first-run probability. One exception is the clump
of stars in the direction of the Galactic Center. There is a well-known issue with with the
proper motion values of many stars in that area, which are erroneously listed in the Gaia
catalog with having large proper motions, and are thus an artifact of the Gaia catalog. As
seen in Figure 2.19, we are confident that most of the pairs in this unvetted subset are real
pairs; however, we do caution the user that there are still chance alignments in this subset.
Further vetting of this sample is planned for a future paper.

Figure 2.19 First-pass Bayesian analysis probabilities for pairs that did not pass the parallax
error cut. Most have high probabilities. The cut at 10% is due our selection of pairs with
probabilities from the first Bayesian analysis greater than that amount
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Figure 2.20 All-sky distribution of the unvetted pairs, i.e. pairs selected from the first pass,
but that did not satisfy the parallax error cut for the second Bayesian analysis.
2.5
2.5.1

Results
Catalog of High-Probability Wide Binaries from Gaia DR2

2.5.1.1 Catalog of Parallax-vetted Pairs
After applying the two Bayesian probability searches described in Section 2.3 (first pass)
and Section 2.4 (second pass), we identify 99,203 pairs with probabilities greater than 95%
to be wide binaries. Of these, we estimate the number of false positives to be about 364.
We calculate this value by summing the individual Bayesian probabilities (Qi = 1 − Pi ) that
each pair in this high-probability subset has of being a chance alignment, where P is the
probability of the pair to be a gravitationally bound system. We show the positions of these
wide binaries in Figure 2.21. The full catalog, which includes these high-probability pairs
and also pairs with lower Bayesian probabilities identified in the first and second passes, is
presented in three tables. Figure 2.22 shows the probability distributions from the first and
second passes of our analysis for all pairs that had probabilities > 10% from the first run
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and passed our parallax error cut. Table 2.4 shows data for all primaries of the matched
pairs in Gaia with first-pass probabilities > 10% and which also passed our parallax error
test and went through the second pass. This table lists 119,390 pairs of stars. The table
provides the catalog name, Gaia DR2 id, location in R.A. and decl. in degrees, proper
motions in the R.A. and decl. directions in mas yr−1 , the parallax in milliarcseconds, the G
magnitude, GBP − GRP color, and the Gaia RV, if available. Table 2.5 compiles the same
information for the secondary stars. Table 2.6 gives information about the configuration of
the binaries: their angular separation, projected physical separation, G magnitude difference,
RV difference if both stars have an RV and their probabilities from both the first and second
Bayesian analyses. The projected physical separation was determined by taking the angular
separation of each pair in arcseconds and multiplying it by the distance to the primary star
in parsecs. The primary star was determined using the Gaia G magnitude where available,
otherwise a V magnitude from SUPERBLINK was used. The pairs are listed in order of
their probabilities from the second distance check. We note two important details about
the catalog. (1) Some of the second-pass probabilities are zero in the table. This is due to
their distance differences being large (around 500 pc). (2) Pairs made of stars from nearby
clusters (notably the Pleiades) are part of the table and can be noticed in Figure 2.21; no
effort was made to remove them.

2.5.1.2 Catalog of Unvetted Pairs
We also present the catalog of the 57,506 unvetted pairs that had first-pass Bayesian probabilities > 10% of being physical pairs, but did not pass the parallax error cut we set in
place. We list all of these pairs in Tables 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9. These tables provide the same
information as the tables from section 2.5.1 with the exception of Table 2.9 which does not
include the second-pass Bayesian probability as these pairs do not have this information.
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Figure 2.21 All-sky distribution of vetted pairs, i.e. pairs with good Gaia parallaxes and
with Bayesian probabilities > 95% after the second pass.
2.5.2

Verification of the Wide Binary Status: Radial Velocity Analysis

The second Gaia data release contains median RVs for around 7 million sources (Cropper et
al. 2018; Sartoretti et al. 2018; Katz et al. 2019). We took our sample of 99,203 pairs with
second-pass probabilities greater than 95% and searched for pairs with RVs in DR2. This
yielded a list of 5479 pairs for which RVs are listed in Gaia DR2 for both components. If
these pairs are true binaries, then one would expect their RVs to be similar. To examine this,
we compare the RV of the primary against the RV of the secondary as shown in Figure 2.23.
If these are true CPM pairs, the points should lie along a straight line. The left panel of
Figure 2.23 shows that the majority of our points line up as expected. To examine this more
closely, we subtract the RV of the primary and secondary and plot the resulting values as a
function of projected physical separation of the pair (Figure 2.23, right panel). The projected
physical separation is calculated in the plane of the sky and uses the distance to the primary
as the distance to both stars. This distance is simply multiplied by the angular separation to
get the projected physical separation. Fitting a Gaussian to the distribution yields a sigma of
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Figure 2.22 Distribution of first- (left panel) and second-pass (right panel) probabilities for
pairs that have probabilities > 10% that have also passed the parallax error cut.
1.4 km s−1 , which is consistent with the RV errors quoted in Gaia DR2. Assuming pairs that
have RV differences more than 3σ are not real binaries, we infer a possible contamination
rate of 11.8% for the > 95% group. This could be overestimating the contamination rate for
several reasons. For the above estimate, we do not include an error cut for the RVs so we
could be getting RV differences with large errors. We tried this same analysis using pairs
where the RV error was less than 3 for both pairs and got a lower contamination rate of 5.3%.
Another reason is that we may be detecting the orbital motions of some of these pairs. To
examine this possibility, we looked at the RV difference as a function of projected physical
separation, shown in the right panel of Figure 2.23. If the orbital motions were significant,
we should see more discrepant RV differences at lower separations as the orbital motion
should be larger. We, however, see no such dependence, which suggests that orbital motion
has little significance. Finally, another reason for a large velocity difference may be that one
of the components of the wide binary hides as an unresolved spectroscopic subsystem.
For comparison, we provide the same plots using the two other probability groups: the
pairs with 20%−95% probability of being real binaries and the pairs with < 20% probability.
These are shown in Figures 2.24 and 2.25. The lower number of pairs with RVs in these two
groups is because there are fewer pairs overall in these probability ranges. Examining Figures
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2.24 and 2.25 shows that as the probability decreases, the spread in the RVs increases. This
is mirrored in the percentage outside the 3σ lines which for pairs with probabilities between
20% and 95% is 24.8%, and for pairs with probabilities < 20% is 76.9%. The coincidence in
RVs for many of the pairs suggests that there are still real pairs in these probability ranges.
Once the RVs are released for more of the catalog, real pairs can be identified more easily
in these low-probability regimes.
To compare this distribution to what one would expect from pure chance alignments
of unrelated stars, we select pairs that were rejected in the first pass for having very low
( 1%) probabilities of being binaries. We examine a subset of 5000 such pairs for which
we found Gaia DR2 RVs for both stars. The results are shown in Figure 2.26. Most pairs
in this group have projected physical separations around 106 au and are widely distributed
in RV difference, confirming that they are chance alignments. Interestingly, these chance
alignment pairs show a broad correlation in their RVs, but with an overall dispersion in RV
differences of 8.8 km s−1 , larger than the Gaia errors. This correlation is clearly not because
the pairs are physical binaries, instead we believe that field star RVs are broadly correlated
with each other in different parts of the sky, in part due to solar reflex motion, and in part
due to local stars being organized in stellar streams. The right panel of Figure 2.26 reveals
that these pairs have very large separations and must be chance alignments.
We also include a comparison of RVs for pairs in the unvetted subset, for which Gaia
RVs were also found for a few pairs; this is shown in Figure 2.27. This subset includes
pairs that had probabilities above 10% from the first pass of the Bayesian analysis but had
high parallax errors or no parallax for one of the components. Although only 19 of the wide
binaries were found to have RVs for both components, these 19 all appear to be real pairs real
pairs, as demonstrated by the close coincidence in their RVs. This increases our confidence
that a significant number of stars in the unvetted list are physical binaries as well.
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Figure 2.23 Comparison of the RVs for the 5430 wide binaries with probabilities greater than
95% from the second Bayesian analysis and where both components have RVs provided by
Gaia DR2. Left: primary RV against secondary RV. The red line represents the one-to-one
relation between the two. If the pairs are binaries, they should be centered around this line
which is what we observe. Right: RV differences plotted against the estimated projected
separation of the pair. Our method appears to work well even at higher separations as there
are fewer mismatched RVs there. Lines represent the 3σ range for the distribution; 88.2%
of the stars fall within this range.
2.5.3

Examining the Sample

2.5.3.1 Projected Physical Separation Analysis
Figure 2.28 shows the histogram of the projected physical separation for pairs with secondpass probabilities, i.e. pairs from the parallax-vetted subset, and breaks down the physical
separations into three groups based on their probability of being wide binaries. The “Yes”
group corresponds to pairs with probabilities greater than 95%, the “Maybe” group consists
of those pairs with probabilities between 95% and 20%, and the “No” group contains pairs
with probabilities less than 20%. The upper row of Figure 2.28 shows the distribution
of the three probability groups in plots of distance to the primary vs. projected physical
separation. As seen in the plots, most of the stars in our sample have distances between 100
and 300 pc, largely due to the high proper motion limit of the search catalog. The red lines
show our angular separation limits. The inner line corresponds to our adopted 200 angular
separation limit to account for the fact that Gaia does not completely detect all pairs below
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Figure 2.24 Comparison of the RVs for the 470 wide binary candidates with probabilities
between 95% and 20% from the second Bayesian analysis and where both components have
RVs provided by Gaia DR2. Left: primary RV against secondary RV. The red line represents
the one-to-one relation between the two. If the pairs are binaries, they should be centered
around this line. Right: RV differences plotted against the estimated projected separation of
the pair. Lines represent the 3σ range for the distribution of pairs with probabilities > 95%;
77.1% of the stars fall within this range.
that level. The outer line shows our 1◦ search radius limit. The bottom row of Figure 2.28
displays the distribution of projected physical separations for our three probability-selected
groups. The black lines in the plots in the bottom row of Figure 2.28 represent the line of
bimodality suggested by Dhital et al. (2010) at 104.2 au projected physical separation, which
is hypothetically the tail end of the “normal” wide binary distribution from the population
of extremely wide, comoving pairs. The left panel shows that the highest probability pairs
form a single peak with no sign of having a bimodal distribution. This is in contrast to
previous surveys (Dhital et al. 2015; Oelkers et al. 2017; Oh et al. 2017) that suggested a
more clearly bimodal distribution, with an increase in the number of wide pairs from 104
au up to the parsec scale and beyond. What we find is that this second population of very
wide pairs does not show up in the high-probability (“Yes”) group. A bimodal distribution
does appear to emerge in the lower probability subsets (“Maybe”, “No”) with a second peak
starting to appear at higher separations (around 104.2 au) in the intermediate-probability
bin (middle panel), and then shifting to larger separations in the lowest probability bin
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Figure 2.25 Comparison of the RVs for the 199 wide binary candidates with probabilities
between less than 20% from the second Bayesian analysis and where both components have
RVs provided by Gaia DR2. Left: primary RV against secondary RV. The red line represents
the one-to-one relation between the two. If the pairs are binaries, they should be centered
around this line. Right: RV differences plotted against the estimated projected separation of
the pair. Lines represent the 3σ range for the distribution of pairs with probabilities > 95%;
37.7% of the stars fall within this range.
(right panel). However, one has reasons to doubt whether this shows evidence of a distinct
population due to much smaller numbers of pairs in these low-probability subsets. As a
point of fact, Figure 2.29 shows the combined distribution of projected physical separations
with a weight added to take into account the probability of the pair. For example, if a pair
has a probability of 20%, it counts for 0.2 in this figure. This figure shows that although
some pairs are added at large separations, those appear to just be a continuation of the tail
end of the distribution of “normal” wide binaries. This is especially the case for the pairs
with probabilities < 20%: in Figure 2.28, these pairs show a peak at 105 au, but once the
probability weight is added in Figure 2.29, this peak vanishes, showing that most of those
pairs had extremely low probabilities of being gravitationally bound systems, i.e. most of
them are simply consistent with being chance alignments.
We believe the reason for the apparent bimodality in Figure 2.28 is that as the value
of our second-pass probability decreases, the pairs go from being dominated by genuine
gravitationally bound wide binary candidates to being increasingly contaminated by chance
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Figure 2.26 Comparison of the RVs for 5000 pairs that have probabilities from the first-pass
Bayesian analysis of less than 0.5% and both components have RVs from Gaia DR2. Left:
primary RV against secondary RV. The red line represents the one-to-one relation between
the two. If the pairs are binaries, they should be centered around this line. Right: RV
differences plotted against the estimated projected separation of the pair. Lines represent
the 3σ range for the distribution of pairs with probabilities > 95%.
alignments, which can have, or appear to have, parsec-scale separations. The peak in the
distribution continues to shift to larger separations from the “Maybe” to the “No” probability
groups because it is a mix of the continuing tail end of the distribution and chance alignments.
In the “No” group, the majority of these pairs are chance alignments, which is why in Figure
2.29 when probability is added as a weight, the combined distribution of projected physical
separations appears as a single distribution with most of the contribution occurring at 103
au. If a second population was involved, we would expect the contribution from the lowest
probability bin to be focused at larger separations rather than what is seen in Figure 2.29.
Based on Figure 2.29, it appears that the true wide binary distribution consists of a single
peak, which is largely determined by the lower detection limit on angular separation. Because
of the absence of a second peak in our “Yes” group, we are confident that (1) there is no
secondary population of extremely wide, parsec-scale, gravitationally bound pairs and (2)
our survey identifies most of the real, gravitationally bound binaries. This, combined with
the confirmation of binaries from our RV analysis, makes us confident that our “Yes” sample
constitutes a “clean” sample of wide binaries, with minimal contamination from chance
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Figure 2.27 Comparison of the RVs for 19 pairs from the unvetted sample where both components have Gaia RVs. Left: primary RV against secondary RV. The red line represents
the one-to-one relation between the two. If the pairs are binaries, they should be centered
around this line. Right: RV differences plotted against the estimated projected separation of
the pair. Lines represent the 3σ range for the distribution of pairs with probabilities > 95%.
alignments. We will note two potential biases in this analysis. (1) In the design of our
two-part analysis, we took only the pairs that had first-pass probabilities > 10% for the
second pass. It is possible that some of the roughly 556,900,000 possible pairs not included
in the second pass could have ended up with second-pass probabilities between 50% and
10%. These could contribute additional pairs to the tail of the distribution but they would
be low-probability pairs. (2) Our sample is based on a catalog of high proper motion stars,
most of which should not be young stars. Young stars would make up the majority of the
comoving pairs described in Oh et al. (2017) as they are cluster members and pairs that
could be the remnants of wide binaries. More analysis on this is planned.

2.5.4

Overluminous Components in Wide Binaries: The “Lobster” Diagram

With the accurate parallaxes provided by Gaia DR2, we are able to examine the colormagnitude diagrams of the components (primary and secondary) of our candidate wide
binaries in detail. Figure 2.30 shows the separate color-magnitude diagrams for the primaries
and secondaries of our “Yes” group, i.e. the subset with Bayesian probabilities > 95% of
being true binaries. We do require that the both components in each pair have a GBP and
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Figure 2.28 Upper row: projected physical separation vs. distance for candidate wide binaries
identified in our Bayesian analysis. The sharp edge on the left is due to our 200 cutoff in
angular separation while the diagonal line in the lower right is from our 1◦ search limit;
both are marked with a red line. Left: the “Yes” group of pairs with probability > 95% of
being real binaries. Middle: the “Maybe” group of pairs with probability 20 − 95% of being
real binaries. Right: the “No” group of pairs with probability < 20% of being real binaries.
Lower row: histograms of projected physical separation for the three groups listed above. As
probability decreases from left to right, the peak of the histogram shifts to higher projected
physical separations, but the samples are increasingly contaminated by chance alignments
based on our analysis. This means the secondary peak at large separations is likely not real.
The black line in the lower plots represents the line of bimodality suggested by Dhital et al.
(2010).
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Figure 2.29 Combined projected physical separation distribution for all pairs in the SUPERWIDE sample with a weight added, which is their probability of being a gravitationally
bound system. The red histogram represents pairs with probabilities> 95%, the yellow histogram represents the additional pairs with probabilities between 95% and 20%, and the
blue histogram represents the additional pairs with probabilities < 20%. This combined
histogram shows no evidence of a secondary peak beyond 104.2 au separation, as suggested
in other studies. The black line represents the line of bimodality suggested by Dhital et al.
(2010).
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GRP magnitude from Gaia for this analysis. This requirement eliminates some pairs that
have components identified from the SUPERBLINK catalog but are not listed in Gaia DR2.
The main sequence in both cases is well defined; however, the color-magnitude diagram of the
secondaries does suggest that our subset may be including “unclean” stars from Gaia, by that
we mean stars found in between the main sequence and the white dwarf cooling sequence,
a zone that is not expected to contain any significant number of stars. We believe there are
several possible explanations for this unwanted component. One is that these are chance
alignments and represent unrelated background stars. The parallax of the secondary could,
in this case, be wrong and simply match the parallax of the primary. Another explanation
is that these are true secondaries whose Gaia parallaxes are incorrect. However, we do not
believe this to be likely as subbing the primaries’ parallax for the secondaries’ keeps these
stars in the same location in the color-magnitude diagram. A third possibility is that the
GBP − GRP colors of the secondaries are incorrect, specifically that they are bluer than the
actual values. Assuming the Gaia parallaxes and magnitudes are accurate, however, then a
fourth and most likely explanation is that these secondaries are in fact unresolved pairs of
white dwarf + M dwarfs that have blended colors.
In both panels of Figure 2.30 in the color range of GBP − GRP ∼ 1.5, one notices a
doubling of the main sequence with an ∼0.7 magnitude upward shift, consistent with the
presence of additional companions that are not resolved by Gaia. The same effect was
also noted by El-Badry & Rix (2018) in their own catalog. To investigate this interesting
feature, we examine a sample of 2227 K+K wide binaries with primary distances less than
250 pc and and Bayesian probabilities > 99% of being physical binaries; we use this more
restrictive subset to minimize contamination from chance alignments. On the assumption
that some of the objects may be unresolved systems, we modify our definition of “primary”
and “secondary” by using color instead of magnitude and defining the bluer star to be the
primary component. Figure 2.31 zooms in on the K-dwarf locus (red box) on the colormagnitude diagram for these high-probability wide binaries. The K-dwarf color range was
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provided by the Leonardo Paredes. He used a sample of vetted single stars within the 25
pc RECONS sample with known spectral types classified by Gray & Corbally (2009). He
obtained astrometry and photometry from Gaia DR2 for those stars and then matched the
spectral types to different colors and absolute magnitudes to define the K-dwarf limits. A
problem with the identification of overluminous objects (due to unresolved companions) is the
magnitude of the “cosmic scatter,” which is due to metallicity differences between the local
field stars and which significantly broadens the main sequence, in particular for M dwarfs,
but also in the K-dwarf regime. To disentangle both effects (metallicity and multiplicity),
we use the following procedure. First, we define an “overluminosity factor” (FOL )

FOL = MG − [MG ]Kref

which which is the difference between the absolute magnitude MG of a star and a reference
level [MG ]Kref meant to represent the color-magnitude relationship for single-star K-dwarfs
of an arbitrary metal abundance. For this, we adopt the relationship

[MG ]Kref = 2.9(GBP − GRP ) + 2.5

This relationship is represented by the yellow line in Figure 2.31. This line roughly represents
the division between the single-star main sequence and the unresolved binary main sequence,
although this choice is arbitrary.
Figure 2.32 shows the distribution of the overluminosity factor FOL of the primaries
as a function of the FOL of the secondaries. The red bordered region going from roughly
(0,0) to (1,1) represents components of the wide binaries that are “single.” The correlation
between the FOL values of the primaries and secondaries here represents the effect of the
“cosmic scatter”: stars of low metallicity in our subset have FOL ∼ 0.6, while stars of high
metallicity have FOL ∼ −0.1. This range explains the ∼ 0.7 magnitude spread of the single
star main sequence. Wide systems whose components are single stars cluster along this line
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because the metallicity of both components are the same, and thus the over-luminosity of
the primary correlates with the over-luminosity of the secondary. The yellow shaded regions
represent areas where one of the components appears to be overluminous as compared to
its companion, and thus likely is a triple system. The area to the left of the single-star
locus on the diagram is where the secondary is overluminous while while the area below the
single-star locus is where the primary is overluminous. The purple shaded region on the
lower left is where one would expect a pair to be if both components are overluminous and
the wide binary is actually a quadruple system. The red bordered regions inside the yellow
shaded regions on the diagram represent areas where one would expect a pair to be if one of
the components is an unresolved, equal-mass binary, i.e. two stars of the same luminosity.
If these are equal-mass systems, then the orbital separation is expected to be small, making
them excellent targets for future spectroscopic binary surveys. The pairs located between
the single-star locus and equal-mass binary loci are likely unresolved binaries of unequal
mass and would also make excellent targets for binary star searches in general.
With this method, we can determine that of the subset of 2227 “extremely likely” K+K
wide systems, 1343 show no evidence of either component having an unresolved companion
and thus are likely to be mostly “true” binaries, i.e. systems of only two widely separated
individual stars. On the other hand, we find that 449 are systems with an overluminous
primary star while 339 are systems with an overluminous secondary. In addition, we find 96
systems showing signs of being quadruple systems (both components overluminous). These
numbers suggest that the higher-order multiplicity fraction of our K+K wide binaries is
at least 39.6%. We stress that this is most likely an underestimate. There will be high
delta-mag companions that will not contribute enough light to be picked up by Gaia. In
addition, we know of pairs with angular separations between 2 00 and 10 00 that have a third
companion at a larger separation, and these are not accounted for here. On the other hand,
some factors could also cause a star to appear overluminous while not being an unresolved
binary. These include a star evolving off the main sequence, a pre-main-sequence star still in
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Figure 2.30 Color-magnitude diagrams for the pairs in our “Yes” subset, i.e. pairs with
Bayesian probabilities > 95% of being wide physical binaries. Left: color-magnitude diagram
for the primary components. Right: color-magnitude diagram for the secondary components.
Primary stars of all types are found, including notable subsets of red giants, subgiants, more
massive main-sequence stars, and white dwarfs. Secondaries are overwhelmingly low-mass
stars and white dwarfs.
the contraction phase, or errors in the Gaia measurements. For the first two alternatives, we
believe that such cases should not be happening in this particular subset because our survey
is using a proper-motion-limited sample, which reduces the number of young stars, and we
are focusing on the K dwarfs which should not be evolving off the main sequence yet. We
believe the third problem is mitigated by the parallax error cut that we implemented before
the second pass of the analysis.

2.6
2.6.1

Discussion
Comparison to Previous Searches

With the growing availability of large catalogs, there has been a renewed interest in examining these catalogs for wide binaries that appear as CPM companions. There are two big
differences between our analysis and these previous searches. The first is that we are focusing
our search on a proper-motion-limited subset, whereas previous searches looked at all stars
in a target catalog. Focusing on stars with proper motions greater than 40 mas yr−1 makes
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Figure 2.31 Color-magnitude diagram for primary stars focusing on the K-dwarf region of
the main sequence, which shows a simple, near-linear color-magnitude relationship. The red
box shows the region being examined, while the red dotted lines show the regions which
we use to analyze the change in unresolved binary fraction along the K-dwarf sequence.
The yellow line through the middle of the sequence represents our arbitrary reference line
used to calculate the “over-luminosity factor” of every component in the wide binaries. The
broadening of the main-sequence due to metallicity variations (“cosmic scatter”) and the
doubling of the main sequence due to unresolved components (luminosity booster) are both
noticeable on the diagram. The “overluminosity factor” is a combination of both effects.
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Figure 2.32 The “Lobster Diagram” showing the overluminosity of the primary component
plotted against the overluminosity of the secondary component, in high-probability wide
binary systems. Because the components of wide binaries have similar metallicity, their
overluminosity factors are strongly correlated (if both components are single), and they fall
on a one-to-one sequence, the “body” of the lobster. The purple shaded region represents
the area of the plot where both components are overluminous and hence the wide binaries
are potentially a quadruple system. The yellow shaded regions represent areas where either
one of the components is an unresolved binary, meaning the systems is, in fact, a triple. The
two red bordered regions in the yellow shaded regions represents the area where equal-mass
unresolved binaries exist.
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it easier to pick out wide pairs due to a reduced amount of contamination from distant field
stars. The second distinction is that our Bayesian analysis uses an empirical approach to determine the probability distributions of binaries and chance alignments, which are lifted out
of the data. This contrasts to other approaches that attempt to model these distributions
using theoretical or semiempirical considerations. Our analysis also does more than just use
simple cuts in proper motion and separation space, and instead assigns probabilities for all
pairs over a broader search range.
For example, the catalog of El-Badry & Rix (2018) contains 55,128 binaries from the
Gaia DR2 catalog. Of those pairs, 31,536 have proper motions 40 mas yr−1 for both stars
in the pair. We take these pairs and match them against the 119,316 pairs that made our
parallax control cut and were run through the second pass of the Bayesian analysis. We
find 31,066 pairs in common between the two sets, which shows that our methods recover
essentially all the El-Badry & Rix (2018) pairs. Of the remaining 470 unmatched pairs,
most are not found in our catalog because they either did not pass the requirement that
the parallax error be less than 10% of the parallax itself, or they fell below the 200 limit
we set for our pairs. Figure 2.33 shows the histogram of probabilities that we assigned to
each of the 31,066 pairs in common between the two sets. As seen, the vast majority of the
pairs are found to have high probabilities of being binaries in our second-pass analysis. This
suggests that the El-Badry & Rix (2018) analysis identifies the most obvious pairs, but fails
to recover substantial numbers of potential systems. Figure 2.34 compares the projected
physical separation histograms for the subset of our wide binaries that are in El-Badry &
Rix (2018, left panel) and for the subset of wide binaries that are not in El-Badry & Rix
(2018, right panel). The two plots look nearly identical, with the only difference being that
our lower probability sample extends to larger physical separations as one might expect as
we do not include a physical separation cut. Both distributions still peak around 103 au
however, and both have an exponential decay at higher separations.
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Figure 2.33 Second-pass Bayesian probabilities for wide binaries in SUPERWIDE and are
also in El-Badry & Rix (2018). Almost all have probabilities > 95%.
2.6.2

Higher-Order Multiplicity of K+K Wide Binaries

The higher-order multiplicity fraction for the widest K+K systems has potential implications
for determining how these wide systems formed. The unfolding of the triple-system scenario
(Reipurth & Mikkola 2012) consists of three stars forming in a single protostellar cloud.
Over time, two of the stars form a close binary and kick the third out into a higher orbit
to conserve angular momentum. If this scenario is the dominant formation mechanism
for wide binaries, it is expected that a large fraction of wide binaries should be in triple
systems. Many of the other scenarios predict a large higher-order multiplicity fraction as
well, (Kouwenhoven et al. 2010; Tokovinin 2017). However, our higher-order multiplicity
fraction is 39.6%, and our wide binaries span a wide range of projected physical separation
and the pairs with separations ∼ 1000 au most likely formed through other methods, i.e.
turbulent fragmentation, and not the unfolding of triple systems. To examine this, we need
to examine the widest systems. Therefore, we took a sample of the K+K wide binaries which
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Figure 2.34 Projected physical separation of our wide binary candidates that were previously
identified in the El-Badry & Rix (2018, left panel) and our larger subset of candidates that
were not identified by El-Badry & Rix (2018, right panel). The distribution in the right
panel extends farther in projected physical separation range compared with El-Badry & Rix
(2018) which has a sharp cut at 50,000 au.
had projected physical separations > 10, 000 au and reran our analysis on this subsample
of 112 K+K wide binaries that had these large separations. We find that 69 are true wide
binaries, 23 are possible triples with an overluminous primary, 16 are possible triples with
an overluminous secondary and 4 are possible quadruple systems. From these values, the
higher-order multiplicity fraction of this subset is 38.3%, essentially the same as the complete
sample. As the separations for these systems are on the order of a typical protostellar core
(∼ 0.1 pc, ∼ 20, 000 au), this seems to suggest that the higher-order multiplicity fraction
for these K dwarfs is lower than predicted. However, this requires further follow-up as the
over-luminosity factor may be able to find extremely close third companions well (∼ 000 .1),
but there may not be enough light contributed from potential unresolved companions at
larger separations (∼ 0.00 5) in Gaia DR2.
In addition, we examined the overall binary fraction of our components, as if all wide
primaries and secondaries were independent systems of their own. This was done by breaking
down each pair into its components and calculating the fraction of components that are
overluminous. For our sample sample of 4454 individual components in the 2227 K+K
wide systems, we find the overall binary fraction, based on over-luminosity, to be 22%. For
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the 112 widest systems, with physical separations > 10, 000 au, the multiplicity fraction
for the 224 components is comparable, at 21%. For comparison, solar-type stars in the
field have a multiplicity fraction of 46% (Raghavan et al. 2010), while for M dwarfs, the
multiplicity fraction is estimated to be 26.8% (Winters et al. 2019). Assuming that the
multiplicity fraction for K dwarfs is between these two fractions and that these wide binaries
formed widely separated but near each other (adjacent cores scenario; Tokovinin 2017), it
appears that our binary fraction is significantly lower than expected, which would suggest
that wide binaries are more often composed of pairs of single stars than one might expect if
the components were drawn from the field population. As discussed above, there are various
reasons that our binary fraction could be underestimated. This, once again, points to the
need for follow-up observations to look for close companions to these wide binaries.
This analysis has been using K+K wide binaries from across the K-dwarf region; because
the “primaries” are significantly bluer (and of higher mass) than the “secondaries”, the
binary fraction of the primaries may be higher simply because of a mass dependence on the
binary fraction. To investigate this, we break down the K dwarfs to examine how the higherorder multiplicity changes as a function of color. We do this by splitting the K-dwarf region
into four color bins as seen by the yellow dotted lines in Figure 2.31. Our four color regions
span from 1.01 to 1.21, 1.21 to 1.41, 1.41 to 1.61 and 1.61 to 1.81 in GBP − GRP . In each
region, we examine all components (primaries and secondaries) that fall within that range,
and calculate the binary fraction from the overluminosity factor. Table 2.10 shows our results
from this analysis. We find that the unresolved binary fraction decreases as a function of
the component’s color/mass, from ∼30% to ∼ 19%. This provides further evidence that the
binary fraction is generally a function of mass in low-mass stars, with higher-mass objects
being more likely to be unresolved systems, mirroring what is found for single K dwarfs in
the field population.
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2.7

Summary

We have searched the high-proper-motion stars in the Gaia catalog to identify 99,203 CPM
pairs with probability > 95% of being wide binary systems, based on a Bayesian analysis
method. Of those pairs, we estimate that about 364 are expected to be false positives. The
analysis uses a two-step process: a “first-pass” analysis determined the probability of the
pair to be a wide binary based on proper motion and angular separation alone, while a
“second-pass” analysis compares the parallaxes of the two components, for pairs selected in
the first pass. We present a complete list of the P > 95% systems, along with two other
subsets: (1) a list of 20,187 candidates with second-pass Bayesian probability 0% < P < 95%
of being wide binaries, and (2) a list of 57,506 “unvetted” CPM pairs, with high probability
of being wide binaries from the first-pass Bayesian analysis, but that could not be verified
in the second pass due to missing or uncertain parallax data. While there are undoubtedly
real wide binaries in each of the latter subsets, we caution to users to be careful in using
them as the two subsets are likely contaminated by chance alignments. To verify this, we
have checked our catalog using the RVs provided by Gaia DR2 to ensure that our catalog
consisted of genuine wide binaries. The spread of RVs increases with decreasing Bayesian
probability and is consistent with what is expected. In addition, we compared our catalog
with an earlier catalog of Gaia wide binaries assembled by El-Badry & Rix (2018) and find
our catalogs to be in agreement. We find most pairs in common between the sample to have
high probabilities of being genuine pairs with a few exceptions.
An examination of the projected physical separations of our pairs finds that in our best
subset of pairs with probability P > 95% (the “Yes” sample), there is no evidence of bimodality due to a second population of wide binaries with extremely large (ρ > 100, 000 au)
projected physical separations, as had been suggested. Instead, we demonstrate that this
hypothesized population of extremely wide systems represents the tail of the “normal” wide
binary projected physical separation distribution.
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Our investigation into the doubling of the main sequence in the K-dwarf region of the
color-magnitude diagram reveals that 39.6% of the wide binaries in that region are higherorder multiples. Our overluminosity factor analysis further reveals that for the widest binaries (ρ > 10, 000 au), the higher-order multiplicity is 38.3%. This is much lower than
predictions on wide binary formation expect; however, we believe that our value is underestimated by a variety of factors. In addition, we find further evidence that binary fraction
changes with primary color/mass.
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Table 2.4. Data on Primary Stars in Pairs that Have Probabilities Greater than 10% from
the First-pass Probabilities and Have Parallax Errors Less than 10% of the Parallax
Catalog ID
SWB1
SWB2
SWB3
SWB4
SWB5
SWB6
SWB7
SWB8
SWB9
SWB10

Gaia DR2 ID

R.A.
(degrees)

Decl.
(degrees)

P MR.A.
(mas yr−1 )

P MDecl.
(mas yr−1 )

Parallax
(mas)

Gaia G
(mag)

B -R
(mag)

Gaia RV
(km s−1 )

2132602965008510080
1260355683405766656
6048314340854256640
2543280552367099904
5787222832248879104
2153399712050263808
903348277956806528
2938406277905135232
2318637789803820800
151650076838458112

289.40943
212.89005
250.37519
9.94537
182.16387
285.00734
125.33579
94.43241
6.09962
69.20213

49.20537
28.03704
-22.30216
0.26607
-80.4334
56.96101
34.30949
-20.80665
-29.6631
27.13156

80.324
-26.992
-40.648
75.983
-94.52
-118.31
-115.451
-26.874
80.394
232.873

112.491
46.888
-91.051
-204.794
7.946
-162.49
-111.495
65.134
-135.454
-148.136

10.9543
9.4085
7.2029
29.5832
15.5051
11.2896
22.3057
6.668
22.7456
57.1046

14.8427
8.7861
13.4135
12.4899
13.9574
8.4766
8.3081
14.1492
12.3974
7.7178

2.2534
0.6569
2.0112
2.4828
2.4804
0.8137
0.8719
1.8887
2.1211
1.3751

99999.99
3.18
-14.04
99999.99
99999.99
-4.74
33.09
99999.99
41.36
41.63

Note. — We provide the Catalog ID, Gaia ID, R.A., Decl., P MR.A. , P MDecl. , Parallax, Gaia G, Gaia B - Gaia R, and
Gaia RVs for those that have it. If the component is from SUPERBLINK, Gaia id is set to 99999.99. Pairs are in a 1-1 match
with Table 2.5 and 2.6. The rest are available online. If Gaia RV is not present, value is set at 99999.99 in online data table.
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Table 2.5. Data on Secondary Stars in Pairs that Have Probabilities Greater than 10%
from the First-pass Probabilities and Have Parallax Errors Less than 10% of the Parallax
Catalog ID
SWB1
SWB2
SWB3
SWB4
SWB5
SWB6
SWB7
SWB8
SWB9
SWB10

Gaia DR2 ID

R.A.
(degrees)

Decl.
(degrees)

P MR.A.
(mas yr−1 )

P MDecl.
(mas yr−1 )

Parallax
(mas)

Gaia G
(mag)

B -R
(mag)

Gaia RV
(km s−1 )

2132602965008510592
1260355679110038912
6048314340854256512
2543281175138179712
5787222832248879488
2153399712048655104
903348273663336448
2938406277905135488
2318637785507972736
151650935831913216

289.41098
212.89
250.37855
9.95544
182.1699
285.00385
125.33691
94.43125
6.09998
69.18817

49.20583
28.03639
-22.3011
0.28565
-80.43307
56.96129
34.31055
-20.80593
-29.66243
27.16367

88.813
-29.432
-41.762
76.514
-94.978
-117.512
-118.379
-26.718
81.437
227.512

109.051
44.766
-91.413
-205.958
10.089
-161.575
-106.303
64.536
-131.951
-148.428

10.9684
9.4189
7.209
29.6859
15.5334
11.3046
22.364
6.6732
22.8066
57.4881

15.3907
9.4469
15.8155
14.928
16.387
13.6938
12.3785
17.005
12.9529
15.6252

2.4927
0.7225
3.0359
3.2094
3.1465
2.0843
2.3538
2.4665
2.258
0.9061

99999.99
3.52
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
41.09
99999.99

Note. — We provide the Catalog ID, Gaia ID, R.A., Decl., P MR.A. , P MDecl. , Parallax, Gaia G, Gaia B - Gaia R, and
Gaia RVs for those that have it. If the component is from SUPERBLINK, Gaia id is set to 99999.99. Pairs are in a 1-1 match
with Table 2.4 and 2.6. The rest are available online. If Gaia RV is not present, value is set at 99999.99 in online data table.
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Table 2.6. Data on Binary Pairs that Have Probabilities Greater than 10% from the First-pass
Probabilities and Have Parallax Errors Less than 10% of the Parallax
Catalog ID
SWB1
SWB2
SWB3
SWB4
SWB5
SWB6
SWB7
SWB8
SWB9
SWB10

Angular Separation
“

Projected Physical Separation
(au)

∆G
(mag)

RV Difference
(km s−1 )

First-run Bayesian Probability
%

Second-run Bayesian Probability
%

4.01696
2.34466
11.83587
79.27159
3.79452
6.92542
5.09035
4.67795
2.66177
123.9735

366.7
249.21
1643.21
2679.62
244.73
613.43
228.21
701.55
117.02
2170.99

-0.548
-0.661
-2.402
-2.438
-2.43
-5.217
-4.07
-2.856
-0.556
-7.907

99999.99
-0.34
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
0.27
99999.99

99.977
99.989
99.979
99.999
99.996
100.0
99.998
99.994
100.0
99.997

99.995
99.995
99.995
99.995
99.995
99.995
99.995
99.995
99.995
99.995

Note. — We present the Catalog ID, angular separation, projected physical separation, ∆G magnitude difference, RV differences where both stars have
Gaia RVs, first-pass Bayesian probability, and second-pass Bayesian probability. If one or both stars do not have RVs, the value is set to 99999.99. We
provide both probabilities to show the effect of adding parallax data to the analysis. Full table available online.
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Table 2.7. Data on Primary Stars in Pairs that Have Probabilities Greater than 10% from
the First-pass Probabilities but Have Parallax Errors > 10% of the Parallax Itself
Gaia DR2 ID

R.A.
(degrees)

Decl.
(degrees)

P MR.A.
(mas yr−1 )

P MDecl.
(mas yr−1 )

Parallax
(mas)

Gaia G
(mag)

B -R
(mag)

Gaia RV
(km s−1 )

5884478552748243584
5833123388322264064
4453039448459006848
6244478004203627264
5930816954967570944
5927411041532098048
5802320913607276672
4050723913317960064
4279542045514285056
6435293368119930112
6639697317069560832

235.93267
239.86951
242.91703
244.90327
250.33166
251.9549
253.868
272.26664
282.5737
288.88332
289.42898

-54.90283
-60.05021
9.25112
-20.62286
-52.91031
-57.94281
-74.11293
-28.82923
3.43835
-65.21554
-57.09519

14.949
6.271
-4.736
7.687
26.907
12.719
-4.084
1.765
4.723
-29.785
-21.928

37.923
44.897
45.532
48.412
30.751
39.242
42.243
40.333
40.162
41.396
36.862

4.5261
7.0731
4.6534
5.0736
6.1025
4.8924
2.2223
3.9614
2.4528
7.0742
5.2488

13.89
10.546
18.595
17.01
18.506
10.435
15.096
16.134
16.737
17.07
13.312

1.576
0.991
2.928
2.998
1.358
0.839
1.292
1.993
1.983
3.055
1.579

99999.99
3.28
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
83.45
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
64.37

Note. — We provide the Gaia ID, R.A., Decl., P MR.A. , P MDecl. , Parallax, Gaia G, Gaia B - Gaia R, and Gaia RVs for
those that have it. If the component is from SUPERBLINK, Gaia id is set to 99999.99. Pairs are in a 1-1 match with Table
2.8 and 2.9. The rest are available online. If Gaia RV is not present, value is set at 99999.99 in online data table.
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Table 2.8. Data on Secondary Stars in Pairs that Have Probabilities Greater than 10%
from the First-pass Probabilities but have Parallax Errors > 10% of the Parallax Itself
Gaia DR2 ID

R.A.
(degrees)

Decl.
(degrees)

P MR.A.
(mas yr−1 )

P MDecl.
(mas yr−1 )

Parallax
(mas)

Gaia G
(mag)

B -R
(mag)

Gaia RV
(km s−1 )

5884477075272635136
5833125552965965696
4453039448459006976
6244477999906665088
5930817126751717504
5927411045842815232
5802320810523986304
4050723814577442304
4279541667555198720
6435293363822847232
6639697385790611328

235.93088
239.64202
242.91631
244.90201
250.30199
251.95393
253.86236
272.26422
282.56844
288.8572
289.4246

-54.90432
-60.06028
9.25154
-20.62171
-52.91493
-57.94086
-74.1142
-28.83028
3.41689
-65.21587
-57.08382

16.564
4.819
-3.829
5.307
33.559
13.588
-4.399
3.01
4.482
-30.272
-20.192

40.291
46.269
46.018
48.244
33.945
38.302
40.621
42.074
42.817
41.572
34.984

2.836
7.5865
4.952
3.8703
15.5122
4.3049
2.2216
3.4632
2.8045
8.1237
7.3508

20.491
19.0
20.197
20.518
19.976
16.996
18.811
18.149
19.97
20.446
20.382

1.975
1.3
2.798
2.258
0.0
0.0
2.059
2.04
3.024
0.936
0.375

99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99

Note. — We provide the Gaia ID, R.A., Decl., P MR.A. , P MDecl. , Parallax, Gaia G, Gaia B - Gaia R, and Gaia RVs for
those that have it. If the component is from SUPERBLINK, Gaia id is set to 99999.99. Pairs are in a 1-1 match with Table
2.7 and 2.9. The rest are available online. If Gaia RV is not present, value is set at 99999.99 in online data table.
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Table 2.9. Data on Unvetted Pairs
Angular Separation
”

Projected Physical Separation
(au)

∆G
(mag)

RV Difference
(km s−1 )

First-Run Bayesian Probability
%

6.52032
410.3998
3.00066
5.91019
66.51647
7.26125
7.20618
8.51248
79.53044
39.43964

1440.6
58022.62
644.83
1164.89
10899.87
1484.19
3242.67
2148.86
32424.35
5575.14

-6.601
-8.453
-1.602
-3.508
-1.469
-6.561
-3.715
-2.015
-3.233
-3.376

99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99
99999.99

99.964
18.494
99.999
99.988
36.155
99.994
99.992
99.976
89.143
99.669

Note. — We present the angular separation, projected physical separation, G magnitude difference, RV difference and first-run
Bayesian probability. If one or both stars do not have RVs, the value is set to 99999.99. Full table available online.
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Table 2.10. Higher-order multiplicity fraction as a function of K-dwarf color
Region 1
1.01 < GBP − GRP < 1.21

Region 2
1.21 < GBP − GRP < 1.41

Region 3
1.41 < GBP − GRP < 1.61

Region 4
1.61 < GBP − GRP < 1.81

30.4%

18.2%

17.8%

19.1%
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Chapter 3
UNRESOLVED COMPANIONS IN THE LOBSTER DIAGRAM:
SEARCHING NASA SPACE EXOPLANET MISSION DATA FOR
ECLIPSING SYSTEMS AND FAST ROTATORS
This chapter is a reproduction of a manuscript to be submitted to AAS journals after the
dissertation is completed. It is an extension of Hartman & Lépine (2020) and examines the
Lobster diagram with a slightly revised and expanded sample. We confirm that the lobster
diagram detects overluminous companions by searching TESS, K2 and Kepler light curves
for eclipsing and rotating stars that are part of SUPERWIDE. We also examine the higher
order multiplicity fraction as a function of projected physical separation and metallicity for
K+K wide binaries.

3.1

Introduction

Binary stellar systems appear in a wide variety of forms. Wide binary systems can have separations that can reach many thousands of au and are found mostly as visual binaries where
both components are resolved. Angular separations, proper motion differences, distance differences and radial velocity differences have been used in various different combinations to
find and confirm these systems in large astrometric stellar catalogs (Chanamé & Gould 2004;
Lépine & Bongiorno 2007; Dhital et al. 2010; Lépine 2011; Shaya & Olling 2011; Tokovinin
& Lépine 2012; Tokovinin 2014a; Dhital et al. 2015; Deacon et al. 2016; Andrews et al. 2017;
Oh et al. 2017; Oelkers et al. 2017; El-Badry & Rix 2018; Coronado et al. 2018; JiménezEsteban et al. 2019; Hartman & Lépine 2020; El-Badry et al. 2021). On the other hand,
unresolved, close binary systems with separations reaching to less than an au can be more
challenging to identify and are found using a wider variety of discovery methods, including
using high resolution imaging, spectroscopy and photometry.
It has been well established for solar type stars that around half of the wide binaries
are in triple systems with a close binary (Raghavan et al. 2010; Tokovinin 2014b; Moe et
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al. 2019). However, the method by which the widest of these systems formed has not been
well established. Three scenarios for how these systems form include the unfolding of triple
systems (Reipurth & Mikkola 2012), the binding of stars during the cluster dissolution phase
(Moeckel & Bate 2010; Kouwenhoven et al. 2010), and the pairings of adjacent cores in star
forming regions (Tokovinin 2017). These scenarios address wide binary formation at the
largest separations (> 10, 000 au). At shorter separations, much work has already gone into
examining binary formation by characterizing their statistical properties (Moe et al. 2019;
El-Badry & Rix 2019).
One feature that each of these scenarios predicts is a large fraction of higher order multiples (triples, quadruples, etc.) which should be reinforced by the ability that these systems
have to better survive interactions with the local Galactic environment. Examining Raghavan et al. (2010) shows that for the eleven systems that have separations larger than 10,000
au, ten are higher order multiples. However, most studies that have measured higher order
multiplicity fractions are for solar type (F, G, early K) systems. Law et al. (2010) examined
the higher order multiplicity for M+M wide binaries and found that the higher order multiplicity fraction increases as a function of projected physical separation; however, this was
only on a sample of 36 wide binaries and extended only out to 6,500 au. Knowing the value
of this higher order multiplicity fraction over a broader range of spectral types and orbital
separations will help determine if there is a formation scenario that is dominant or if wide
binary formation is a mixture of different processes.
Searching a large number of wide binary systems for close companions is a time-consuming
task, especially if the companions are in unresolved systems. Ziegler et al. (2018) found that
for Gaia the resolution was between 0.7 and 1 arcseconds. For most systems with separations
below this, resource-intensive follow-up, such as high resolution imaging or spectroscopy,
would be needed to find companions. However, one particular discovery method for finding
unresolved close binary systems is looking for overluminous stars. There are several reasons
that cause a star to be overluminous compared to a main-sequence star of similar color. It
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could be young and still contracting on its way to the main sequence phase, it could be a
highly active star in a flaring state, or it could be an unresolved binary. In most of the H-R
diagram and even along the main-sequence, it is difficult to identify overluminous systems
due to what is called the “cosmic scatter”, i.e. to variations in the luminosity and color of
main-sequence stars due to differences in age, metallicity, and state of activity. However,
an examination of the Gaia H-R diagram shows a very suggestive doubling of the main
sequence in the K and M dwarf regime that is a clear indication of a significant population
of unresolved binaries - and potential means to identify them.
In our first paper (Hartman & Lépine 2020), we examined the scatter in the colormagnitude relationship for K-dwarfs in the Gaia H-R diagram using subsets of 2,227 K+K
wide binary systems. We first defined a fiducial line running parallel to the mean colormagnitude trend, and calculated an “overluminosity factor,” which is the vertical magnitude
offset from the line for any star. For a majority of the stars in common proper motion
pairs, we found a strong correlation between the overluminosity of the primary and that
of the secondary, consistent with the idea that much of the “cosmic scatter” is due to
metallicity difference in K-dwarfs, and that K+K systems are chemically homogeneous, and
thus both components show the same offset from the fiducial main-sequence. Exploiting
this, we devised a simple but useful tool for finding potential unresolved close binaries that
are part of wide systems: these unresolved pairs are identified if either one of the wide
components appears to be overluminous compared to the other. Unresolved pairs are most
easily identified at outliers in the so-called “Lobster Diagram,” which plots the overluminosity
factor of the primary as a function of the secondary’s factor.
In this paper, we widen our sample to 4,947 K+K wide binaries that includes all pairs
that have a probability of being gravitationally bound systems > 95% and removing the
distance limit we had in place in Hartman & Lépine (2020). To confirm that the lobster
diagram is indeed identifying unresolved close companions, we examine light curves from
TESS, K2 and Kepler surveys searching for signs of light curve modulations indicative of
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eclipsing close binaries. We find convincing evidence that the method accurately identified
unresolved components, provided that their binary mass ratio q= Msec /Mpri is larger than
0.5. We further use the location of a pair in the Lobster diagram to estimate the system’s
metallicity. Finally, we estimate the higher-order multiplicity fraction for wide systems, and
search for variations of this fraction with orbital separation and metallicity. In Section 3.2,
we detail our wide binary search and methods for extracting and analyzing Kepler and TESS
light curves. In Section 3.3, we present our identification of over 100 eclipsing binaries and
fast rotators from the light curves analysis and show how they enhance the interpretation
of the Lobster diagram. In Section 3.4, we discuss potential implications derived from our
results.

3.2
3.2.1

Data Retrieval and Light Curve Analysis
Wide Binary Identification

The method used to identify our sample of wide binaries is detailed in Hartman & Lépine
(2020). We provide a brief summary here. Starting with the complete set of ∼ 5.8 million
high proper motion stars (> 40 mas/yr) in Gaia Data Release 2 (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2018; Lindegren et al. 2018) supplemented by a modest number of additional high proper
motion stars from the SUPERBLINK catalog, but not listed in DR2, we conduct a two stage
Bayesian analysis that calculates the probability of any two stars to be physical pairs (as
opposed to chance alignments) based their angular separations, proper motion differences
and distance/parallax differences. We present a flow chart of the process in Figure 3.1. The
first stage takes the angular separations and proper motion differences and uses empirical
model distributions of these two parameters for both chance alignments and real binaries
to calculate a first pass real binary probability. We then keep only pairs with a first-pass
probability was greater than 10% and with a parallax error on both components less than
10%, and run another Bayesian analysis using just the difference in the distances between
the components in the pairs, again using empirical model distributions for real binaries and
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chance alignments. The end result is the SUPERWIDE catalog listing 99,203 high proper
motion pairs with probabilities of being gravitationally bound > 95%.
The color-magnitude diagrams for these pairs are presented in Figure 3.2. Primary stars
are shown in the top panel while secondaries are shown on the bottom panel, with “primary”
and “secondary” being determined by brighter G magnitude. For both panels, the main
sequence is well defined and in the color range of the K-dwarfs, GBP − GRP from 1.01 to
1.81, a doubling of the main sequence can be distinguished, seen as a secondary sequence of
objects vertically shifted up by ∼ 0.7 magnitudes, looking much like a “halo” above the main
sequence. This doubling is believed to be caused by the presence of unresolved companions.
While young stars can cause a similar effect as they fall onto the main sequence as they
have yet to fully contract and remain overluminous due to their larger sizes compared to
normal main sequence stars, we note that the SUPERWIDE catalog was constructed from
a high proper motion sample which limits the amount of young, field stars, which typically
have low relative motions to the Sun and thus are under-represented in high proper motion
subsets. Additionally, we provide the Gaia G magnitude distributions for the primary and
secondary stars from the “Yes” subset in Figure 3.3.
To examine this doubling, Hartman & Lépine (2020) focused on the K dwarf regime
and took a sample of 2,227 K+K wide binaries with primary distances less than 250 pc
and Bayesian probabilities > 99% along with a cut based on color and absolute magnitude.
Additionally, they revised their definition of “primary” and “secondary” to be defined by
GBP − GRP color rather than Gaia G magnitude, with the component with a bluer color
assigned as the primary star. In this paper, we expand upon our previous analysis in Hartman
& Lépine (2020) by defining an expanded sample of K+K wide binaries from the 99,203 high
probability wide binaries from the SUPERWIDE catalog. In a similar manner to Hartman &
Lépine (2020), we set a color range in GBP − GRP from 1.01 to 1.81 as seen by the magenta
box in Figure 3.4. Like our previous work, our primary and secondary designations were
initially determined by Gaia G magnitude, but are now changed to GBP − GRP color; thus,
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~5.2 million high proper motion
stars from Gaia DR2 and SUPERBLINK

1° angular separation and 40 mas/yr
proper motion difference cut

557 million possible pairs

First Bayesian analysis using angular
separation and proper motion differences
and a parallax error cut on both components

119,360 possible pairs

Second Bayesian analysis using
distance difference

99,203 pairs with 𝑃 > 95%

Figure 3.1 Flow chart demonstrating the method used to construct the SUPERWIDE catalog.
Starting with a sample of ∼ 5.2 million high proper motion stars, we conduct a two step
Bayesian analysis to determine which stars are part of wide binaries. This analysis takes
into account angular separations, proper motion differences and distance differences.
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Figure 3.2 Color-magnitude diagrams for the pairs in our “Yes” subset, i.e. pairs with
Bayesian probabilities > 95% of being wide physical binaries. Top: Color-magnitude diagram for the primary components. Bottom: Color-magnitude diagram for the secondary
components. Primary stars are found of all types, including notable subsets of red giants,
subgiants, more massive main-sequence stars, and white dwarfs. Secondaries are overwhelmingly low-mass stars and white dwarfs. One notable feature is the vertical “thickening” of
the main sequence for low-mass M stars (Gaia BP - RP > 2).
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Figure 3.3 Distribution of Gaia G magnitudes for the Primary and Secondary stars in our
“Yes” subset.
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Figure 3.4 Top panel: H-R Diagram for SUPERWIDE with K+K wide binary selection
shown. The magenta box defines the K dwarf main sequence plus overluminous stars. The
line going through the middle represents the arbitrary reference line [MG ]Kref that is used to
define the overluminosity factor for each wide binary. Red points shows the primary stars and
the cyan points show the secondary stars. Bottom panel: Color-magnitude plot for MIST
isochrones in the K dwarf region. Black points are the components of K+K wide binaries
from our sample. Different color lines represent different metallicity tracks. The three labels
shown show the metallicity for the same colored lines as the font with p representing + and
m representing -. Going from the p0.50 line to the m2.00 line, each different line represents
a decrease of 0.25 in metallicity. This increase to 0.5 after the m2.00 line.
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we require each component to have a GBP and GRP magnitude. Unlike our previous work,
we do not set a limit on absolute magnitude dependent on color. We put limits so that
the primary absolute magnitude is fainter than MG = 4 and the secondary magnitude is
brighter than MG = 9.4; this eliminates red giants and white dwarfs from the subset. In
addition, we no longer restrict our sample based on distance, which greatly expands our
selection. We also lower our probability limit to 95% as the majority of these pairs in the
95%< P <99% are still real binaries. The reason for this shift was to include more binaries
that are extremely likely to be genuine wide binaries. This revised selection doubles the
sample to 4,947 K+K wide pairs. The color-magnitude diagram for our selected binaries
(with primaries in red and secondaries in cyan, where the secondaries are overlaid on the
primaries and are obstructing the latter’s distribution to a large extent) is shown in the
top panel of Figure 3.4. The magenta box represents our area of focus for this analysis
and will be discussed below. To show how metallicity trends in the K dwarf regime, we
use the MIST isochrones (Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015; Dotter 2016; Choi et al. 2016;
Paxton et al. 2018) to model the metallicity tracks for solar age stars, with metallicity being
[M/H] = log((M/H)star /(M/H)sun ). This is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 3.4. We
used the isochrones matching an age of 109.65 years,

v
vcrit

= 0.4 and the Gaia magnitudes.

Starting from +0.5 in metallicity, these isochrones go to -4.0 in steps of 0.25 between +0.5
to -2.0 and then used steps of 0.5 between -2.0 and -4.0. Notice how parallel the metallicity
tracks are in the K dwarf regime for the high to intermediate metallicity tracks. In addition,
we provide the distribution of projected physical separations as a function of distance and
the histogram of projected physical separations for this sample in Figure 3.5, showing that
our binaries span a wide range of distances and physical separations. The two red lines
represent the effects of the angular separation cuts applied in Hartman & Lépine (2020) at
200 and 360000 , respectively.
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Figure 3.5 Top Panel: Projected physical separation as a function of primary distance for
the selected sample. Most pairs reside between 100-600 pc. Red lines indicate the 200 and
360000 cuts that were part of the SUPERWIDE catalog. Bottom Panel: Distribution of projected physical separations for the selected sample.
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3.2.2

Light Curve Retrieval

Starting with this sample of 4,947 pairs, we crossmatch our all primaries and secondaries
(9,894 stars total) with the TESS Input Catalog (TIC) by matching the Gaia DR2 identification numbers in common between our sample and the TIC catalog using astroquery and
astropy (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013, 2018; Ginsburg et al. 2019). Using the associated TIC ids, we use the Lightkurve package available in Python to search for TESS, K2
and Kepler targets and recover their light curves (Lightkurve Collaboration et al. 2018). We
only retrieve one set of data for each target, if multiple sets are available. We first check if
the target has available two-minute cadence light curves (SPOC) and then we check for data
products from the MIT Quick Look-up Pipeline (QLP, Huang et al. 2020) and retrieve both
the available KSPSAP and SAP flux light curves. If a star does not have either of those, we
search for any K2 light curves and then finally for Kepler light curves.
We find 2,928 primaries and 2,494 secondaries that have light curves available from at
least one of the missions. Of those, 2,463 are from the same binary system, i.e. we find 2,463
pairs where a light curve is found for both the primary AND secondary component. To be
clear, each component has its own TIC number, however, in many of the cases, the light
curves are essentially the same due to their proximity on the sky and the large size of the
TESS camera pixels. Our analysis finds that, of the 2,463 pairs with both components having
a light curve, 2,047 have angular separations less than one TESS pixel (2300 ) while only 168
have angular separations larger than two TESS pixels (4600 ). Therefore, the majority of the
light curves for these systems contain the light from both stars unless a K2 or Kepler light
curve is retrieved. While this generally prevents us from knowing for sure from which of the
components (primary or secondary) any signal is coming from, it still allows us to effectively
search for eclipsing or rotating systems in both components at the same time. Further
ground-based photometric validation will however be needed to confirm which component is
responsible for any modulation of the signal. To be fair, in some cases, the signal may also
be from a third star in close proximity to the pair, and thus not even associated with the
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system; however, in this paper, we will assume that if a periodic signal is detected, it is from
the target system and not a nearby field star.

3.2.3

Periodogram Analysis

In order to identify systems with significant photometric modulations, we examine each of
the light curves visually and sort them into one of four possible bins based on morphology:
eclipsing/transiting system, fast rotators with period less than five days, slow rotators with
period greater than five days and systems that show both rotation and eclipses; one example
from each of these groups is seen in Figure 3.6. Eclipsing systems are easily identified from
the dips in the light curves caused by another object passing in front of the target star while
modulations from a fast/slow rotator show a sinusoidal pattern which is due to spots on the
surface of the stars coming in and out of view.
We then conduct a periodogram analysis on these systems using the periodogram function
from the lightkurve package. For the eclipsing and those that show both rotation and eclipses,
we run this analysis twice using the Lomb-Scargle (Scargle 1982) and Box-Least-Squares
(BLS) method (Kovács et al. 2002) to identify and measure a period for the eclipses. In
most cases where the light curve is produced by the QLP, we use the KSPSAP fluxes which
have had the rotation signal (starspot modulation) modeled out of the light curve. This
allows for an easier calculation of the eclipsing binary’s period. Additionally, the rotation
in these systems is found to be overwhelmingly in sync with the eclipses, for a good reason
as tidal forces in close binaries will usually synchronize the rotation of both stars with their
orbital period. However, the light curves for several stars showed more noise in the KSPSAP
flux than the SAP flux and in these cases, we used the SAP flux to generate the light curves
and the resulting phased light curves.
For the TESS two-minute, K2 and Kepler data, we use the PDCSAP flux. After this
first examination, the period is fine-tuned by hand to create a clean, phased light curve for
each eclipsing/transiting system. We conduct this analysis on the primary stars first and, if
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a secondary light curve for the same binary is found, we used the period of the primary to
construct the phased light curves for the secondary. We do note that no additional modeling
has gone into this analysis as just identifying these systems as eclipsing/rotators suits the
purpose of this study.
We run this analysis again on the systems that are identified as showing rotation. In
this case, we only use the Lomb-Scargle method as it can pick out the signal better than
the BLS method and, in the case of the QLP light curves, we use only the SAP light curves
as the KSPSAP removes the rotation signal that we are trying to measure. For the TESS
two-minute, K2 and Kepler data, we use the PDCSAP flux. Additionally, we restrict the
periods examined depending on whether the star was visually determined to have a rotation
period greater than or less than five days from the visual analysis. To take into account
misidentifications, we run this analysis once, check for misidentified stars, and re-run the
analysis. Due to the variable amplitude in some cases, a simple visual check is conducted on
the phased light curves to make sure the period is close to the actual value. Much like the
eclipsing/transiting analysis, if a secondary light curve is found with a primary counterpart,
we use the primary’s period to construct the phased diagram and see if this produces an
acceptable phased light curve. In any case, the identification of an accurate rotation period
for a starspot signal is always elusive, as differential rotation in main sequence stars means
that spot will move in and out of view at slightly different rates depending on their latitudes,
and the period of the modulation will vary over time as the spot pattern changes.

3.3

Results

In total, our search of the primary components (as defined by GBP − GRP color) recovers 42
eclipsing systems, 97 systems showing rotation with a period less than five days, 135 systems
showing rotation slower than five days, and 15 systems which show both rotation and eclipses.
The search for light curves of secondary components recovers 26 eclipsing systems, 79 systems
showing rotation with a period less than five days, 74 systems showing rotations slower than
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five days, and 13 systems showing both rotation and eclipses. In many of these cases, the
light curves are the same for the primary and secondary except with slightly different base
flux levels, which means that the TESS camera does not fully resolve the two components,
and the measured light curve is that of the blended primary and secondary flux. Figure 3.6
shows examples of the original and phased light curves for each of the four bins that we
defined. We present all the light curves, from both primary and secondary component- even
for redundant cases- in the appendix. We provide tables for each type of system and both
primary and secondary, 8 tables in total. The columns are Gaia DR2 Numbers, Mission,
Mission ID and Period. Precision on the period was determined through experimentation
with eclipse alignment. These are Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8

3.3.1

Testing the Lobster Diagram

As a test of the overluminosity correlation between primaries and secondaries in K+K wide
binaries, we decided to reexamine the so-called “Lobster diagram” (Figure 3.7) and assess
where systems with eclipsing/rotator signals fall on the diagram. Hartman & Lépine (2020)
defined the “overluminosity factor” (FOL ) as,

FOL = MG − [MG ]Kref

where [MG ]Kref is a reference value representing the absolute magnitude of a single-star K
dwarf with an arbitrary metal abundance. We adopt the same definition of the overluminosity
factor, (FOL ), with one key exception. In Hartman & Lépine (2020), the MG for each
component was used separately in the calculation of FOL . However, we change this for this
paper. Since these are high probability wide binaries, their parallaxes should be nearly
identical in most cases, as orbital separations are much less than 1 pc. It is thus fair
to assume both stars are at the same distance, rather than introduce uncertainties from
parallax measurement errors. As such, for each binary, we adopt for both stars the parallax
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Figure 3.6 Examples of light curves and phased light curves for four stars. Each two plots
consists of the light curve obtained through LightKurve on the left and then the phased light
curve on the right. Period used for the phase folding is shown in the right panel for each star
with the identifier for each star shown in the light curve plot. Top: Example of a system
with both rotation and eclipses, Top-middle: Example of a system with rotation more than
five days, Bottom-middle: Example of a system with rotation less than 5 days, and Bottom:
example of eclipsing system.
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of the component that has the smallest parallax error in the Gaia catalog. We keep the same
definition of [MG ]Kref as:

[MG ]Kref = 2.9(GBP − GRP ) + 2.5

This relationship is represented by the middle magenta line in Figure 3.4. This line roughly
represents the division between the single star main sequence and the unresolved binary
locus, although this choice is arbitrary. A positive FOL means the component falls below the
middle magenta line in Figure 3.4, while negative FOL means the component is above the
line.
The “Lobster” diagram, uses the fact that wide binaries, because they formed from the
same parent cloud, should fall on the same metallicity tracks on the H-R diagram, and
these tracks are expected to run parallel to the fiducial line we have defined. Therefore, the
presence of unresolved companions will increase the flux from one of the components (primary
or secondary), and shift that component off the track. Effectively, the two components will
have values of FOL that do not agree with one another. The magnitude of this shift will
depend on the flux ratio between the star and its unresolved companion, which is related
to the mass ratio, q, for main sequence stars. This fiducial line could thus be shifted up or
down away from cutting the main sequence in half and the result would be the same. In
the Lobster diagram, as the FOL values of secondaries are plotted against the FOL values of
their associated primaries, stars with no unresolved components (i.e. pure binaries) should
fall along a 1:1 locus.
For this part of the analysis, we remove any resolved higher order multiples to be discussed
in a later section. This totals 300 pairs from our sample of 4,947. We show the overluminosity
plot for the 4,647 wide binaries in Figure 3.7. There are four distinct regions in Figure 3.7.
The area defined by the solid red lines, the body of the “Lobster”, represents where pairs
with two “single” components reside as their overluminosity factors are roughly the same.
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This forms a “true wide binary” sequence composed of two single stars. Interestingly, the
metallicity of the pair decreases as one follows the body of the lobster from the middle of
Figure 3.7 to the upper right corner. The two yellow shaded areas represent the areas where
one component is unusually overluminous compared with its companion, as expected if it is
an unresolved binary system, indicating the binary is actually a triple. Which way the pair
deviates from the body of the lobster determines which component is the possible unresolved
binary. If the primary is overluminous, then the pair will fall below the “true binary”
sequence whereas if the secondary is overluminous, then the pair will fall to the left of the
sequence. The purple shaded area represents the area where both components are unusually
overluminous and the wide binary is a possible quadruple system. The regions denoted by
the dashed red lines, the “claws” of the lobster, represent the area where unresolved systems
with equal mass are expected to reside: these two regions are roughly offset from the body by
about 0.7 mag in overluminosity factor, which matches what is expected for an equal mass
unresolved system on the color-magnitude diagram. In fact, the “claws” do show a definite
over-density of objects, which is evidence for just such a sequence of unresolved, equal-mass
close binaries. Currently, the Lobster diagram only works well for wide binaries in the K
dwarf range, as the slope of the main sequence follows a linear color-magnitude sequence,
sequences for stars of different metallicities have the same slope and the metallicity spread
of the stars is relatively small, which is not the case for stars in the M dwarf range, for
example, where metallicity effects are more extreme.
Using the 4,647 remaining binaries to define the baseline, we plot out the locations of
the eclipsing systems, systems showing rotation periods larger than 5 days (slow rotators),
systems showing rotation periods less than 5 days (fast rotators), and systems showing both
rotation and eclipses in the different panels in Figure 3.8. The colors of the points show
which component has a light curve that was classified within one of those groups, with
red circles meaning both components had light curves and both were classified as being
part of the same group - usually meaning the two stars were unresolved by TESS and that
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Figure 3.7 The “Lobster diagram” plotting the overluminosity factor FOL of the primary
star as a function of the FOL of the secondary star for the 4,647 K+K wide systems in the
assembled sample using the best parallax between the two components in the calculations
of absolute magnitudes. Two key features stand out in this plot. The over-density following
the 1-1 line represents “true” wide binaries where both components are single in eyes of
Gaia. Points lying outside of this locus represent systems where unresolved companions may
reside. If a point falls in the purple region, it may be a possible quadruple systems or a
young system, where both components are unusually overluminous.
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the light curve was the same, in which case we simply do not know which component is
the eclipsing/rotation object. Cyan squares represented wide binaries where the primary
component has a light curve showing modulation, but the secondary either does not have
a light curve or the secondary’s light curve shows no modulation or was classified as part
of another group. Finally, magenta triangles represent wide binaries where the secondary
component has a light curve, but the primary either does not have a light curve or the
primary’s light curve shows no modulation or was classified as being part of another group.
Examining the four panels in Figure 3.8, we can verify if the Lobster diagram works as
a possible method to determine if individual components of K+K wide binary systems are
unresolved binary systems themselves. In the plots of eclipsing systems and systems that
show both rotation and eclipses (top panels, Figure 3.8), we do confirm that the vast majority
of systems with light curves classified in either of these two groups are outside of the true
wide binary sequence. For the eclipsing systems, 77.4% lie in the shaded regions of the top
left panel of Figure 3.8, while 84.6% lie in the shaded regions in the top right panel for the
systems that show both rotation and eclipses. We do not include systems that fall completely
outside of the shaded regions or the true wide binary sequence. For eclipsing systems that
lie in the true wide binary sequence, there are two possible explanations. First, the flux
ratio between the companion that is eclipsing and the target star is small. This would mean
that Gaia would not pick up the flux from the faint component and the magnitude would
be consistent with that of a single star. This is the most likely explanation for several of
the cases, as several of these eclipsing systems are actually exo-planet candidates. Second,
the light curve may be picking up eclipses from an unrelated background star caught in the
TESS camera. As mentioned previously, TESS pixels are large and can register the light
from multiple stars in a single light curve. Further follow-up would be needed to confirm this
idea. We also note that for those systems where only one component has a light curve that
shows eclipses, we find that the Lobster diagram correctly identifies whether the primary or
secondary host the companion. With these caveats, we believe that we have proven that the
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Lobster diagram method is an efficient tool for identifying close companions in these wide
binaries.
As additional support, we examine the fraction of rotating stars that lie outside of the
true wide binary sequence. For the stars with rotation periods less than five days (lower left
panel, Figure 3.8), 69.6% lie in the shaded regions. This significant result suggests a link
between overluminosity and fast rotation, with the most likely explanation being that the
fast rotation is caused by tidal synchronization of the rotation and orbital period in the close
binary systems. The fact that no eclipse is recorded simply indicates that the inclination of
the system does not allow us to see the eclipses. On the other hand, for stars with rotation
periods greater than five days (lower right panel, Figure 3.8), only 38.9% lie in the shaded
regions, potentially pointing to their rotation and overluminosity not being related.
An additional test of the effectiveness of the Lobster diagram is found by cross-matching
our sample of 4,647 systems with the Multiple Star Catalog (Tokovinin 2018). This catalog
consists of systems that are known to have 3 or more members. We find 16 systems that
are matches to the Multiple Star Catalog, meaning there is a third component in these
16 systems that is an unresolved companion and not seen in Gaia DR2. Putting these 16
systems on the “Lobster” diagram in Figure 3.9 and applying the same criterion for the
parallax used the calculation of the overluminosity for each component, we see that half
of the systems fall on the true wide binary sequence, but the other half fall in the region
where equal mass binaries would be expected to reside. Based on the data provided by the
Multiple Star Catalog, the systems that fall in the equal mass binary regions mostly contain
a component that is a double-lined spectroscopic binary while the ones that reside in the
true wide binary sequence mostly contain a component that is a single-lined spectroscopic
binary. As we are using the overluminosity of a component to tell if it has an unresolved
companion, it follows that if the unresolved companion is faint, it will not contribute light
to the system and will appear as a single star.
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Figure 3.8 Overluminosity plots highlighting the locations of TESS light curve targets that
have been sorted into one of our four bins going from upper left to bottom right, systems
where one component shows eclipses/transits, systems where one component shows both
rotation and eclipses, systems where one component is a fast rotator (P < 5 days), and
systems where one component is a slow rotator (P > 5 days). Colors correspond to which
component has a light curve available. Red circles mean that both components have a light
curve, cyan squares represent systems where the primary component has a light curve, and
magenta triangles indicate systems where the secondary component has a light curve. Note
that for the systems where a component shows either an eclipse or transit or is a fast rotator,
most show at least one component to be overluminous, while slowly rotating systems are
mainly in the “true” wide binary sequence.
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Figure 3.9 Overluminosity plot for systems that are in SUPERWIDE as only two stars
but are listed in the Multiple Star Catalog (Tokovinin 2018) as having an unresolved companion. Systems outside the body have a bright unresolved companion that is detected
as either a double-lined spectroscopic binary or a companion detected by speckle imaging.
Systems in the body are either faint companions detected by speckle imaging or single-lined
spectroscopic binaries.
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3.3.2

Resolved Higher Order Multiples

In the section above, we deliberately excluded 300 “pairs” that we identified as being part
of resolved higher order multiple systems in Gaia DR2; these are common proper motion
systems of 3 or more stars. We now come back and address these systems as a group. To
our light curve search above, we simply searched all 300 “pairs” for available TESS, K2 or
Kepler light curves. Among the primaries, we find 4 eclipsing stars, 12 stars showing rotation
faster than five days, 18 stars showing rotation slower than five days and 3 stars showing
both rotation and eclipses/transits. For the secondaries, we find 4 eclipsing stars, 12 stars
showing rotation faster than five days, 7 stars showing rotation slower than five days and 4
stars showing both rotation and eclipses/transits. We plot the location of these pairs on the
overluminosity plot in Figure 3.10 using the same method as in Figure 3.8. We only plot
the K+K pairings of the resolved higher order multiples as that is what works on the lobster
diagram, though some systems consist of all K-dwarfs, while others are K+K+something
else. The same trends are observed showing that the majority of fast rotators and eclipsing
systems fall outside of the true wide binary sequence while systems with slower rotation rates
are more likely to be fall in the true wide binary sequence.
In Figure 3.10, we include all 300 “pairs” in the overluminosity plots. However, for
the next sections dealing with the higher order multiplicity of K+K wide binaries, we only
include a small number of triples in our analysis. The main reason for this is we want to
only include resolved triples in those cases where if the triple had been a wide binary with
an unresolved companion, it would have made it into our sample. This means we only
include resolved triples consist of a wide K+K pair and then a resolved closer K+something
else system, where that something else is a K-dwarf or lower mass (M-dwarf). Due to the
way the SUPERWIDE catalog handles higher order multiples, each possible pairing in a
multiple system has its own entry in SUPERWIDE, i.e. a resolved triple will have 3 entries
in SUPERWIDE, one for each pairing of components. However, there are resolved triple
systems in SUPERWIDE where there are only two entries. This is due to the 200 limit in
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Figure 3.10 Overluminosity plots highlighting the locations of TESS light curve targets for
resolved higher order multiples from Gaia DR2. Same format as in Figure 3.8. Some systems
with TESS light curves fall outside of the range for this plot.
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SUPERWIDE so the two entries match to the “pairs” between the closer binary and the
wide companion. To create our sample of triples, we require that the projected physical
separation of the K+K pair in the resolved triple not have the smallest separation of the
“pairs” in the resolved triple. We simplify systems where there is more than one K+K
pair by removing all other pairs besides the K+K pair with the largest projected physical
separation. Additionally, we require that each “pair” in the resolved triple have a probability
> 95% and that all the stars be K-dwarfs or lower mass. These cuts result in a sample of
59 resolved triples. As will be discussed in later sections, for the calculation of higher order
multiplicity, these systems are counted as higher order multiples regardless of where they
fall in the Lobster diagram.

3.3.3

Estimating the Higher Order Multiplicity of K+K Wide Binaries

One of the key features of the overluminosity plot is that it can be used to put a lower limit
on the higher order multiplicity of the K+K wide binaries based on the assumption that all
pairs outside of the “true” wide binary sequence contain unresolved companions. This is a
lower limit because not all stars with unresolved companions will appear as overluminous,
which is clear from the results above, which strongly suggests that unresolved systems with
large mass ratios will not register as being overluminous. To estimate the higher order multiplicity fraction, we use the sample of 4,647 binaries where the higher order multiples have
been removed as they are already higher order multiples. We will count the 59 higher order
multiples that we identified in the previous section towards the higher order multiplicity
fraction estimate. Unlike our analysis of this in Hartman & Lépine (2020) where we counted
everything that was not in the true wide binary sequence, we only count binaries as overluminous if they lie in the shaded regions of the right panel of Figure 2.32, i.e. we exclude
objects that have such large overluminosity values in one component that they are considered
suspicious, and assumed to be contaminants. This removes 393 CPM pairs and also reduces
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contamination from sub-giants and metal-poor stars that may appear overluminous because
their metallicity tracks are not parallel to our reference line.
With the remaining 4,254 systems, we find that 259 fall in the purple shaded region representing possible quadruple systems, 1,044 and 625 fall either the yellow shaded regions below
(primary component overluminous) and to the left (secondary component overluminous) of
the true wide binary sequence, and the remaining 2,326 fall in the true wide binary sequence.
Taking those that fall outside of the true wide binary sequence plus the 59 already identified
to be higher order multiples, we find a lower limit on the higher order multiplicity fraction of
46.1%. This is roughly six percentage points higher than our 39.6% estimate from Hartman
& Lépine (2020). We suspect this is due to contamination from evolving (sub-giant) stars in
the early K-dwarfs, 1.01 < GBP −GRP < 1.2, which have been added after the removal of the
distance limit used in Hartman & Lépine (2020). In Figure 3.4, there appears to be a steady
increase in the density of points above middle magenta line as one goes from GBP − GRP of
1.2 to GBP − GRP of 1. This increase moves steadily further away from the magenta line
as one goes to lower GBP − GRP color. This population is also evident in Figure 3.7 as an
over-density of stars that falls directly below the true wide binary sequence and is possibly
an extension of it. We believe that the majority of these binaries have a primary component
that is beginning to evolve off the main sequence and are thus overluminous simply because
of old age. Excluding binaries with GBP − GRP < 1.2 and comparing the over-luminosities
of the primary and secondary components yields Figure 3.11. Using this smaller subset of
2,250 binaries and including the 33 resolved higher order multiples that satisfy this revised
color cut, we determine a higher order multiplicity fraction of 40.4%, roughly equivalent to
our previous result.
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Figure 3.11 Overluminosity plot for K+K wide binaries with GBP − GRP < 1.2. Note that
the over-density of binaries directly below the true wide binary sequence that was present
in Figure 3.7 is now absent.
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3.3.4

Higher Order Multiplicity as a Function of Projected Physical Separation

In Hartman & Lépine (2020), we compared the higher order multiplicity fraction for the
whole sample to a selection of extremely wide binaries with projected physical separations
larger than 10,000 au. We found that the fractions were similar to within the measurement
errors. For this paper, we expand this analysis to a wider range of physical separations.
Using the same criteria as was used to calculate the higher order multiplicity fraction above
and including the color cut to remove possible evolving star contamination, we split our
sample into 6 bins with the first bin corresponding to all pairs with projected separations
less than Log(ρ)=2.5, going up in steps of 0.5 Log(ρ) from Log(ρ) = 2.5 to 4.5, and the
final bin spanning all pairs with projected separations greater than Log(ρ)=4.5. We then
calculated the higher order multiplicity fraction for each bin, taking the x value to be the
average of the projected physical separations. Results are shown in Figure 3.12. This reveals
that the higher order multiplicity fraction is uniform at ∼ 40% and does not depend on the
orbital separation of the widest component. This is seemingly at odds with the predictions
of the unfolding of triple systems scenario, which suggests that the widest systems should
be more likely to be hierarchical triples.

3.3.5

Higher Order Multiplicity as a Function of Metallicity

One key feature that allows our study to pick out overluminous components in the K dwarf
region is that many of the metallicity tracks are parallel but separate from each other. This
enables one to identify possible overluminous components amongst the more metal-poor
systems, which might otherwise go unnoticed as overluminous metal-poor stars on their own
are indistinguishable from their more metal-rich counterparts. It makes sense therefore that
metallicity differences appear in the “Lobster” digram with metal rich stars placed near the
origin at (0,0) and the metal poorer stars distributed to fainter values (above and right).
To study this, we crossmatch our sample of 4,647 K+K wide binaries with the catalog of
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Figure 3.12 Higher order multiplicity fraction as a function of projected physical separation
for the widest component. Error bars are determined by Poisson statistics. No increase in
higher order multiplicity is seen.
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Medan et al. (2021) which determines photometric metallicities for a large sample of Kdwarfs, including most of the primary components in our catalog. Using the photometric
metallicity of the primary component as a guide, we split the overluminosity plot into eight
bins of metallicity ranging from -0.6 to 0.2 as shown in Figure 3.13. These bins extend out
to the red outer dashed lines.
For each bin, we calculate the higher order multiplicity fraction by counting the pairs
that fall outside of the true wide binary sequence and dividing that by the total number
of pairs found in each bin. We plot the results in Figure 3.14, with the x values for the
points given by the average metallicities of the primaries in the true wide binary sequence.
If the primary does not have a photometric metallicity but the secondary does, then we
adopt the secondary’s value. To reduce possible contamination from sub-giants as pointed
out previously, we require both components to have GBP − GRP > 1.2. We also include the
33 resolved triples which passed our cuts previously. The metallicity values are set at the
average value of the primary component for pairs that fall in the true wide binary sequence of
the overluminosity plot for each bin. Going from metal-rich to metal-poor systems, we find
a rapidly decreasing trend at first and then a slight slowly rising fraction on the metal-poor
end. We do note several potential issues with this result. As previously stated, our method
for determining whether a system potentially hosts an unresolved companion depends on
that companion contributing enough light for Gaia to pick up. We conservatively estimate
that we are missing most unresolved companions for which the mass ratio is less than 0.5.
Additionally, at the metal-poor end, we have a small number of systems that can be examined
in this way, which contributes to the large errors bars seen in Figure 3.14.
We also examine the higher order multiplicity fraction as a function of projected physical
separation for three combined bins of metallicity. The first bin consists of a “metal-rich”
subset and comprises the two areas closest to 0,0 on Figure 3.13. The second bin includes
the next three chevrons as one follows the 1-1 trend line in Figure 3.13 and represents
an intermediate metallicity bin. The third bin is the final three areas of Figure 3.13 and
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Figure 3.13 Overluminosity plot for the primary and secondary stars which have photometric
metallicities form Medan et al. (2021) and have GBP −GRP > 1.2 . Color scale represents the
metallicity of the stars. Dashed black lines denote the metallicity bins used for the analysis.
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Figure 3.14 Higher order multiplicity fraction as a function of metallicity. X values are
determined by the average metallicity in the true wide binary sequence of the eight bins
shown in Figure 3.13. Error bars are determined by Poisson statistics.
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is labeled as a “metal-poor” bin. Our results are presented in Figure 3.15 with the left
column showing the distribution of pairs in the projected physical separation and distance
plot for each metallicity group and the right column showing the higher order multiplicity
as a function of log projected physical separation. The more metal-rich group is on top
row, intermediate metallicity is the middle row, and metal-poor group is on the bottom
row. Both the metal-rich and metal-poor groups tentatively show a decreasing trend in
multiplicity with orbital separation, while the intermediate metallicity group is consistent
with a uniform distribution except for the final bin of projected physical separation where the
multiplicity fraction is higher. The final point in the metal rich higher order multiplicity plot
(upper right panel, Figure 3.15) is at 0 due to the non-detection of overluminous components.
although we believe this to be due to small number statistics. This suggests that for more
metal rich and the more metal-poor subsets, systems are less likely to include additional
unseen companions if the orbital separation of the widest components is large.

3.4
3.4.1

Discussion
Verification of the “Lobster” Diagram

As shown by Figure 3.8, the overluminosity plot (the “Lobster diagram”) enables one to identify many close companions that are unresolved in the Gaia DR2 catalog, but are nonetheless
identified as unresolved binaries. The overwhelming majority of components with light curves
that show eclipses/transits lie outside the true wide binary sequence and are thus overluminous compared to main sequence stars of the same color. For eclipsing systems that are
found to lie along the true wide binary sequence, there are two possible explanations. First,
the companion that is eclipsing the target star could be faint. This would mean that Gaia
would not pick up the flux from the other star and the magnitude could be consistent with
that of a single star. This happens in several cases, as several of these eclipsing systems are
identified to be exo-planet candidates in the TESS database. Second, the light curve may be
picking up the eclipses from an unrelated background star. As mentioned previously, TESS
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Figure 3.15 Left Column: Distribution of projected physical separation for three different
metallicity ranges, metal rich (top row), intermediate metallicities (middle row), and metal
poor (bottom row). Right column: Higher order multiplicity fraction as function of projected
physical separation for same metallicity ranges as left column.
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pixels are large and can contain the light from multiple stars in a light curve. Further followup would be needed to confirm this idea. With this evidence, we believe that we have proven
that the Lobster diagram method can be used to pick out unresolved close companions in
these wide binaries and comparatively easy.
Of potential much higher interest is fact that the wide binaries with components that
show rotation periods less than five days are also overwhelmingly found outside the true wide
binary sequence. This adds more evidence to the belief that fast rotation in K-dwarfs is likely
caused by tidal interactions with an unresolved close binary companion. Stars spin down
with age and high proper motion stars are expected to trend towards older age. Therefore,
these systems should be not rotating at periods less than five days, unless there is a close
binary companion spinning them up. As SUPERWIDE was created from a sample of high
proper motion stars, there should be little contamination from young stars which would
potentially explain the fast rotation. As such, we believe these fast rotators have been spun
up by the presence of an unresolved companion, which would explain both the fast rotation
and overluminosity. This echoes the findings of Simonian et al. (2019) in their examination
of fast rotators in the Kepler field which found that 59% of stars with rotation periods less
than seven days were overluminous. Therefore, we conclude that appearing as overluminous
on the “Lobster” diagram indicates the presence of an unresolved companion.

3.4.2

Limitations of the “Lobster”

While the examination of where the eclipsing systems and systems with rotators with periods
less than 5 days shows that the overluminosity plot can identify wide binaries with unresolved
close companions, the fact that the selection depends on Gaia measuring an excess flux in the
unresolved companion implies there should be a limiting mass ratio, q, below which the star
does not appear overluminous. To study this, we revisit the MIST isochrones we examined
in the beginning of the paper to model where unresolved companions of different q’s and
different metallicity values would fall on the overluminosity plot. The bottom panel of Figure
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3.4 shows the distribution of MIST isochrones in the K-dwarf region with our sample of K+K
wide binaries plotted in the background. We interpolate along the +0.5 metallicity track to
get a function that we use as our reference line for defining the overluminosity factor.
Stepping along each metallicity track, we then calculated the overluminosity factors for
the primary and secondary component. For the primary components, we add in the flux of
points on the isochrone with masses less than or equal to the mass of the component to create
the effect an unresolved component would have on the magnitude of the star in the eyes of
Gaia and then subtract from that the value of the reference line at the combined color.
For the secondary component, we use the magnitude of the primary component without the
effect of an unresolved companion minus the value of the reference line at the color of the
primary component. This means for the +0.5 isochrone, every value will be zero as we are
subtracting the same things. We do this for each metallicity isochrone seen in the bottom
panel of Figure 3.4. We note that the plot is mirrored so that the secondary components have
the q ratio distribution as well. We plot this in Figure 3.16 with the color scale representing
the value of q for each point. Metallicity follows the 1-1 line in Figure 3.16 going from high
metallicity on the left to low metallicity on the right. As we defined our reference line by the
+0.5 metallicity isochrone, the points on the x,y = 0 lines represent the q ratio distribution
for this isochrone. Meanwhile, the points around the 0.2 lines represent the +0.25 isochrone
distribution. From this Figure, we see that we are sensitive to q ratios of roughly 0.5 or
higher for most metallicities visible in this region of the overluminosity plot. This confirms
that we should be able to put an estimate on the lower limit of the higher order multiplicity
fraction for K+K wide binaries.

3.4.3

Higher Order Multiplicity Fraction and Projected Physical Separation

Our results in Figure 3.12 agree with our previous results from Hartman & Lépine (2020)
that the higher order multiplicity fraction for the whole sample is comparable to that of
binaries with projected physical separations larger than 10,000 au. Figure 3.12 indicates
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Figure 3.16 Overluminosity plot using MIST isochrones to examine how mass ratio, q, affects
the overluminosity. Color scale represents different q values. The plot is mirrored by simply
switching the x and y values. Different metallicity tracks are used as well. The apparently
single track at 0,0 is the +0.5 metallicity track and only appears to have a single line because
this metallicity track is used as the reference line.
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that the higher order multiplicity fraction is uniform across the range of projected physical
separation we are examining. Past studies from Raghavan et al. (2010), Law et al. (2010),
Tokovinin (2014b), and Moe et al. (2019) have suggested that nearly half of the wide systems
are part of triple systems and have suggested that this value increases with projected physical
separation. Our results are at odds with this prediction unless it can be demonstrated that
the very wide K+K systems have unseen companions with very low mass ratios that would
be left undetected with our method. On the other hand, for those systems whose separations
are not as wide, they may trend towards larger mass ratios and hence are detectable to our
method.
To examine the mass ratios, we plot the distribution of overluminosity factors compared
to the 1-1 line on the overluminosity plot in Figure 3.17. This value is a proxy for the mass
ratio of the unresolved companions. We plot the probability distributions of this value for
each of the six separation bins used above. The smallest and largest separation bins have
too few binaries to examine for any trends. Looking at the inner four bins, there may be
a slight trend towards towards equal-mass unresolved companions, which would appear at
x=0.7 in Figure 3.17, at higher separations, but we feel there is still not enough evidence to
say so conclusively. More data is needed to examine this effectively.

3.4.4

Higher Order Multiplicity Fraction and Metallicity

As shown in Figure 3.14, when examined as a function of metallicity, the higher order multiplicity fraction of K+K dwarf wide binaries have a slow downward trend for increasing
metallicities, but ends with a sharp increase for the highest metallicity bin. While we are
undoubtedly missing unresolved companions that do not contribute enough light to be considered overluminous, we believe this general trend will continue once these systems are
discovered through follow-up observations. To explain the two opposing trends, we point to
three recent papers by Moe et al. (2019), El-Badry & Rix (2019), and Hwang et al. (2021).
In Moe et al. (2019), they compile a catalog of solar type binaries from multiple surveys and
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Figure 3.17 Distributions of overluminosity factor as a function of projected physical separation. The projected physical separations examined for each plot are in the upper right.
Plots are zoomed in to see the changes at overluminosity factors larger than 0.2. For the
smallest and largest separations, our analysis is incomplete due to small number statistics.
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examine the binary fraction as a function of metallicity. They find that the close binary fraction varies inversely with metallicity, meaning the close binary fraction for metal-poor stars
is higher for metal-rich stars. They see this as evidence that the formation mechanism for
binaries transitions around 200 au from disk fragmentation to core fragmentation. El-Badry
& Rix (2019) find a similar result to Moe et al. (2019) by using their wide binary catalog
from El-Badry & Rix (2018) and searching several spectroscopic surveys for metallicities of
the components in their wide binaries. Both studies find an anti-correlation with metallicity
for the close binary fraction and both mention that the wide binary fraction for binaries with
separations larger than 250 au is constant with metallicities.
On the other hand, Hwang et al. (2021) find that the binary fraction for F and G systems
with separations between 1,000 and 10,000 au steadily rises with increasing metallicity from
the most metal-poor stars until [Fe/H] ∼ 0 (Solar metallicity), and then rapidly declines
for more metal-rich stars, see their Figure 7. A key difference between this study and that
of El-Badry & Rix (2019) is that Hwang et al. (2021) extends out to a distance of 500 pc
from the Sun, while El-Badry & Rix (2019) is limited to a maximum distance of 200 pc and
that difference could explain the difference in findings as Hwang et al. (2021) would examine
more metal-poor binaries than El-Badry & Rix (2019). In particular, the drop in wide
binary fraction at the metal-rich end is attributed to the possibility that those systems could
have been formed by the unfolding of primordial triple systems into wide hierarchical triple
systems. They noted that this formation mechanism would result in the wide binary fraction
having the same metallicity dependence as close binaries which decreases for metal-rich stars
(Moe et al. 2019; El-Badry & Rix 2019). This would match the trend we see at the metal-rich
end of Figure 3.14 as SUPERWIDE catches the wide pair while the overluminosity diagram
identifies the component with the unresolved companion as overluminous. The steadily
increasing higher order multiplicity towards the metal-poor end can be explained by the
findings of Moe et al. (2019) and El-Badry & Rix (2019). They find that the close binary
fraction for solar type stars increases as a function of decreasing metallicity. See Figure 18
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of Moe et al. (2019) for this. We see this same trend occurring in Figure 3.14, only there is
a third component in the systems. We do caution that we have few systems in the final two
metallicity bins, as seen by the large error bars in Figure 3.14, but we believe this trend to
be accurate.
We also examine higher order multiplicity as a function of projected physical separation
for three different metallicity groups as seen in Figure 3.15. Both the metal-poor and metalrich columns (right and left respectively) show possible signs of a decline in higher order
multiplicity with increasing projected physical separation. However, this could also be due
to small numbers statistics in the lowest and highest separations. Ignoring those two bins in
both samples leads to a near constant higher order multiplicity with separation, matching our
previous result above. The intermediate metallicity bin also shows a constant higher order
multiplicity with the exception of the highest physical separation bin which is much higher.
Once again, this could be the result of small number statistics, and suggests that progress
will only come from assembling ever larger subsets which may require one to consider not
only nearby K+K systems, but also K+M and M+M pairs as well.

3.5

Conclusions

We have presented an analysis of 4,947 wide pairs from the SUPERWIDE catalog looking
for unresolved companions to wide binaries consisting of at least two K-dwarf stars with
possible additional unresolved companions. We search through TESS, K2 and Kepler light
curves available through MAST archive using Lightkurve, and supplement this with light
curves produced by MIT’s Quick Lookup Pipeline. From the primary component in the
common proper motion pair, we recover 42 eclipsing systems, 97 systems showing rotation
with a period less than five days, 135 systems showing rotation slower than five days, and 15
systems which show both rotation and eclipses. For the secondary components, we recover 26
eclipsing systems, 79 systems showing rotation with a period less than five days, 74 systems
showing rotations slower than five days, and 13 systems showing both rotation and eclipses.
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Putting these systems on the “Lobster” diagram, we find that the vast majority of systems
which show eclipses, fast rotation, or both are overluminous. We conclude that systems that
appear overluminous on the “Lobster” diagram are most likely overluminous because of an
unresolved companion. Through a cross-match with the multiple star catalog (Tokovinin
2018), we find that double-lined spectroscopic binaries are also more likely to be found in
areas of the “Lobster” diagram which indicate an overluminous component, while singlelined spectroscopic binaries are more likely to reside in the “true” wide binary sequence.
This points to the inherent drawback of examining overluminous systems for unresolved
companions; that light from the companion needs to be seen to show overluminosity. We
investigate this using MIST isochrones finding that we should only be recovering unresolved
companions if their mass ratios are greater than ∼ 0.5.
Under our assumption that unresolved companions are all responsible for the overluminous components in these wide binary components, we present a new estimate on the lower
limit of K dwarf wide binaries at 40.3%. We finally examine the higher order multiplicity fraction of K+K wide binaries as a function of both projected physical separation and
metallicity. We find a uniform higher order multiplicity fraction with projected physical
separation, which represents a challenge to the proposed formation scenarios for wide binaries, which predicts that the higher order multiplicity fraction should increase with orbital
separation - which is not supported by our analysis. Additional trends with the metallicity
of the pairs may also exist and we find that there is a rapid drop in higher order multiplicity
going from high to low metallicity followed by a slight rise.
As we know there are unresolved companions that are too faint to be seen in our analysis,
our findings could potentially be pointing to understanding the mass ratios of unresolved
companions in higher order multiples as a function of projected physical separation. Assuming a 50% higher order multiplicity rate at the beginning of the separation range we
examined that steadily increases with separation, this would imply that at those lower separations the mass ratio for the unresolved companions would be skewed towards equal mass
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systems as we detect most of those companions. For the wide binaries with the widest separations and assuming a higher order multiplicity rate of 70-80%, this would mean that the
mass ratio distribution is roughly uniform with half of the unresolved companions detected
by our analysis. More study of this is needed to make any definitive claim.
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Table 3.1. Periods for primary stars that show both rotation and eclipses
Gaia DR2 Number
1151488123697266304
1818260149770354688
2444056091886936320
2452847168387507584
2789335311745728128
3750841638777083136
397930923295485056
4538152265614974720
4703968201145328128
4929615754128577920
5712489301793743360
5789192087638234368
5908350565090411264
6634203199208276992
922165178219571328

Mission

Mission ID

Period
Days

QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
TESS
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP

900807400
1943724735
138691318
382340348
435873807
386611784
196844771
358236202
38936416
158582802
142197564
360816293
335314651
303614824
371295954

0.4910127
5.1663916
0.8712123
0.484182
0.7967046
1.8934895
1.3160066
5.7651265
1.1292629
2.1599438
1.4474197
3.5516551
6.8481848
3.680143
2.5462046
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Table 3.2. Periods for primary stars that show eclipses
Gaia DR2 Number
1082870897246742016
1092459119677746560
1355675949894467840
1895510015669888256
1964768420605269120
2011655689525260032
2129813469650632064
2244830490514284928
2330058485800522240
2401900777422950016
249852541260745600
2613331778202503936
3324516690989424512
346648360946112768
3616690087633221120
3738936912850698624
4031268437308995712
426104122059618176
4456148829271936
4681346647053604480
4727302350444297984
4791143534605894784
4812652039332956288
4888776799898384128
4921052482695107712
502304641542107904
5236430419447179776
523846239000492928
5240469337981738240
5245551899175494656
528454567105351680
5289371182736268416
5426877064682025856
5448690658119742592
5847439437677758464
5894118727130409472
5894442602013725952
5986270205398355840
6169396512667865216
698598219065059456
7265504117142400
968501660527702912

Mission

Mission ID

Period
Days

QLP
QLP
TESS
QLP
QLP
QLP
TESS
TESS
QLP
TESS
QLP
K2
QLP
QLP
K2
TESS
TESS
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
TESS
QLP
TESS
TESS
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
TESS
QLP
TESS
TESS
QLP
QLP
QLP

53330792
802520259
68901227
431119636
1961245902
378355108
26656583
236887394
270422783
69818351
428392461
206091799
206707626
292004729
212572439
95525589
156376126
445321729
365356083
197884431
207200400
301055977
200320624
44793390
281728276
140990375
410654298
421110675
466391206
376899381
378537811
262610490
74970450
71715717
448593526
411712609
291662495
267239205
405533713
801338141
387609082
333872732

0.2580248
0.2280399
0.2754657
0.3242319
0.8955989
0.5184268
0.5276948
1.419967
0.2301304
0.2334011
3.3528603
0.3067672
0.2650215
1.2890539
2.5814581
0.2180137
0.3518292
4.9546205
0.3501477
0.2568996
0.2661386
0.4389157
20.909791
0.2501807
0.273375
0.2766554
9999.0
0.3188728
5.2953795
7.0068757
1.7432307
0.2439331
3.1641914
0.9540704
0.2489586
0.2902865
0.3047534
0.8308581
0.2799706
0.744437
0.9040154
1.8820132
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Table 3.3: Periods for primary stars that show rotation periods faster than 5 days
Gaia DR2 Number

Mission

Mission ID

Period
Days

1076692848785487104

QLP

103699575

4.7349789

1134755549587620224

TESS

406832261

3.2109618

1219079123547573376

QLP

462608333

2.6092687

1349808887129192576

QLP

193771369

1.1997323

1368379127422616192

QLP

188835466

2.3620706

1372984431876717952

QLP

29265513

0.2225421

1420728971964823168

TESS

198413432

2.0083832

1423983079706903808

QLP

162674687

4.6030252

1480617514904582400

TESS

232530372

2.0657481

1489442813703617792

TESS

316316341

0.7079759

1587435310060996864

QLP

1102074730

4.4355612

1698140428576723840

QLP

1001538841

0.9623285

1702141585750254080

QLP

1102621252

4.7277368

1928433963650846976

QLP

397697726

1.5870697

1937515139423049216

QLP

428057408

1.9323036

2022037067864313728

QLP

1856351156

0.2390558

2057151762698829696

QLP

135626864

1.0675466

2089492759052331008

TESS

416599994

1.3310575

2203442575046718720

QLP

388325838

2.9955723

2206035326544213376

QLP

334810404

3.2954539

2212042989353376384

QLP

427554138

1.0658744

229597307993322752

QLP

665234562

0.3083596

2315484970275561600

QLP

251840990

2.1262245

2395082091638751104

QLP

434096245

1.5858158

250324888882396544

QLP

643654678

3.9076552

2513845668314348544

QLP

420033303

3.5093071

2534136811807695488

QLP

248944557

1.757629

276504844856561408

QLP

150158946

2.085345

3058009847106780672

QLP

318902386

0.9021611

3059972200486288768

QLP

50992736

0.5697981

3062709705261253120

TESS

19452190

2.3310216

3066847992146310272

QLP

169109645

2.6891549

3091076456717455232

TESS

452981442

0.5127679

3166948080497672832

QLP

387343344

4.2966929

3224017823514705920

TESS

323347748

3.1306705

3333589723499847040

QLP

144728966

1.916279

Continued on next page
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Table 3.3 – Continued from previous page
Gaia DR2 Number

Mission

Mission ID

Period
Days

3461906269514938240

QLP

398909576

1.7195216

3466510165218170880

QLP

142325348

0.5913535

3466863348968699136

QLP

142061428

2.5099681

3553123639643624064

QLP

437244760

0.7300641

3728194375009175808

QLP

72461901

0.9267624

3784528132431813120

QLP

286278132

0.9769908

386604132462143360

QLP

177699873

0.9117813

3995053062615349120

TESS

97472236

0.6371255

4000439883612825856

QLP

156995537

0.3496896

437576632532289536

TESS

644504181

3.621457

4582271887659609984

QLP

308175222

1.0275818

4742592880694288512

QLP

231065372

0.4261456

4763188760707530624

K2

228834801

0.8409295

4768001009572048768

QLP

350522849

1.2759661

4775989103279107712

QLP

220393553

2.9426145

4871450008472857984

QLP

170785714

1.9431411

4888246251178417280

TESS

44670257

4.56132

4897456585206149376

QLP

139528988

1.1297137

4989685372890146176

QLP

183591689

2.7556119

4994886612644765568

TESS

160147686

0.8813727

5002803641824840064

QLP

66376190

0.3059555

5132158161175714048

TESS

64054033

2.5457923

5235101277362673408

TESS

295757659

1.1049837

5239544403849960320

QLP

465271974

1.3117717

5267142493595607040

QLP

300242246

2.4870001

5301922795165270656

QLP

310386021

2.622109

5322943773870051456

QLP

92838259

0.880494

5326325150073675520

QLP

76741751

3.2987987

5371594208448932608

QLP

61879916

3.7218979

5411671299904797696

QLP

35657528

2.2218125

5457900785988504064

QLP

188241952

4.1608434

5485825804353481600

QLP

294398671

1.7958416

5530058091996159232

QLP

181069540

1.8761942

5662316146668206080

QLP

189390500

3.1072711

5761106815451107712

QLP

7975929

4.4570073

5767871942995146368

QLP

384664614

2.6470583

5798256397087871616

TESS

446850121

3.3307852

Continued on next page
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Table 3.3 – Continued from previous page
Gaia DR2 Number

Mission

Mission ID

Period
Days

5825878706176836608

QLP

424123847

0.3164004

5830604785100290944

QLP

447177606

4.2322499

5832209797210122112

QLP

343153780

0.42461

5938477183735851776

QLP

348855208

1.5345039

5952924281137676288

QLP

216795660

0.5537245

5959398931504345216

QLP

217763265

4.2400357

5974662072695811328

QLP

175619264

4.6573932

6056217905339306880

QLP

338685268

4.821958

6060870282626629248

QLP

425361378

1.2413997

6085652999816755968

QLP

170317186

1.4093537

6148430883216019840

QLP

134907672

1.5561674

6201900168033571840

QLP

160059092

3.8598657

6253749223689323520

K2

249628423

1.0043788

6406951463047031296

QLP

232064292

2.7376983

6433194293044757888

QLP

304476185

2.5638981

6578633915892323712

QLP

147146390

1.0886488

6623325554571914368

TESS

47423155

1.3780777

6735553050022300672

QLP

211070507

0.3487407

698164083770724992

TESS

117420343

2.5630019

762163872483624192

QLP

9377234

0.9548466

784945169296262656

TESS

392368057

3.0040879

808260927542798848

QLP

376489338

1.0726571

821086941135209600

TESS

105488249

0.8316747

975013174545564928

TESS

156924740

1.4732742

Table 3.4: Periods for primary stars that show rotation periods slower than 5 days
Gaia DR2 Number

Mission

Mission ID

Period
Days

104998928046427264

TESS

28294649

5.9662439

1060756699051167232

QLP

153917733

13.7906276

1072195193392748544

TESS

103754888

6.5082708

1206279468170408576

QLP

229569605

15.809896

1220013532335323520

TESS

1101010149

6.3826046

1257706375778872576

TESS

416022168

6.4657807

Continued on next page
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Table 3.4 – Continued from previous page
Gaia DR2 Number

Mission

Mission ID

Period
Days

1346168442786355328

QLP

193824502

13.8505146

1360576614955204992

QLP

1400440473

10.4690348

1408029509584967168

TESS

115582979

14.0556177

1410993552415726976

TESS

162686696

12.7510726

142400229111280512

TESS

186617419

7.4124258

1425709102508415360

TESS

274223176

9.1370122

1435467921044450432

TESS

233047440

9.8466191

1556018758162265984

TESS

417936956

9.9732541

1572914025633785472

TESS

53569838

7.8028977

1613901860611194240

QLP

158588761

10.2664777

1623916453035043712

TESS

1201190723

10.1407845

1662678945197227136

TESS

459225771

6.2591258

1663859850750203008

QLP

289511568

11.5095231

1727367612307674368

TESS

160097806

8.2333996

1950372519164437760

QLP

2004586901

6.0940318

1999606755769570816

QLP

430968728

12.1916922

2006898686837602688

QLP

388224063

12.1073197

2132762016237626752

QLP

399951216

15.8303439

2159364425190459008

TESS

233081673

6.8272391

2171338003751701248

QLP

365400303

17.7162824

2287154064618434048

QLP

470210317

5.0557368

2300148161754333056

QLP

461542027

15.5217732

2317372934819437824

TESS

251859519

11.0760458

2365377410625322112

TESS

399578493

5.010751

2406244054510608896

TESS

5740409

10.099277

2555905080453468800

K2

220443444

7.5491085

2627346157705716352

K2

206534192

18.6630535

268560491090059392

TESS

702593851

5.1608099

2955234715683010816

TESS

30946262

11.9817732

299039056489259520

QLP

28223779

15.2999732

3128665387726720384

QLP

237804619

11.2988185

323843493352143488

QLP

189470083

5.1689032

3288572968680438528

TESS

399757770

11.4683933

3466233019569091328

QLP

448744126

15.3310518

3557719293306114560

TESS

422277892

9.2411076

3567406226968937856

TESS

180258157

8.1863805

3579852393652981376

K2

228746879

10.3103312
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Gaia DR2 Number

Mission

Mission ID

Period
Days

3583928558135964288

K2

228788793

12.117881

3738612320696922880

TESS

379077699

5.3575584

3790911622064370176

QLP

62904962

15.2370547

3857661770395728256

K2

248514618

13.1557034

3860375536891653760

K2

248561176

13.1556915

3862376957291270400

K2

248640166

13.1556908

3950143445755386624

TESS

334576351

6.8293837

3958028490314315008

TESS

450335652

5.3394261

3958654937064049024

TESS

357306968

6.1250943

405028575795255808

QLP

240863503

10.7572287

410492981082524160

QLP

623532078

8.6560373

418549205864071296

QLP

312141801

8.279032

423411761676980480

QLP

604523784

7.3159545

442395139165469696

QLP

354867730

9.5529673

4567896563401314304

TESS

1309213495

5.5139009

4634627985672568320

QLP

290606756

19.7241487

4639621623888186880

TESS

394231213

7.4121521

4668845921400509824

TESS

388129477

9.3575358

4723796110942326144

TESS

207211254

5.4879701

4725133082721690240

TESS

220521704

7.0048882

4728513943538448512

TESS

207141131

8.7703079

4741737151410421376

QLP

201925463

7.8461802

4745556992244598784

QLP

166837053

19.4428677

4757200408078567808

TESS

149303310

7.4870739

4807503271195302272

TESS

192790473

8.859805

482935129313111296

QLP

420577420

11.2057563

4915956589897978368

QLP

354606681

6.1105689

4919427610667433728

QLP

201236622

13.7926133

49627698567428352

K2

210634928

12.297538

497635599775689472

QLP

140738473

12.8074712

4983401560858949248

QLP

229095201

15.1716001

4997625457454466048

QLP

115445163

8.7952081

4998071756096236160

QLP

120609234

6.9968208

5046703262768137216

TESS

165161508

7.8332153

5052121518631579136

QLP

91592587

7.4773673

5117728381026905088

QLP

72636904

14.3874941

515708925243186560

QLP

50616959

9.9289062
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Mission

Mission ID
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Days

5188766246751391104

TESS

374170946

9.9060777

5194842074989522048

TESS

278413477

5.2643912

5212896816129043072

QLP

391947842

6.3866973

5236104203760137216

TESS

411128851

9.9491002

5242541333244980224

QLP

371497079

19.338619

5245761214386051456

QLP

372386673

13.5570767

5262697541744463488

TESS

271808983

9.1881262

5270401033743801088

QLP

306513104

12.7961274

5291814190197997312

TESS

349409297

8.4257555

5313740002550543488

TESS

297335270

7.1342688

5341849670176129152

TESS

376382827

6.8593483

5342812601840558720

QLP

451670179

7.54503

5350236469955359744

QLP

81314581

15.6597218

536946404645056384

QLP

275056961

14.2999903

5440838873787972864

QLP

106058448

6.1573389

5500233976521663232

TESS

260079188

11.9301529

5503300754970705792

QLP

238011934

5.5599662

5588900037302186880

QLP

148794571

6.5578067

560137510054479360

TESS

395504718

6.7474579

5618634439495005056

TESS

139516872

5.3811235

5771306679882227712

QLP

418612087

10.1379399

5787367207571685120

QLP

357709300

6.4389118

5938391348768851712

TESS

347372232

6.5718546

5949637291126310528

QLP

214130353

7.4791389

6074273290688463232

QLP

273811892

10.8532194

611823180852833664

K2

211805995

29.245441

6139307724139584768

TESS

178865461

9.4948765

6146572850299563136

QLP

22854375

7.5450363

6204912559313566464

TESS

48313985

6.3031226

63429107822498816

K2

210861702

8.6814548

6350689036440523264

QLP

410270871

9.3215221

636574660766533248

K2

211965293

25.8525728

6367357980612994560

QLP

407923464

8.0109449

6408959824113277952

QLP

406344123

16.1092188

6417856556809355648

TESS

343885705

6.2525741

6446775804268427904

TESS

320173450

7.1801981

6479381138692068352

TESS

79303009

7.5847221
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Mission
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65247704349267584

K2

211066337

6.1285115

6532123989920945664

TESS

144335935

8.6479496

6544055168552788864

QLP

44578780

14.4381207

6551857646659030016

QLP

218985020

12.9584889

6565037664340832256

TESS

144218442

11.0227851

6587386200247355520

TESS

197692963

5.6560455

6650359354343258240

QLP

379349640

13.234129

666296212412465024

K2

212159707

11.1634151

66799763794633856

K2

211100398

6.8382485

6784199056497649024

TESS

266642340

8.9004444

6814672326203578112

TESS

209373604

6.0632308

6827651373773901568

TESS

99672848

8.906248

713081054945749120

QLP

801516351

10.076765

814027041396518144

QLP

16805478

5.7982932

905618632028815488

QLP

284866647

15.6836275

914109576215537280

QLP

117920441

8.250354

969744589703198592

QLP

467121716

11.2058457

990644312881582592

QLP

377308128

7.151453
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Table 3.5. Periods for secondary stars that show both rotation and eclipses
Gaia DR2 Number
1151488123697266432
1151488123697266688
1818260149765888384
2444056091886936448
2452847168387507200
2789335316039877504
3750841638777083264
397925047780224256
4538152265614974848
4929616132088007936
5309300208971922176
5712488919536763520
5789192087637678592

Mission

Mission ID

Period
Days

QLP
TESS
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
TESS
QLP
QLP
QLP

900807401
154808394
1943724731
138691316
382340349
435873808
386611783
196844769
358236198
158582801
363156122
142197572
360816296

0.4910127
0.4909296
5.1663916
0.8712123
0.484182
0.7967046
1.8934895
1.3160066
5.7651265
2.1599438
1.3468845
1.4474197
3.5516551
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Table 3.6. Periods for secondary stars that show eclipses
Gaia DR2 Number
1082870901543250560
1355675919831062016
1895509946950411904
1964768424911739264
2011655689525260288
2129813675806853760
2330058451440784768
2401900777422949888
2613331782498358144
3324516725349160576
3616690465590343424
3739687539990111872
4031268437308995584
426104122059617792
4681346647053604608
4791143534605894912
4921052482695108096
502304641542108160
5236430419447180544
523846238991809920
5289371182736267648
5847439437674291584
5894118722803918464
5986270201075255936
6169396443948387200
698598253424797696

Mission

Mission ID

Period
Days

QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
TESS
K2
QLP
K2
TESS
QLP
QLP
QLP
QLP
TESS
QLP
QLP
TESS
QLP
QLP
QLP
TESS
QLP
QLP

53330798
68901224
431127546
1961245920
378355104
1882955197
270422784
69818350
206091799
206707639
212572452
95525590
156376127
445321730
197884430
301055978
281728275
140990376
410654317
421110675
262610486
448593523
411712622
267239205
405533708
801338142

0.2580248
0.2754657
0.3242319
0.8955989
0.5184268
0.5276948
0.2301304
0.2334011
0.3067672
0.2650215
2.5814581
0.2180137
0.3518292
4.9546205
0.2568996
0.4389157
0.273375
0.2766554
9999.0
0.3188728
0.2439331
0.2489586
0.2902865
0.8308581
0.2799706
0.744437
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Table 3.7: Periods for secondary stars that show rotation periods faster than 5 days
Gaia DR2 Number

Mission

Mission ID

Period
Days

1134755545291425280

TESS

406832259

3.2109618

1219079123547573632

QLP

462608332

2.6092687

1349806039567926784

QLP

193771367

1.1997323

1368379127422616320

QLP

188835467

2.3620706

1372984431876717568

QLP

29265514

0.2225421

1420732300563539584

TESS

198413430

2.0083832

1480617514904582912

TESS

232530374

2.0657481

1489443565322051840

QLP

316316335

0.7079759

1698140428576723712

QLP

1001538840

0.9623285

1937515208142525696

QLP

428057409

1.9323036

2057151792752414720

QLP

135626851

1.0675466

2089492763353111680

QLP

416599996

1.3310575

2203442575046718336

QLP

388325841

2.9955723

2206035326544214400

QLP

2021747704

3.2954539

2211414446659018496

QLP

433977222

3.0003156

2315484974570922880

QLP

251840989

2.1262245

2395082091638750848

TESS

434096244

1.5858158

250324957598215168

QLP

643654684

3.9076552

2513839788503957760

QLP

420033299

3.5093071

256926837732163200

QLP

666553265

0.1877051

276504844856428160

QLP

150158947

2.085345

3059972196187163904

QLP

50992736

0.5697981

3104535681635275520

QLP

42889549

2.2774922

3166948080502189696

TESS

387343345

4.2966929

3224016964521247616

TESS

323347760

3.1306705

3466510199577910016

QLP

142325350

0.5913535

3466863344673848064

QLP

142061424

2.5099681

3623208606742706176

K2

212564410

2.0297244

3728194379304293376

QLP

72461903

0.9267624

3784528132431813248

QLP

286278133

0.9769908

3958654937064048768

TESS

357306970

2.17458

3995052993896497792

QLP

97472232

0.6371255

437576632532294272

TESS

238743802

3.621457

4538455593384207104

QLP

336904003

0.4815845

4582271887659610112

QLP

308175221

1.0275818

4742592811974811904

QLP

231065371

0.4261456
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Table 3.7 – Continued from previous page
Gaia DR2 Number

Mission

Mission ID

Period
Days

4763188760707531520

QLP

382157208

0.8409295

4768001009569268224

QLP

350522850

1.2759661

4775989103279108096

QLP

220393552

2.9426145

4871449974113119872

QLP

170785715

1.9431411

4888246251178417024

TESS

44670258

4.56132

4945594681738682752

QLP

142273440

1.803481

4994886612644765440

TESS

160147687

0.8813727

4998071756096142592

QLP

120609233

4.5061741

5002803646120723456

QLP

66376192

0.3059555

5003120820866657408

QLP

66471046

0.9200665

5235101277366192256

QLP

295757646

1.1049837

5301922795165270400

QLP

310386025

2.622109

5334868729083483008

QLP

322843486

1.61554

5411671304209898496

QLP

35657513

2.2218125

5457900785988504320

QLP

188241953

4.1608434

5485825804353481472

QLP

294398670

1.7958416

5507152447283107968

TESS

355359544

3.6142663

5530058091996158848

QLP

181069539

1.8761942

5751987092349414400

QLP

51040619

3.3411674

5761095068715946368

QLP

7975930

4.4570073

5798256397087869824

QLP

446850137

3.3307852

5938477145029740032

QLP

348855115

1.5345039

5952924281143346304

QLP

216795653

0.5537245

5959398931504350976

QLP

217763252

4.2400357

6056217901014844928

QLP

338685257

4.821958

6060482739142184704

TESS

412817154

1.7685196

6060870282626629120

QLP

425361384

1.2413997

6085653034176495360

QLP

170323115

1.4093537

6117017015676762112

QLP

179499270

1.5915759

6148430887511888896

QLP

134907674

1.5561674

6201900172332643584

QLP

160059095

3.8598657

6413985554327580288

QLP

422140555

0.2268176

6578633881532585088

QLP

147146389

1.0886488

6623325554572146432

TESS

47423155

1.3780777

6685104054919601408

QLP

79919294

0.1571016

6735553050019962496

QLP

211070511

0.3487407

698164083770686592

TESS

117420341

2.5630019
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Gaia DR2 Number

Mission

Mission ID

Period
Days

762163872483624320

QLP

9377235

0.9548466

784945169296262528

TESS

392368056

3.0040879

808260931839368064

QLP

376489337

1.0726571

821086936841959040

TESS

105488249

0.8316747

888539024563193600

QLP

68578572

3.8335292

975013174545565184

TESS

156924741

1.4732742

Table 3.8: Periods for secondary stars that show rotation periods longer than 5 days
Gaia DR2 Number

Mission

Mission ID

Period
Days

1060756694756153984

QLP

153917732

13.7906276

1072195193392748672

TESS

103754888

6.5082708

1114604971786016640

QLP

138046662

13.7740585

1198894392164646016

QLP

172751897

11.3677447

1220013532336061056

TESS

1101010150

6.3826046

1346168442786354944

QLP

193824501

13.8505146

1360576610663894272

QLP

1400440472

10.4690348

1366974844916161536

QLP

284902126

7.5988273

1393462801582853760

TESS

1101876681

12.1066689

1408029436569383296

TESS

115582977

14.0556177

1506394259347444736

QLP

393961572

16.126808

1556018758162266112

TESS

417936955

9.9732541

1572914025633785728

TESS

53569840

7.8028977

1613901860611194368

QLP

158588763

10.2664777

1662676467001283584

TESS

160035228

6.2591258

1663859855045790976

QLP

1001388568

11.5095231

1950372519164437504

QLP

2004586900

6.0940318

1974552360399604864

QLP

2009584673

10.5302546

2006898686837603712

QLP

388224048

12.1073197

2272746785801513472

QLP

467336091

14.775863

2287154064618434304

QLP

2023911917

5.0557368

2300148157458355456

QLP

461542028

15.5217732

2317372934820132608

TESS

251859518

11.0760458

2337476822033783424

QLP

33982615

14.3137478
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Table 3.8 – Continued from previous page
Gaia DR2 Number

Mission

Mission ID

Period
Days

2365377719862967936

TESS

399588417

5.010751

266651945064789248

QLP

667334240

5.1795676

2889916543807416960

QLP

143276193

7.9816296

2955234715683010688

TESS

30946262

11.9817732

3288572968680438912

TESS

399757775

11.4683933

3434643328949108224

QLP

721566912

17.8079921

3950143445755386752

QLP

334576352

6.8293837

4027500720198252032

QLP

99302225

11.7776671

405028683170219392

QLP

240863512

10.7572287

423411761672430464

QLP

604523783

7.3159545

4639621516512729344

TESS

358106032

7.4121521

4667702562449823616

TESS

30946262

11.4243205

4668845921400446208

TESS

388129478

9.3575358

4700921355641624192

QLP

381205263

10.2037617

4745556992244598912

QLP

166837054

19.4428677

4757200339344630400

TESS

149303312

7.4870739

4807503030677131392

TESS

192790476

8.859805

482935129313112064

QLP

670098637

11.2057563

4850191054228774272

TESS

308267223

13.5080421

4915956589897978240

QLP

354606680

6.1105689

497635595477060480

QLP

140738470

12.8074712

4997625461749785216

QLP

115444026

8.7952081

515708925243187072

QLP

50616953

9.9289062

5188766693427997824

TESS

374170940

9.9060777

5262697546041903360

TESS

271808981

9.1881262

5291814190195955712

TESS

349409296

8.4257555

5302903864479467648

TESS

45888223

5.4919954

5313740002550542080

TESS

297335284

7.1342688

5350236465660622848

QLP

81314580

15.6597218

5503300754970705664

QLP

238011936

5.5599662

5850633351495840768

QLP

448086723

8.3729571

5949637295465130496

QLP

214130349

7.4791389

602625456848966016

QLP

20537480

5.075784

6146572846004332160

QLP

22854374

7.5450363

6185536067757780352

QLP

9560564

7.7511224

6361234559838984320

QLP

257573860

5.5207586

6367357980612994176

QLP

407923465

8.0109449
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Gaia DR2 Number

Mission

Mission ID

Period
Days

6408959819818565632

QLP

406344125

16.1092188

6417856621234225792

QLP

343885676

6.2525741

6431097318212116096

TESS

469817392

9.8710507

6446775636767121792

TESS

320173459

7.1801981

6458384555409824000

QLP

316854434

11.956929

6499559376085014016

QLP

266996986

10.2037216

6532123989920945792

TESS
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Chapter 4
SPECKLE IMAGING OF THE WIDEST HALO AND LOW-MASS WIDE
BINARY SYSTEMS
This chapter presents the speckle imaging follow-up that was conducted at Lowell Observatory, WIYN and Gemini. Three different samples were used corresponding to the
capabilities of the telescope used, with WIYN conducting a general survey of wide binaries,
which ended up being a low mass, young disk wide binary sample, Lowell observations focusing on extremely young disk wide binaries and Gemini observations focusing on halo wide
binaries. The criteria for each sample will be described in later sections with the ultimate
goal of examining the higher order multiplicity fraction for wide binaries. It is expected in
the coming months for two papers to be published on these observations with one focusing
on the Lowell and WIYN data, while the other will focus on halo wide binaries.

4.1

Introduction

Wide binaries with separations larger than 1000 au are powerful tools for astronomers. Envisioned as two “single” stars that are coeval, they are used in a number different ways,
particularly as calibrators. For gyrochronology relations, they are used to scale the relations to different masses as the stars should be the same age (Chanamé & Ramı́rez 2012;
Janes 2017; Godoy-Rivera & Chanamé 2018). For metallicity relations, they can be used to
calibrate metallicity relations for faint low-mass stars that are difficult to get reliable spectroscopic measurements of, but are paired with a bright companion for which spectroscopic
measurements are easier to obtain (Lépine et al. 2007; Mann et al. 2013; Newton et al. 2014;
Mann et al. 2014; Veyette et al. 2017; Andrews et al. 2018, 2019; Wheeler et al. 2020).
However, the idea that these systems are two “single” stars is not correct. Nearly half
of wide solar-type binaries exist as higher order multiples, i.e. triples, quadruples, etc.
(Raghavan et al. 2010; Law et al. 2010; Tokovinin 2014a,b; Moe et al. 2019). It has also been
shown that for short-period binaries (P <∼ 3 days), the higher order multiplicity fraction is
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96% (Tokovinin et al. 2006; Laos et al. 2020). Nearly all the studies mentioned have involved
solar-type binaries as they are bright and easy to observe to get the data necessary to search
for close companions. However, Law et al. (2010) examined 36 M+M wide binaries and found
that, after taking into account biases, roughly half of wide M+M binaries are likely be in
higher order multiples. Law et al. (2010) showed that this higher order multiplicity fraction
increases with the projected physical separation of the outer binary. Since this paper, there
have been few studies on the higher order multiplicity of extremely wide low mass wide
binaries. This is particularly interesting as the detection methods used to search for close
companions have become more readily available over time, especially speckle imaging.
In an ideal world, astronomers would be able to go out to a telescope and observe down
to the diffraction limit of the telescope, which is determined from the Rayleigh Criterion,
θ = 1.22 Dλ where D is the diameter of the telescope. Unfortunately, this is not the case
as between the observer and the target, there is an atmosphere. The atmosphere interacts
and interferes with the light from the target as it travels through it, limiting the resolution
of a given telescope to be dependent on the atmospheric seeing during the observations.
However, ways to counteract this effect, known generally as high resolution imaging, have
been becoming more and more prevalent in astronomy over the past several decades. In
particular, speckle imaging or speckle interferometry has seen a surge in interest as a way to
resolve close companions that are unresolved due to atmospheric effects when taking regular,
long exposure images with a telescope. This technique takes short exposures to “freeze” the
atmosphere in each exposure. In these short exposures, the target appears as a speckle
pattern which is the result of light from a target constructively and destructively interfering
with atmospheric cells before it hits the telescope (Lohmann et al. 1983; Scott 2018). Figure
4.1 is a repeat of an example figure in Chapter 1. The top panel shows an example of a
speckle image from a single exposure of 40 ms.
There are several different ways to examine speckle images. For this analysis, we will focus
on using bi-spectrum analysis to reconstruct the images (Horch et al. 2008). This method
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Figure 4.1 Example of a visual binary, Gaia DR2 442395139165469696, detected with speckle
imaging. Top panel shows a single exposure of 40 ms taken with DSSI on the LDT. Bottom
panel shows the reconstructed image of the speckle cube of 1000 frames showing a binary
companion with a separation of 0.3 arcseconds. The companion is the brightest spot directly
above the central point, which represents the target star. The spot below the central point
is a ghost peak which is a consequence of the Fourier analysis. The two points diagonal to
the middle are artifacts which do not represent true companions.
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involves examining the combined power spectrum of a set of speckle images, comparing it
to the power spectrum for a single star, and looking at the reconstructed image and the
bi-spectrum for signs of a companion that is now resolved. The bottom panel of Figure 4.1
shows the reconstructed image that is the result for this analysis, showing a close companion
that was previously unresolved directly above the target star.
For this chapter, we wish to reexamine the question of the higher order multiplicity of
low-mass wide binaries expanding from the Law et al. (2010) sample to include K dwarfs as
well and examining a sample of wide binaries with speckle imaging. We also only wish to
examine the widest binaries with separations larger than 10,000 au. We first describe the
selection of our samples. We identify a low-mass disk wide binary sample and a halo wide
binary sample. We then detail our data acquisition and data reduction. Finally, we examine
the results.

4.2
4.2.1

Sample Selection
Low-Mass Young Disk Wide Binaries

To select our sample of low-mass disk wide binaries, we draw from the SUPERWIDE Catalog
of Hartman & Lépine (2020). We require all systems to have a probability > 99% of being a
gravitationally bound system and that the projected physical separations, ρ, of the systems
be larger than 10,000 au. We also require that the distance to the primary star (determined
by Gaia G magnitude) be less than 250 pc, but greater than 50 pc. The latter distance
cut was added to avoid overlap with a complementary survey being carried out by the
RECONs group of K-dwarfs within 50 pc while the former was chosen to ensure that we
could explore as close to the target star for companions. As speckle imaging improves the
angular resolution we can achieve using ground based observing, the area around a target
star we can search for companions also improves. In order to determine if these systems are
part of the Galactic disk, we require that the primary’s tangential velocity be less than 80
km s−1 . Tangential velocity is a star’s velocity in the direction of the proper motion and
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Figure 4.2 Distribution of low-mass disk wide binary targets. Black points show the total
sample, red dots show the wide binary selection with magnitude and declination taken into
account, cyan points show the targets that were observed with LDT and yellow dots shows
supplemental points from NESSI at WIYN.
is given by VT (km s−1 ) = 4.74 × µ (00 /yr) × Distance(pc). When combined with a star’s
radial velocity, the space velocity of the star can be found. Young disk stars traditionally
have tangential velocities less than 80 km s−1 , while halo stars have velocities larger than
150 km s−1 . Thick disk stars have velocities in between the two. To identify low-mass wide
binaries, we require the GBP − GRP color of both primary and secondary components to be
greater than 1.01. Also, we require the absolute Gaia G magnitude to be greater than 4 to
avoid giant star contamination. This results in the selection of 1376 wide binaries. Figure
4.2 shows the primary star’s location on the all sky plot as the black points. As this survey
was to use the Lowell Discovery Telescope (LDT), another sample was created by applying
a cut in Gaia G magnitude and selecting binaries where both components are brighter than
15.5, which was roughly the limiting magnitude for the instruments that would be used.
Additionally, a cut in primary star declination was applied at −30◦ . This resulted in a
sample of 314 wide binaries. These are shown as the red points in Figure 4.2.
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Additionally, we were awarded time using NN-EXPLORE Exoplanet and Stellar Speckle
Imager (NESSI; Scott et al. 2018) on the WIYN 3.5m telescope at Kitt Peak to examine
a sample of wide binaries which had separations larger than 1000 au. This was to confirm
the findings of Law et al. (2010) and potentially expand it to other spectral types. These
systems could be any spectral type and part of the young disk, thick disk or halo. The yellow
points in Figure 4.2 show the 57 binaries that were observed with NESSI. About half of these
binaries have projected physical separations larger than 10,000 au. With the exception of
two binaries, these systems consist of mostly low-mass binaries and are nearly all part of the
young disk. The 5 exceptions are thick disk binaries with tangential velocities less than 120
km s−1 . Additionally, the probability cut was lowered to probabilities greater than 90% and
the distance range was set to less than 200 pc. Regardless, we will add these systems to our
sample and split the sample in two. One sample will be referred to as the Disk Sample and
all binaries satisfy the criteria listed above. The other will be referred to as Disk+ Sample
and will include both the entire NESSI sample and the binaries observed with LDT.

4.2.2

Gemini Halo Wide Binary Survey

Besides reexamining the higher order multiplicity rate for low-mass wide binaries, we also
wanted to study how or if the higher order multiplicity changes as a function of population, in
particular comparing the young disk binaries to the old halo binaries. Moe et al. (2019) found
that the close binary fraction of solar-type stars varies inversely with metallicity, meaning
older, metal-poor halo stars have a higher close binary fraction. If this is the case, there is
no reason the higher order multiplicity fraction should be the same between disk binaries
and halo binaries. Therefore, we constructed a sample using SUPERWIDE once again. We
require the tangential velocity of the primary to be greater than 150 km s−1 and probabilities
greater than 90. We set a distance limit at 250 pc, but removed the lower limit. Finally, we
require the projected physical separation of the binary to be larger than 1000 au and the
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Figure 4.3 Distribution of halo wide binary targets. Black points show the total sample and
red dots show the primaries of systems observed at Gemini.
Gaia G magnitude to be brighter than 17. This gives a sample size of 183 wide binaries.
The all-sky distribution for these systems is shown in Figure 4.3.

4.3
4.3.1

Speckle Data Acquisition and Reduction
Observations

For the data taken at LDT, two instruments were used over several observing runs. In
September 2019 and February 2020, the Differential Speckle Survey Instrument (DSSI; Horch
et al. 2009) was used to observe 49 stars in 25 wide binaries. These 25 are the cyan points
from Figure 4.2. We will briefly describe the standard observing practice for DSSI here, for
more detail see papers from Elliott Horch like Horch et al. (2009) or Horch et al. (2021). The
DSSI instrument itself consists of two EMCCDs which collect data from a 256x256 pixel area.
Light comes into the instrument, spilt in two and fed into the two EMCCDs. Additionally,
two narrow-band filters are used to only allow certain wavelengths to hit the EMCCDs.
Typically, these filters are set at 692 nm and 880 nm. Normal operating procedures for DSSI
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consist of taking several data cubes of images on a target, through both filters simultaneously.
This is followed by a single data cube on a standard star, which is a known single, bright
star. These data cubes consist of 1000 exposures of 40 ms for DSSI and NESSI and 60 ms
at Gemini. The number of data cubes for a given target depends on the magnitude of the
target in the filters used.
In the second half of 2020, a new speckle instrument was deployed at LDT, the Quadcamera Wavefront Sensing Speckle Imager (QWSSI;Clark et al. 2020). This instrument is the
successor to DSSI at LDT and incorporates several additional features. First is that a ShackHartmann wavefront sensor has been added. This uses an array of lenslets to accurately see
how the atmosphere is distorting the speckle images as they are taken. Additionally, instead
of the two wavelengths that DSSI observed simultaneously, QWSSI can observe six at once.
Three observing runs were conducted in similar fashion to DSSI over Summer 2020 to Spring
2021. However, the data for those runs needs more work as will be discussed later. For this
analysis, we only consider the DSSI speckle data.
For the NESSI and Gemini Data, we observed around 75 pairs using NESSI at WIYN
(Scott et al. 2018), ‘Alopeke at Gemini North (Scott & Howell 2018) and Zorro at Gemini
South. These instruments are upgraded versions of DSSI with very similar optical design
and use. These were done in queue observing and we were provided with the reduced data.
However, the observing procedure and optical design for the speckle instruments that we
talk about here are roughly the same, with the main difference being the exposure time for
each frame. For the NESSI and Gemini observations, we used the standard filters for each,
which have central wavelengths of 562 nm and 832 nm.

4.3.2

Data Reduction

The data reduction process is outlined in Horch et al. (2011, 2021) and uses bi-spectrum
analysis to reconstruct the image (Lohmann et al. 1983). Briefly, we take the speckle images
for an individual target and apply some noise corrections in both the real and Fourier plane.
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We calculate the autocorrelation of the speckle images with each other. We then combine
these and take the Fourier transform to get the power spectrum. Dividing this by the power
spectrum of the point source standard we observed along with the star, we get the diffraction
limited image. Using the methods of Lohmann et al. (1983) and Meng et al. (1990), we
estimate the phase of the images and apply them to images to get our reconstructed images.
Once at this stage, we visually examine each image for companions. If a companion is found,
a follow-up Fourier analysis is conducted to see if the companion is real. Two examples are
provided in Figure 4.4. These plots show the power spectrum of the speckle images for two
stars. The smaller plots around the edges show the power spectrum in the middle left, the
power spectrum divided by a point source in the lower left, a fit to the power spectrum in the
middle bottom and the reconstructed image in the lower right. The top panel shows what
a binary should look like at this step and the bottom shows a single star. Once confirmed,
further analysis is conducted to get the parameters of the system, such as the ∆ magnitude
of the system in the examined filter, the angular separation, and the position angle of the
pair.

4.3.3

IDL to Python Conversion

Additionally, we have been converting the code used for the reduction of DSSI and QWSSI
data from IDL to Python. Currently, there is a bug in the code that we have not had time
to fix. As the IDL code works, analysis for this dissertation shifted to using that rather than
the Python code. By Fall 2021, it is expected that the Python code will be fully debugged
and ready for distribution to a consortium of groups who use speckle cameras.

4.4

Results

We have observed 48 stars in 24 wide binaries from our sample of young disk low-mass
wide binaries using DSSI at LDT. For one additional system, we only observed the primary
component as the secondary could not be found that night. We find only two detections of
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Figure 4.4 Two examples of follow-up to confirm companions from reconstructed images.
Both panels show the same plot for two different stars. The plot in the middle of each is
the image of the power spectrum with a fit applied to it. Going from middle left, down and
then across, the four other images show the 2-D power spectrum of the image, the same
power spectrum but divided by a point source, a spatial frequency fit and the reconstructed
image in the lower right. The top panel shows what a binary would look like here, while the
bottom displays a single star.
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close companions. We show the combined reconstructed images for the 880 nm channel and
the contrast curve plots for both of our detected new companions in Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
The contrast curve is constructed from examining the reconstructed image and comparing
each pixel to its neighbors. The line is the expected detection limit given the background.
If a maxima point falls below this curve, then a companion may have been found. In Table
4.1, we provide the angular separation and ∆ magnitudes for the 692 and 880 nm filters
for Gaia DR2 442395139165469696. For the other binary, examining Figure 4.5 shows a
distortion in the reconstructed image which we believe disrupted the image as our values for
the ∆ magnitudes were strange. Fortunately, this star was also observed with NESSI and
we include the parameters found for it in the NESSI table.
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Table 4.1. Angular Separations and ∆ Magnitudes for LDT Binary
Gaia DR2 Number

Blue Filter Angular Separations
”

Blue Filter ∆ Magnitude
mag

Red Filter Angular Separations
”

Red Filter ∆ Magnitude
mag

442395139165469696

0.3728

2.42

0.3731

1.81
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From NESSI observations, we observed 57 wide binary pairs with both components observed for all 57. Table 4.2 shows our results with the columns being the same as Table 4.1
and the blue channel meaning the 562 nm filter data and the red channel meaning the 832
nm filter data. In some cases, the binary was resolved in the 832 channel, but not in the 562
nm channel. A dash fills those indices in the table. In total, we detect 17 close companions
in our wide binary systems, 9 primaries and 8 in secondaries. One possible detection was
re-observed with DSSI on LDT and no companion was detected. The difference in number
of found companions between the NESSI and LDT surveys is most likely due to the distance
range of the selected samples. As the NESSI survey includes less distant stars, we are able
to resolve companions which are closer to the target star than the stars in the LDT survey.
Figure 4.7 shows an example of the data products from NESSI for the 832 nm channel. The
top panel shows the reconstructed image from the speckle data with a binary companion
detected. The bottom shows the contrast curve for this target with the detection at about
0.35 arcseconds. We plot the remaining binary detections in the Appendix.
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Figure 4.5 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 2875033176455625856 for the 880 nm
channel. Top panel shows the reconstructed image with the target star in the middle of the
plot. The companion is to the upper right of the target star. Note the interesting background
around the target star. Bottom panel shows the contrast plot for this star. Note that at
about 0.9 arcseconds, local maxima excess is detected; the square below the red line. This
is the companion that has been detected.
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Figure 4.6 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 442395139165469696 for the 880 nm
channel. Top panel shows the reconstructed image with the target star in the middle of the
plot. The companion is above of the target star. Note the three other points around the
target star. The spot below the target star is a ghost image of the companion that is an
artifact produced by the analysis. The other two points to the upper right and lower left of
the target star are also artifacts from a single data cube. Bottom panel shows the contrast
plot for this star. Note the local maxima point at about 0.4 arcseconds representing the
detection of the companion.
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Table 4.2. Angular Separations and ∆ Magnitudes for NESSI Binaries
Gaia DR2 Number

Blue Filter Angular Separations
”

Blue Filter ∆ Magnitude
mag

Red Filter Angular Separations
”

Red Filter ∆ Magnitude
mag

2262681547123067392
1255695162853191936
4518377377198705280
1987197396963763712
1632112552014817024
1632110529080430592
2100403801349406336
1382198098798074624
1449301838900762880
3816112394213243904
1595017404806620928
389658300887082496
1777019251018720256
2829469414599661568
2875033176455625856
3920498104009539456
4331385182697343360

0.244
2.682
0.228
0.251
0.088
0.171
2.002
0.353
0.089
1.163
-

2.67
1.84
0.74
0.34
0.23
0.84
2.25
3.07
0.51
0.78
-

0.501
0.226
2.663
1.717
0.231
0.902
0.252
0.087
0.115
0.464
0.172
2.022
0.351
0.086
0.93
1.17
2.737

2.75
1.96
1.12
2.96
0.45
0.89
0.17
0.2
1.27
3.69
0.52
1.05
1.96
0.27
4.05
0.56
1.87
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From the Gemini observations, we observed 25 wide binary pairs with 21 binaries having
data for both components, while 4 only have data on the primary. An additional star was
observed, which was unknowingly part of a resolved triple system. We show the data for it,
but remove it from the rest of the analysis as all the information from it is in the observations
of the other members of the system. Table 4.3 shows our results with the same columns and
conditions as in Table 4.1. We detect 7 binaries, 4 in primaries and 3 in secondaries. Figure
4.8 shows two similar plots to Figure 4.7 with the top panel showing the contrast curves for
both the 562 and 832 nm channels and the bottom showing the contrast curve for the 832
nm channel and the detection of a companion at 0.9 arcseconds. We show the remaining
binary detections in the Appendix.
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Figure 4.7 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 1777019251018720256 for the 832 nm
channel. Top panel shows the reconstructed image with the target star in the middle of the
plot. The companion is to the upper left of the target star. Other point to the lower right
is a ghost image. Bottom panel shows the contrast plot for this star, with pluses meaning
a local maxima. Note the local maxima point at about 0.35 arcseconds representing the
detection of the companion.
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Table 4.3. Angular Separations and ∆ Magnitudes for Gemini Binaries
Gaia DR2 Number

Blue Filter Angular Separations
”

Blue Filter ∆ Magnitude
mag

Red Filter Angular Separations
”

Red Filter ∆ Magnitude
mag

2619889785242221824
2426546712811908992
2528510507730177664
968281930000926592
3554658802689461376
6843266367329492992
1911944965724617344

1.092
0.056
1.43
0.038
1.204

0.444
0.97
3.6
1.21
3.29

1.137
0.709
0.048
1.483
0.041
0.9
1.368

0.28
3.41
0.54
2.54
0.88
3.52
2.11
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4.4.1

Resolved Higher Order Multiples

It was noticed after most of the observations took place that resolved triples were included
in the samples. SUPERWIDE treats resolved higher order multiples as separate pairs. This
means for a resolved triple system, each “pair” in the triple would have its own entry in
SUPERWIDE. A resolved triple system will have three pairs in SUPERWIDE. There is also
the case where a short separation triple is in SUPERWIDE. These systems occur when one
has a close resolved binary in Gaia DR2, which has a separation less than 2 arcseconds and
hence below the lower limit of SUPERWIDE, and a wide third companion. In this case,
SUPERWIDE would contain the entries on the match between the two stars in the close
binary to the outer companion. Our definition of a resolved higher order multiple is that all
the pairs in the system had probabilities from SUPERWIDE above 95%.
For the halo sample, this is fine as any resolved triple would still be part of the halo and,
as we were looking at all spectral types, it was not a cause for concern. For the 25 wide
binaries that were examined, only 1 was a resolved higher order multiple. However, for the
two disk observing samples, this does have an effect as we want to examine low-mass wide
binaries. Traditionally, studies examining the multiplicities of stars refer to binaries by the
spectral type of the most massive star in the system. In our case, we want to study low-mass
wide binaries and, thus, we want all the stars in our systems to be either K and M dwarfs.
To correct this, we remove any resolved higher order multiple which has a component with a
GBP − GRP color less than 1.01, our K dwarf cutoff. For the LDT sample of 25 binaries, this
removes 2 resolved triple systems from the sample, however, neither of the detected binaries
were from those systems. For the NESSI sample, 15 resolved triples were included in the
observed sample, 8 of those were removed from the analysis by this color requirement. 5 of
the detected binaries from the NESSI sample were part of these 8 resolved triple systems.
This leaves a sample of 49 binaries that are included in the analysis with 12 binaries detected
by speckle imaging.
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Figure 4.8 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 6843266367329492992 for the 832 nm
channel. Top panel shows the contrast curves for the 562 and 832 nm channels. The inset
shows the reconstructed image from the 832 nm channel showing the companion roughly
0.9 arcseconds below the target star. Bottom panel shows the contrast curve for the 832
nm channel, with pluses meaning a local maxima. Note the local maxima points below the
contrast curve around 0.9 arcseconds indicating a possible detection.
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4.4.2

The Disk+ and Disk Sample

We first examine the Disk+ sample, which comprises the entirety of the LDT and NESSI
samples. This sample includes the 23 wide binaries from the LDT sample and the 49 from
the NESSI sample. Taking into account 3 wide binaries that are common between the two
sample, we have 69 low-mass wide binaries with projected physical separations larger than
1000 au. Figure 4.9 shows the H-R diagram for both the primary and secondary stars of the
combined sample with a background of primaries and secondaries from SUPERWIDE within
250 pc and have primaries with tangential velocities below 80 km s−1 . Red and cyan points
represent LDT or NESSI targets but were found not to have a close companion. Magenta
and blue stars highlight targets which were found with speckle to have a close companion.
Magenta and blue triangles show resolved triples in either sample. Interestingly, some of
the overluminous stars in the K dwarf region, GBP − GRP ∼ 1.5, are not seen to have a
close companion from speckle imaging. A spectroscopic survey of those stars may reveal
companions that are too close for speckle imaging to resolve.
Figure 4.10 shows the distance to the primary as a function of the projected physical
separation for two groups of the combined sample. The top panel shows the distribution of
the outermost projected physical separation in a system according to SUPERWIDE. If it is
a true binary in SUPERWIDE, then the separation used is the projected physical separation
of that pair. If the system is a resolved higher order multiple, then the largest projected
physical separation is used. The red solid red line shows where the one degree search radius
of SUPERWIDE is on the plot. As this is an angular separation, the upper limit on the
projected physical separation will change as a function of distance. Red points represent
binaries in the LDT sample, while cyan is used for the NESSI sample. Magenta and blue
stars represent systems that are resolved higher order multiples in Gaia DR2 while the
magenta and blue triangles represent wide binaries with a speckle detected close companion
that is not resolved in Gaia DR2. If both occur, where a speckle detection is seen and the
wide “binary” is part of a resolved higher order multiple, we mark it as a resolved higher
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Figure 4.9 H-R diagram for the combined NESSI and LDT samples. Red and cyan points
represent LDT or NESSI targets but were found not to have a close companion. Magenta
and blue stars highlight targets which were found with speckle to have a close companion.
Magenta and blue triangles show resolved triples in either sample. Background black points
represent the primaries and secondaries of binaries in SUPERWIDE within 250 pc and have
primaries with tangential velocities below 80 km s−1 .
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order multiple, regardless of whether the speckle detection is of the Gaia resolved companion.
The empty space in the upper left of the top panel is the result of the different distance and
projected physical separation cuts used to construct the sample.
The bottom panel of Figure 4.10 shows the calculated projected physical separations for
the detected companions. In total, we find 23 close companions including resolved higher
order multiple systems. Two of these are believed to be speckle detections of Gaia resolved
systems. For speckle detections, this is found by taking the found angular separation of the
companion and multiplying it by the distance to the target star. For resolved higher order
multiples, this is the minimum projected physical separation in the resolved system. The lines
on the plot represent different angular resolutions for different instruments. To the right of
these lines is the area that the given instrument would be able to resolved a close companion.
The blue dotted and red solid lines represent the angular resolution limits for NESSI+WIYN,
which are 39 and 64 mas (Howell et al. 2021). The yellow dotted and solid magenta lines
represent the approximate resolution for DSSI+LDT for the blue and red channels at 33 and
42 mas, while the cyan dashed line represents the approximate resolution of Gaia (Ziegler et
al. 2018). The different colored points represent different detection methods with the black
points representing the minimum separation for Gaia resolved systems, the blue and the red
points showing the location of speckle resolved systems and the cyan and magenta points
showing the speckle resolved systems that are part of resolved triples from Gaia. The size of
the points corresponds to the size of the ∆ magnitude in the 832 or 880 nm channels between
the target star and the found companion, with smaller size meaning a smaller ∆ magnitude.
For the resolved higher order multiples, this is the difference between the magnitudes of the
components for the pair with the smallest separation in the system. As seen from this plot,
our sample spans a wide range of projected physical separations with the majority having
extremely wide (> 10, 000 au) separations. Interestingly, examining the right panel of Figure
4.10 shows a relative even number of systems on either side of the approximate resolution
limit of Gaia.
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Figure 4.10 Primary distance as a function of projected physical separations for the outer
(top panel) and inner close companions (bottom panel) in the Disk+ sample. For the outer
binaries in the top panel, red and cyan dots show the targets in the LDT and NESSI samples
for which no companion was detected. Magenta and blue stars show the Gaia resolved
systems, while the magenta and blue triangles show the speckle detected companions for the
LDT and NESSI sample, respectively. The red line shows the upper limit of SUPERWIDE.
For the inner binaries in the bottom panel, the lines represent different angular resolution
limits for different instruments: red and blue for the 562 and 832 nm channels of NESSI,
yellow dotted for DSSI+LDT and cyan for Gaia. The different colored points refer to the
inner projected physical separations for different groups, red and blue for speckle resolved
primary and secondaries, black for Gaia resolved companions, and cyan and magenta for
speckle resolved companions in higher order multiples.
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To investigate this, we examine the projected physical separation distributions for these
two groups in Figure 4.11. The top panel shows the total distribution for all examined
systems in the solid blue histogram while the dotted red histogram represents the distribution
for systems that have been found to have a third companion. The solid black line indicates
4000 au on this plot, above which Law et al. (2010) estimated that nearly 77% of binaries
should be in higher order multiples. Based on our analysis, we do not find such a trend. For
the 14 pairs with separations below 4000 au, 6 are higher order multiples or 43%. For the
55 remaining pairs with separations above 4000 au, we find only 14 companions or 25.5%.
The bottom panel of Figure 4.11 shows the distribution of projected physical separations
for the close companions we have detected. For the higher order multiples with speckle data,
we take only the data from Gaia for this current analysis. We note the potential bimodal
distribution but also caution that this is an extremely small sample of companions. More
analysis is needed to confirm this.
We now apply the stricter cuts that are applied to our Disk sample. From the NESSI
sample, only 12 wide binaries satisfy the criteria laid out before. Additionally, three of these
are common between the NESSI and LDT samples. This gives a combined 32 wide binaries
from both the LDT and NESSI samples which pass the cuts for our young disk low-mass
extremely wide (ρ > 10, 000 au) binary sample. Examining the sample gives the same results
as the Disk+ sample and all of these binaries in this sample are in the plots above. We find
10 close companions for an overall higher order multiplicity fraction is 31.3%. We also do
not find evidence of increasing higher order multiplicity fraction with increasing projected
physical separation, although this sample only goes between 104 − 105 au.

4.4.3

The Halo Sample

Our Halo wide binary sample consisted of 25 wide binaries observed at Gemini North and
South with ’Alopeke and Zorro. We show the H-R diagram for these systems in Figure 4.12
with a background of primaries and secondaries from SUPERWIDE binaries with proba-
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Figure 4.11 Projected physical separation distributions for the inner and outer binaries in
the Disk+ sample. The top panel shows the distribution of projected physical separations
for all studied binaries in the solid blue histogram. The dashed red histogram shows the
distribution of those systems where close companions are formed. Solid black line represent
4,000 au. The bottom panel shows the distribution of projected physical separations for the
found close companions.
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Figure 4.12 H-R diagram for the Halo Gemini sample. Red points represent Gemini targets
but were found not to have a close companion. Blue stars highlight targets which were
found with speckle to have a close companion. Blue triangles show resolved triples. Background black points represent the primaries and secondaries of binaries in SUPERWIDE
with probabilities greater than 90% and have primaries with tangential velocities above 150
km s−1 .
bilities greater than 90% and primaries with tangential velocities greater than 150 km s−1 .
Red points show Gemini targets that were observed and found not to have a close companion. Blue stars represent targets which were found to have a close companion with speckle
imaging, while blue triangles show resolved higher order multiples. There appear to be
two sequences in the body of the main sequence of Figure 4.12, representing the thick disk
population on the upper sequence and the halo population on the lower sequence.
Much like the disk samples, we examine the distance to the primary star as a function of
projected physical separation for both the outermost physical separations of the systems and
the innermost in Figure 4.13. All the same criteria that went into Figure 4.10 go into Figure
4.13. The top panel shows the outermost physical separation distribution. The red points
show the binaries which were targeted and for which, no close companion was found. Blue
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stars represent systems which are Gaia resolved higher order multiples, while blue triangles
show systems with close companions resolved by speckle imaging. The bottom panel shows
the innermost physical separation. The same method that was used for the bottom panel
of Figure 4.10 is used here. The blue dotted and red solid lines represent the approximate
resolution for speckle imaging at Gemini, while the cyan dashed line is the approximate Gaia
resolution. The colored points represent detections through different detection methods in
the same way as Figure 4.10. We see a noticeable lack of close companions in the top panel,
while the bottom panel shows that we cover a wide range projected physical separations.
We also examined the projected physical separation distribution for both groups as with
the Disk sample in Figure 4.14. The figure is set up in the same way as Figure 4.11. The
higher order multiplicity rate overall is 32% with 8 higher order multiples found. We see
a slight increase when comparing the higher order multiplicity fraction between pairs with
separations less than (3/12 pairs) and greater than (5/13) 4,000 au, but this could also be
small number statistics. The bottom panel of Figure 4.14 showing the projected physical
separation distribution of found close companions is relatively flat, although this is entirely
due to small numbers.

4.5
4.5.1

Discussion
A Lack of Higher Order Multiples at Large Projected Physical Separations?

Our results for both the disk and halo samples show a surprising lack of higher order multiples
at projected physical separations greater than 4,000 au. Law et al. (2010) determined that
for systems with separations above this, the higher order multiplicity fraction should be
around 77%. But our analysis has found no such evidence of this. Instead, our analysis
pointed to a decline at higher projected physical separations. It has been proven that for
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Figure 4.13 Primary distance as a function of projected physical separations for the outer
(top panel) and inner close companions (bottom panel) in the Halo sample. For the outer
binaries in the top panel, red dots show the targets in the Halo sample for which no companion was detected. Blue stars show the Gaia resolved systems, while the blue triangles
show the speckle detected companions . The red line shows the upper limit of SUPERWIDE.
For the inner binaries in the bottom panel, the lines represent different angular resolution
limits for different instruments: red and blue for the 562 and 832 nm channels of ‘Alopeke
and Zorro. The colored points refer to their detection method with black points being Gaia
resolved companions, blue and red being resolved speckle targets, and cyan and magenta
being resolved speckle targets in higher order multiples. Size of point corresponds to ∆
magnitude between the target and the close companion in the 832 nm channel for speckle
targets and Gaia G for resolved higher order multiples.
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Figure 4.14 Projected physical separation distributions for the inner and outer binaries in
the Halo sample. The top panel shows the distribution of projected physical separations
for all studied binaries in the solid blue histogram. The dashed red histogram shows the
distribution of those systems where close companions are formed. Solid black line represents
4,000 au. The bottom panel shows the distribution of projected physical separations for the
found close companions.
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solar-type wide binaries, about half are in higher order multiples and that this fraction grows
with large separations (Raghavan et al. 2010; Tokovinin 2014b; Moe et al. 2019).
However, we are not detecting these companions, even though we are probing a large
range of physical separations. From Figure 4.10, we have a substantial number of young
disk wide binaries with primary distances less than 100 pc. This implies that our speckle
campaign should be able to examine stars down to a minimum of 4.2 au using LDT for a
star at 100 pc and trying to detect the companions in both red and blue filters. Assuming
a distribution of binary separations similar to the Raghavan distribution (see Chapter 1,
Raghavan et al. 2010), this distribution would peak at around a separation of log ρ ∼ 1.8,
which is roughly 63 au.
Assuming that all of these extremely wide binaries should be in higher order multiples,
where are the missing companions? There are two possibilities. The first is that they are
there, but our speckle observations missed them as they were too faint to detect. This
is something that can be modeled and will be dealt with at a later date. The second is
assuming our speckle observations would pick up most companions in the separation range
they probe, then the answer is the companions are closer than we are probing. There are
multiple formation scenarios proposed for how the widest binaries formed. These include
the unfolding of triple systems (Reipurth & Mikkola 2012), the binding of stars during the
dissolution of a cluster (Kouwenhoven et al. 2010) and the binding of adjacent cores in a
star-forming region (Tokovinin 2017).
In light of our findings, this last method of the binding of adjacent cores is particularly
interesting. As the cores are not dynamically interacting at this stage and if one of the cores
forms into a binary system itself, the separation of the newly formed binary should roughly
follow the binary distribution; in this case, consider the Raghavan distribution. If the binary
and the outer companion did not dynamically interact, then we would expect to see a lot
more detections in our speckle campaign. This points to substantial dynamical interactions
occurring between either the stars in these wide binaries or the gas in the star forming
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region that causes the inner binary to become an even closer binary. It is has been shown
that for binaries with periods less than 3 days, there is almost always a third companion
in the system (Tokovinin et al. 2006; Laos et al. 2020). This high higher order multiplicity
rate drops rapidly as one expands the separation of the close binary. However, the reverse
question of given a wide binary, is there a close binary has not been examined carefully for
low-mass stars, with the lone exception being Law et al. (2010). Our study adds crucial data
to this sample, which needs further analysis to extract all the useful information it holds.
Interestingly, our findings do not rule out the unfolding of triple systems as being a
dominant formation channel for extremely wide systems. If the reason we are not detecting
the close companions is because they are, in fact, even closer, then these systems could be
produced through the dynamical interactions involved in unfolding a triple system. There
are other indicators that point towards the unfolding of triple systems not being a dominant
formation channel however, including the wide binary fraction in young star forming regions
and the eccentricity distribution of wide binaries.
As a caveat to this, we do point out that our sample is still relatively small and as we
have pointed out does not sample the entire range of separations. A critical feature that is
missing is an in depth analysis of the biases affecting our sample as Law et al. (2010) did.
To be clear, our initial results are that we find a distinct lack of close companions. However,
without accounting for potential biases in our sample, our result is a first look. In addition
to this, modeling the parameter space our observations are examining and seeing what is
missing is another step that needs to be taken. It is also entirely possible that a spectroscopic
survey of these targets will find all the companions that are missing. Expanding this analysis
to that and including more wide binaries is a potential next step to this study.
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4.5.2

A Difference in Extremely Wide Binary Formation between Populations?

One goal of our study was to search for possible differences between the extremely wide
binaries in the halo and the young disk. Both analyses show similar results with a resounding
lack of detections. This is even more surprising for the halo sample. Recent results from Moe
et al. (2019) and El-Badry & Rix (2019) show that the close binary fraction for solar-type
stars is inversely proportional to metallicity, meaning it is higher for metal-poor stars. With
this result, we should expect to see many close companions, but we do not. Our overall
higher order multiplicity for the halo sample is roughly the same as that for the disk. This
possibly points towards the formation scenarios of wide binaries in different populations being
similar. If dynamical interactions between the stars are substantial, then our result may be
expected. These interactions would cause the inner binary to become even closer in the halo
compared to the disk population because of the age difference between the stars. If this is
indeed happening, one would actually expect that the inner binary separation distribution
for the halo population to skew heavily towards short period binaries, while the disk would
be more moderate. For the moment, this is beyond the scope of this analysis due to the
small number of halo binaries in our sample.

4.6

Conclusions

We present our analysis on the individual components in wide binaries using NESSI at
WIYN, DSSI at LDT and ‘Alopeke and Zorro at Gemini North and South. We find 2
speckle resolved binaries in the LDT survey, 17 in the NESSI sample and 7 in the Gemini
campaign. Examining the higher order multiplicity fraction of the combined NESSI and
LDT samples, which are essentially a young disk sample of extremely wide binaries, we do
not find evidence of the well known increase in higher order multiplicity fraction as a function
of projected physical separation. Ours instead decreases. We find an overall higher order
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multiplicity fraction of 29% for the combined Disk sample and 31.3% for the systems with
separations larger than 10,000 au. We attribute this tentatively to dynamical interactions
which would cause the unresolved companions in these systems to become closer, potentially
turning them into spectroscopic binaries. We also report the result of our Halo campaign at
Gemini North and South. We once again find a lack of close companions to these systems
with a higher order multiplicity fraction of 32%, similar to the disk.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1

Conclusions

Over the course of this dissertation, we have been examining the higher order multiplicity
fraction of the wide binaries to potentially provide some clues as to how the widest binaries
form. It is key to note that while multiplicity surveys of types of stars are common, there
has not been a wide push to examine the higher order multiplicity fraction of wide binaries
for low-mass stars (K and M dwarfs), which are by far the most common type in the Galaxy.
More extensive efforts have been devoted to more massive stars of solar masses (G dwarfs),
as in the studies by Tokovinin (2014b). To fix this, we have mined the recently available data
from the Gaia astrometric mission to assemble a very large catalog of nearly 100,000 highly
probable wide binaries from the subset of high proper motions stars in Gaia DR2. With
this catalog, we have begun the work to search for unresolved companions to these wide
binaries and identify which systems are higher order multiples. Using the fact that binaries
can appear as over-luminous sources in the classical H-R Diagram, we have devised a method
that can be simply applied to K+K wide binaries that allows one to identify over-luminous
components as unresolved binaries, using readily available photometric data and without the
need for complex and time-intensive follow-up observations. We demonstrate the efficacy of
this method by searching for eclipsing systems and fast rotation in publicly available data
from the NASA TESS, K2 and Kepler missions. Additionally, our search provides convincing
evidence that fast rotation is a sign of an unresolved close companion.
These results allow us to put a lower limit on the higher order multiplicity of K+K wide
binaries at 40.3%. We further search for evidence that the multiplicity fraction is a function
of orbital separation or metallicity in the stars, but fail to find significant trends, which
is at odds with predictions from models of wide binary formation. Notably, we show that
our lower limit on the higher order multiplicity does not change as a function of physical
separation. This might indicate that the mass ratios for the widest pairs where the higher
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order multiplicity is predicted to be high may trend towards less massive companions which
are not detectable with the methods applied here. We also show possible evidence of a
slight dependence of the higher order multiplicity fraction on the metallicity of the system.
Starting from high metallicity, we find a sharp drop followed by a slight rise going towards low
metallicities. We attribute the higher multiplicity value at high metallicities to these systems
being formed by the unfolding of triples systems in a similar manner to that described by
Hwang et al. (2021), although the evidence is weak due to limited statistics. Expanding
this search to the more numerous K+M and M+M wide systems is the next logical step.
However, this is complicated by the fact that the metallicity tracks in the M dwarf region
are widely separated and not running parallel to each other compared with the more regular
track of the K dwarfs.
Finally, we conducted a speckle campaign aimed at finding close companions to the
widest (ρ > 10, 000 au) low-mass disk binaries and halo binaries. Using data taken using
DSSI at LDT and NESSI at WIYN, we examined the higher order multiplicity fraction of
these extremely wide systems and found a surprisingly low higher order multiplicity of 28.9%
for the combined sample and 31.3% for the sample with binaries with ρ > 10, 000 au. A
similar result is found for the halo binaries using data taken with ‘Alopeke at Gemini North
and Zorro at Gemini South with a higher order multiplicity fraction of 32%. We also find no
evidence for the increase in higher order multiplicity with projected physical separation that
Law et al. (2010) found. With our analysis, we examine where these missing companions may
be found. Assuming that our speckle observations reach a large enough δ magnitude that
we should detect most companions in the separation range being examined, our conclusion
is that the companions have shorter orbital separation than expected. This has significant
implications for how these wide binaries form as it implies that dynamical interactions play
a substantial role in the evolution of the systems, if these elusive short period companions
do indeed exist.
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Combining these results with our analysis of the K+K wide binaries leads to the conclusion that a spectroscopic survey could possibly yield exciting results in this field of study.
We have found that the higher order multiplicity fraction as a function of projected physical
separation is constant for K+K wide binaries using our over-luminosity relation. We also
know that our relation will miss low mass ratio systems where the second star in the system
is too faint to contribute light and therefore does not appear as over-luminous. From our
speckle survey, we have shown that we are very likely missing companions. Combining our
speckle and over-luminosity results seem to imply that the missing companions are closein, faint companions, making a spectroscopic campaign a necessity to fully characterize the
physical configurations of these systems and better understand their formation.

5.2

Future Work

5.2.1

Continuing the Speckle Analysis

One of the key future steps that needs to be done next is to construct a binary distribution
model and determine the parameter space that our speckle observations are probing and
figuring out what areas they are missing. This will be key to understanding what our
speckle observations are telling us about these systems. We also have 3 more nights of data
taken with QWSSI that needs to be examined. The reason these are not included in the
dissertation is there are some poorly understood artifacts occurring as discussed in Chapter
4. Adding this data to the sample would double the number of stars examined in the LDT
sample.
Additionally, more work is needed on the Python port of the IDL speckle reduction
pipeline. Once all the bugs are corrected, the code will be optimized for use in Python.
Currently, it is more or less a clone of the IDL pipeline in Python and, as such, it is not
using all of the tools Python has to offer. Eventually, the goal is to also add the ability to
use the wavefront sensor data to improve our estimates of the atmosphere which will lead to
an improvement in our sensitivity to detect companions.
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5.2.2

Spectroscopic Analysis

We currently have spectra from Chiron, Hydra, IGRINS and the DeVeny spectrographs
that needs to get analyzed. The Chiron and IGRINS data have been reduced, while the
Hydra and DeVeny data still need to be reduced fully. Our goal with this data was to use
it to provide additional confirmation that our wide binaries were bound by comparing the
radial velocities of the components. A secondary goal is to measure RVs and compare them
to RVs from other sources like Gaia. By comparing the radial velocities between the two
different sources, we can search for any shifts in the RVs that my indicate that the star
is in fact a spectroscopic binary. However, with our results from the speckle surveys and
over-luminosity relations, it has become clear that a spectroscopic survey will be needed to
identify all components and properly characterize the higher order multiplicity fraction of
the widest binaries and understand how they formed.

5.2.3

TESS Light Curves

Another possible avenue for expanding this work is conducting an analysis of the TESS light
curves for the entire SUPERWIDE catalog of > 100, 000 binaries. Searching for eclipsing
binaries and stars with fast rotation could yield potentially interesting results, especially for
the widest binaries if our assumption about where the missing companions are is correct. This
could also lead to the publication of a value-added catalog of orbital periods and rotation
rates for the wide binaries in SUPERWIDE that have TESS light curves. Additionally,
searching for planets around the components in wide binaries would be interesting as this is an
area that has been relatively overlooked by the exoplanet community. Doing a comprehensive
search for planets across systems of various projected physical separations and spectral types
would also be interesting.
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Appendix A
Primary Light Curves from TESS, K2 and Kepler Analysis
This Appendix displays the original light curve in the left panels and phased light curves
in the right found for primaries in the K+K wide binary sample discussed in Chapter 3.
We only show the eclipsing systems and systems with fast rotations. All figures follow the
same pattern. For the systems which only show eclipses, the un-phased light curve in the
left panel is from the KSPSAP flux if it is from a MIT QLP reduction, while the light
curves from two-minute TESS targets and Kepler targets use the PDCSAP products made
available. For those showing both rotation and eclipses or only rotation, the light curve
consists of SAP flux data if it is from the QLP while PDCSAP is used if it is a TESS
two-minute target or a Kepler target. For each system, the light curve is for one sector’s
worth of observations, while the phased diagram uses all available data from any sector.
The periods are found through either the Box-Least-Squares method (Kovács et al. 2002) or
the Lomb-Scargle method (Scargle 1982) for the eclipsing systems, while only Lomb-Scargle
is used for the rotators. For systems showing eclipses or eclipses and rotation, the periods
are found using the KSPSAP or PDCSAP flux data depending on whether the data is from
the QLP or is a TESS two-minute or Kepler target, with one exception where the KSPSAP
flux has significant errors in it. This is done through the Lightkurve package (Lightkurve
Collaboration et al. 2018).
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Figure A.1 Examples of light curves and phased light curves for four stars that show both
rotation and eclipses. Each two plots consist of the light curve obtained through LightKurve
on the left and then the phased light curve on the right. The left panel only shows one
sector’s worth of observations, while the right uses all available data for the phased light
curves. Period used for the phase folding is shown in the right panel for each star with the
identifier for each star shown in the light curve plot.
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Figure A.2 Same as Figure A.1
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Figure A.3 Same as Figure A.1
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Figure A.4 Same as Figure A.1
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Figure A.5 Examples of light curves and phased light curves for four stars that show eclipses.
Each two plots consist of the light curve obtained through Lightkurve on the left and then the
phased light curve on the right. The left panel only shows one sector’s worth of observations,
while the right uses all available data for the phased light curves. Period used for the phase
folding is shown in the right panel for each star with the identifier for each star shown in
the light curve plot. For TIC 200320624, only a single primary and second eclipse is seen,
therefore we do not show the phased light curve.
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Figure A.6 Same as Figure A.5. For TIC 421110675, we believe the mismatched phase is
potentially due to a third body in the system. More study is planned.
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Figure A.7 Same as Figure A.5.
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Figure A.8 Same as Figure A.5.
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Figure A.9 Same as Figure A.5. For TIC 281728276, we believe the mismatch in the phase
is due to the presence of a third body in the system. More study is planned.
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Figure A.10 Same as Figure A.5.
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Figure A.11 Same as Figure A.5. For TIC 410654298, we were unable to calculate a period
due to the long period and lack of eclipses. System is also known as HD 102579 and is a
known quadruple, Tokovinin (2019).
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Figure A.12 Same as Figure A.5.
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Figure A.13 Same as Figure A.5.
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Figure A.14 Same as Figure A.5.
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Figure A.15 Same as Figure A.4.
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Figure A.16 Examples of light curves and phased light curves for four stars that show rotation
faster than 5 days. Each two plots consist of the light curve obtained through Lightkurve on
the left and then the phased light curve on the right. The left panel only shows one sector’s
worth of observations, while the right uses all available data for the phased light curves.
Period used for the phase folding is shown in the right panel for each star with the identifier
for each star shown in the light curve plot.
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Figure A.17 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.18 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.19 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.20 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.21 Same as Figure A.16

222

Figure A.22 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.23 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.24 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.25 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.26 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.27 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.28 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.29 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.30 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.31 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.32 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.33 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.34 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.35 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.36 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.37 Same as Figure A.16

238

Figure A.38 Same as Figure A.16
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Figure A.39 Same as Figure A.16

Figure A.40 Same as Figure A.16
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Appendix B
Secondary Light Curves from TESS, K2 and Kepler Analysis
This Appendix displays the original light curve in the left panels and phased light curves
in the right found for secondaries in the K+K wide binary sample discussed in Chapter
3. We only show the eclipsing systems and systems with fast rotations. All figures follow
the same pattern. For the systems which only show eclipses, the un-phased light curve in
the left panel is from the KSPSAP flux if it is from a MIT QLP reduction, while the light
curves from two-minute TESS targets and Kepler targets use the PDCSAP products made
available. For those showing both rotation and eclipses or only rotation, the light curve
consists of SAP flux data if it is from the QLP while PDCSAP is used if it is a TESS
two-minute target or a Kepler target. For each system, the light curve is for one sector’s
worth of observations, while the phased diagram uses all available data from any sector.
The periods are found through either the Box-Least-Squares method (Kovács et al. 2002) or
the Lomb-Scargle method (Scargle 1982) for the eclipsing systems, while only Lomb-Scargle
is used for the rotators. For systems showing eclipses or eclipses and rotation, the periods
are found using the KSPSAP or PDCSAP flux data depending on whether the data is from
the QLP or is a TESS two-minute or Kepler target, with one exception where the KSPSAP
flux has significant errors in it. This is done through the Lightkurve package (Lightkurve
Collaboration et al. 2018).
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Figure B.1 Examples of light curves and phased light curves for four stars that show both
rotation and eclipses. Each two plots consist of the light curve obtained through LightKurve
on the left and then the phased light curve on the right. The left panel only shows one
sector’s worth of observations, while the right uses all available data for the phased light
curves. Period used for the phase folding is shown in the right panel for each star with the
identifier for each star shown in the light curve plot.
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Figure B.2 Same as Figure B.1
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Figure B.3 Same as Figure B.1

Figure B.4 Same as Figure B.1
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Figure B.5 Examples of light curves and phased light curves for four secondary stars that
show eclipses. Each two plots consist of the light curve obtained through Lightkurve on the
left and then the phased light curve on the right. The left panel only shows one sector’s
worth of observations, while the right uses all available data for the phased light curves.
Period used for the phase folding is shown in the right panel for each star with the identifier
for each star shown in the light curve plot.
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Figure B.6 Same as Figure B.5. TIC 421110675 possibly contains a third body in the system.
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Figure B.7 Same as Figure B.5.
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Figure B.8 Same as Figure B.5.
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Figure B.9 Same as Figure B.5.
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Figure B.10 Same as Figure B.5.
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Figure B.11 Same as Figure B.5.
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Figure B.12 Examples of light curves and phased light curves for four stars that show rotation
faster than 5 days. Each two plots consist of the light curve obtained through Lightkurve on
the left and then the phased light curve on the right. The left panel only shows one sector’s
worth of observations, while the right uses all available data for the phased light curves.
Period used for the phase folding is shown in the right panel for each star with the identifier
for each star shown in the light curve plot.
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Figure B.13 Same as Figure B.12
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Figure B.14 Same as Figure B.12
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Figure B.15 Same as Figure B.12
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Figure B.16 Same as Figure B.12
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Figure B.17 Same as Figure B.12
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Figure B.18 Same as Figure B.12
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Figure B.19 Same as Figure B.12
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Figure B.20 Same as Figure B.12
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Figure B.21 Same as Figure B.12
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Figure B.22 Same as Figure B.12
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Figure B.23 Same as Figure B.12
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Figure B.24 Same as Figure B.12
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Figure B.25 Same as Figure B.12
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Figure B.26 Same as Figure B.12
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Figure B.27 Same as Figure B.12
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Figure B.28 Same as Figure B.12
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Figure B.29 Same as Figure B.12
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Figure B.30 Same as Figure B.12
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Figure B.31 Same as Figure B.12
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Appendix C
Plots from Speckle Analysis for Gemini and NESSI Data
This Appendix displays the reconstructed images and contrast curve plots for the NESSI
and Gemini Binaries. Plotting follows layout from Chapter 4. For each NESSI binary and
Gemini binary, the left panel will be the reconstructed image and right panel will be the
contrast curve plot provided by the NASA Speckle Team. We provide only the filters in which
a binary was detected. For each Figure, the top two panels will be the 562 nm channel and
the bottom two will be the 832 nm channel. In the case where the detection is only in the
832 channel, we only provide those plots.
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Figure C.1 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 2262681547123067392. Left panel
shows the reconstructed image with the target star in the middle of the plot, while right
panel shows the contrast plot for this star, with pluses meaning a local maxima.
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Figure C.2 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 1255695162853191936. Both rows are
same as Figure C.1
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Figure C.3 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 4518377377198705280. Both rows are
same as Figure C.1
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Figure C.4 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 1987197396963763712. Same as Figure
C.1
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Figure C.5 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 1632112552014817024. Both rows are
same as Figure C.1
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Figure C.6 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 1632110529080430592. Same as Figure
C.1
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Figure C.7 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 2100403801349406336. Both rows are
same as Figure C.1
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Figure C.8 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 1382198098798074624. Both rows are
same as Figure C.1
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Figure C.9 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 1449301838900762880. Same as Figure
C.1
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Figure C.10 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 3816112394213243904. Same as Figure
C.1
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Figure C.11 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 1595017404806620928. Same as Figure
C.1
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Figure C.12 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 389658300887082496. Both rows are
same as Figure C.1
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Figure C.13 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 1777019251018720256. Both rows are
same as Figure C.1
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Figure C.14 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 2829469414599661568. Both rows are
same as Figure C.1
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Figure C.15 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 2875033176455625856. Same as Figure
C.1
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Figure C.16 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 3920498104009539456. Both rows are
same as Figure C.1
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Figure C.17 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 4331385182697343360. Same as Figure
C.1
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Figure C.18 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 2619889785242221824. Both rows are
same as Figure C.1
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Figure C.19 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 2426546712811908992. Same as Figure
C.1
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Figure C.20 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 2 2528510507730177664. Both rows
are same as Figure C.1
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Figure C.21 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 2 968281930000926592. Both rows are
same as Figure C.1
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Figure C.22 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 2 3554658802689461376. Both rows
are same as Figure C.1
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Figure C.23 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 6843266367329492992. Same as Figure
C.1
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Figure C.24 Results of speckle analysis on Gaia DR2 2 1911944965724617344. Both rows
are same as Figure C.1
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